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Ted Frisbee Sr. 
From: Bill Kissinger [billk@atsinlandnw.com} 
Sent: Friday, January 21,200510:33 AM 
To: Ted Frisbee 
Cc: Kevin Treend 
Subject: DPW Biosafety Lab 
Ted, 
As a follow-up to your phone message on this date. 
Based on your comments, it is my understanding that the owner is performing tests this week 
on the Fire & Ufe Safety System. 
I have researched the problem with regard to the MAU's not automatically restarting after FAS 
shutdown. 
The sequence of operation calls for the control system to provide an automatic restart of the 
MAU upon the aSSOCiated smoke detector returning to normal condition. 
It appears that the change in sequence to incorporate the heating water pump shutdown (to 
avoid dead-heading the pumps) will not allow us to automatically restart the fans after tRey 
have shutdown. 
The current sequence is operating as follows: 
Upon initiation of a MAU shutdown (smoke alarm, loss of fan status) we now initiate a 
shutdown of the heating water pumps. This was implemented to insure someone didn't 
manually shutdown the unit, with a possible loss of power to the heating water shutoff 
solenoid valves which would cause the system to dead-head the pumps. When the smoke 
detector dears, the MAU is automatically restarted. This causes the 100% outside air units to 
trip the low temperature detection (L TO) stat - shutting down the MAU - requiring a manual 
restart. 
I would recommend that we again amend the sequence of control to insure that the heating 
water pumps are restarted with a 60 second time delay prior to initiating a restart of the MAU 
fan. 
Please note that this additional programming would not be required if the solenoid varves were 
removed from the heating water system. 
Please respond as to how we are to proceed or if you have any questions. 
Thank you, 
00601. 
1121105 
HOB004904 
Ted Frisbee Sr. 
From: Barry A Hayes [barry_hayes@sezconstruction.com} 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2005 1 :38 PM 
To: Ted Frisbee 
Subject: Fw: Mau SOO 
Please review the following and advise me on how to proceed. 
Barry 
- Original Message -
From: BQQ~rt Hov{grd 
To:~~yeZ~mbara~Q;~~H§W~~ 
Cc: Joe_RlJtl~gg~ ; [:lqLn~J:HlI ; Ctu:i~.M.oJLeJ' ; IlEcUji3o.egan 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 200510:27 AM 
Subject: FW. Mau sao 
Steve I Barry, 
rage I OJ L. 
Below are some concerns from Chris Motley regarding the MAU's starting ups, change over on fan failure, etc. 
forwarded the concern to the mechanical engineer. She thinks it might be a controls issue. 'feel this information 
should go through you to get to the appropriate subcontractors. Can you please forward the concern to the 
appropriate people and let us know the status of the concerns? 
Thanks, 
Robert Howard 
Rudeen & Associates 
From: Hanegan, Trad [mailto:hanegan@coffman.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2005 9:48 AM 
To: DJ.Q~~f1@mil}g~pJirm-,-~Qm 
Subjed:: RE: Mau sao 
Bob: 
That's the first I've heard of it. It sounds like a control issue to me. Would you like me to pass this 
information along to Keyin Treend at ATS? -
Tmci ~ - -
--Original Message--
From: Robert Howard [mailto:rudeen@mindspring.comJ 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2005 7:26 AM 
To: Hanegan, Trad 
Subject: FW: Mau 500 
Traci, 
Do you know anything about what Chris is talking about below? If so, please let me know. If not, I will go 
look at it. 
Thanks, 
Robert Howard 
Rudeen & Associates 
1121105 
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From: Motley, John - LABS [mailto:MotleyJ@idhw.state.id.us] 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2005 7:54 AM 
To: Bob Howard; Hanegan, Trad 
t'age L 01 L 
Cc: Elaine Hill; Ricksl David - CO 9th; Hudson, Richard - LABS - Boise; Long, Tom - CO 9th; Joe Rutledge 
SUbject: Mau 500 
Bob; 
The last two mornings, I have had to test the fire alarm system for the BL3. On both occasions it has taken 
a tech from Hobson to get the MAU's up and running again. We have no auto change over on fan failure, 
we have no hot water pumps on fan failure, and it takes a very long time to get the fans up again when 
they do re-start In the meantime, the exhaust ramps up and we have extreme pressure differences in the 
labs due to no Supply air. I was told that these problems are known to the contractor, and they are 
attempting a fix. Please find out what is going on if you can and let's get on this considering the nature of 
this project. 
Chris 
;Tbe infonnation contained in this email may be privileged, confidential or otherwise protected 
from disclosure. All persons are advised that they may face penalties under state and federal law 
for sharing this information with unauthorized individuals. If you received this email in error, 
please reply to the sender that you have received this information in error. Also, please delete this 
email after replying to the sender. 
1121/05 dOf~03 
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EXHIBITD 
DEPOSITION TED FRISBEE, SR. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO! IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP.! an) 
Idaho corporation! ) 
) 
Plaintiff! ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION! LLC! an ) 
Idaho limited liability ) 
company; and STATE OF IDAHO!) 
acting by and through its ) 
Department of ) 
Administration! Division of ) 
Public Works! ) 
) 
Defendants. ) Case No. CVOC 0508037 
STATE OF IDAHO! acting by 
and through its Department 
of Administration! Division 
of Public Works! 
Counter-Claimant! 
vs. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP.! an) 
Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Counter-Defendant. ) 
Case No. CVOC 0600191 
DEPOSITION OF TED FRISBEE! SR. 
SEPTEMBER 17! 2008 
BOISE! IDAHO 
BURNHAM HABEL & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
9-17-08 
(208) 345-5700 00605 
ae7c75f6-e879-4c1 b-9ab2-b803b99ae608 
DEPOSITION TED FRISBEE, SR. 9-17-08 
Page 30 Page 32 
1 just said there, I pretty much agree -- as I sit here 1 that what she specified was unable [sic] to get. And--
2 today in 2008, I pretty much agree with what you said 2 and so then when we tried to get something that we can 
3 with the caveat that I had a lot of correspondence on 3 get and we go through all of the things that we had to 
4 this job and if I went back and reviewed it, I might be 4 do with the state and the AlE to try to get it approved 
5 able to go back and find there is issues I still have 5 and fight for it, we lost valuable time on the 
6 that I can't recall right now. 6 submittals, valuable time on trying to build the job. 
7 BY MR. ANDERSON: 7 One of the reasons why this job went so far 
8 Q. Okay. But as you sit here today, you 8 over on schedule was because of the fact that we 
9 believe other than retainage, $2,221 and a negative 9 couldn't get answers to issues like this and had huge 
10 attitude from the design team, all matters related to or 10 impact on the job even though it seemed simple. 
11 affected by the hot gas bypass change order, which was 11 Q. Would you agree that those are matters 
12 change order 10, have been resolved? 12 affected by and related to the humidifier specification? 
13 A. Yes. 13 MR. LARKIN: Object to form. 
14 Q. All right. Let's move to the humidifier 14 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
15 issue. Now, in those impact letters that we reviewed a 15 BY MR. ANDERSON: 
16 moment ago, the humidifier was referenced; is that 16 Q. And wasn't there a later change order with 
17 correct? Or I think there's two of them. "The 17 respect to that issue? 
18 humidifiers" would be more accurate. 18 MR. LARKIN: What issue? 
19 A. Yes. 19 BY MR. ANDERSON: 
20 Q. And were you attempting to set out the fact 20 Q. The humidifier issue in terms of whether or 
21 that Hobson had been affected by the humidifier issue 21 not they would tit within the cabinets? 
22 that you make reference to? 22 A. Yes, there was later on another issue that 
23 A. Yes. 23 arose about those. 
24 Q. And that issue was that there was a 24 Q. SO there's the voltage issue that was 
25 different 'It~ge that could not be obtained or the addressed in -- I believe it was the second change order 
1 
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5 
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7 
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23 
24 
25 
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voltage was specified incorrectly? 1 issued on the project; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 2 A. Yes. 
Q. And there was a change order dealing with 3 Q. Change order NO.2. Then with respect 
the voltage issue, wasn't there? 4 to -- you say there were some remaining issues that 
A. Yes. 5 arose with respect to the humidifiers --
Q. And do you believe that that change order 6 A. Yes. 
resolved the issue that you raised in your impact 7 Q. -- if I'm following you correctly? 
letters leading up to the -- we'll call it the catchall 8 A. Yes, there was remaining issues, and they 
letter marked as Exhibit 397 and dated December 24, 9 were dealt with. But the point I'm trying to make is 
2003? 10 the real damage here is the fact that the air hammer 
MR. LARKIN: Object to form. 11 submittals weren't timely. The schedule was goofed up 
THE WITNESS: No. 12 We lost the flow of the job. 
BY MR. ANDERSON: 13 All of that was impacted by the fact that 
Q. Okay. What else remained with respect to 14 Traci wouldn't accept a partial submittal. She only 
the humidifier issue? 15 wanted to review a complete division 15 submittal. 
MR. LARKIN: Just the voltage issue or-- 16 You can't submit on humidifiers if you 
BY MR. ANDERSON: 17 don't even know what voltage you're going to submit 
Q. With respect to the voltage issue -- let me 18 them. Huge, huge impacts to the contractor when you 
back up, make sure we're on the same page. 19 have this type of attitude from the AlE. 
Through the end of 2003 the only issue with 20 Q. And you were aware of that at the time 
respect to the humidifiers dealt with the voltage; is 21 these impacts were occurring, correct? 
that correct? 22 A. That's why I started to write these 
A. No. 23 letters. 
Q. Okay. What else was there? 24 Q. What issue or component of your change 
A. Well, there was the -- there was the fact 25 order spreadsheet covers the issues on the humidifiers 
BURNHAM HABEL & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
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EXHIBITE 
00607 
HOBSON FABRICATING, INC. 
6428 BUSINESS WAY 
BOISE, 1083716·5550 
PH. 208343-5423 
FAX 208-343-5446 
ISSUE # 1 HOT GAS BYPASS 
Hot Gas By-Pass (HGBP) 
The project specifications required that the supply air system include 
redundanVduplicate makeup air unit so that if one unit failed there would be a 
backup that would start immediately. The makeup air units (MAUs) each 
were required to have their cooling provided by a OX Condensing unit with 2 
compressors, one for each MAU. The specified unit was a Carrier 38AH044-
134, size 64. 
Addenda 1 -15670.2.1.G (Al) to the contract specifications required that the 
contractor "provide six stages of capacity modulation on each compressor." 
On 8/27/03 , Ted Frisbee wrote RFI 02 (A2) asking that the engineer consider 
using a chiller in lieu of Ox. The engineer responded that the unit specified in 
the contract drawings were not available with "six stages on each 
compressor" and that "the condensing unit shall be provided with 3 stages of 
cooling for each compressor and Hot Gas Bypass." The engineer is 
responsible for this design error. This document is the first mention of the 
HGBP. 
On 9/11 /03, Ted Frisbee wrote RFI 02A (A3) asking that the engineer 
reconsider using a chiller in lieu of OX and identifying HGBP as an "extra". In 
her response she states, "We will leave it up to the GC to determine how they 
will provide what was specified ... " This is the fi rst indication that the AlE 
expects the contractor to pay for her errors. 
On 9/11 /03 , Ted Frisbee wrote RFI 02C (A4). In that RFI he identifies that he 
has investigated acquiring a similar condensing unit with 6 stages of cooling 
as specified form the other approved vendors. He also identifies that the 
HGBP system will have additional materials and field labor that are outside 
the contract documents. Hobson requested a change order to cover the 
costs of the HGBP system. The engineer recommended that the owner not 
27 May 2005 
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issue a change order. The engineer did not take responsibility for her error, 
nor did she allow Hobson to be compensated for a clear change in the scope 
of work. 
On 10/20103, Hobson received ASI 2 (AS) - prepared by the AlE and 
forwarded by SEiZ. The ASI provides information (not complete) on the 
HGBP system that the engineer has designed. This ASI was responded to 
with pricing on 10/23/03 (A6) 
On 10/21/03, Philip Wilt wrote a letter to Carrier Corporation (A7). The letter 
detailed the operation of the, and his concerns with HGBP system. Since 
Carrier is the manufacturer of the condenser and the HGBP system effects 
the condenser, Hobson felt that Carriers input was critical. During this time 
frame Hobson had submitted on Carriers Standard HGBP system, and it was 
rejected by the engineer. The letter passed from Carrier's local 
representatives to the corporate offices. The Engineers at Carrier Corporate 
recommended that "since this design for the HGBP has not been tested by 
the factory, we cannot warranty the compressor should it fail due to the 
HGBP." Their recommendation " ... is to use the HGBP that the factory 
recommends". After receiving this letter, Ted wrote RFI2D on 11/3/03, (AS). 
This RFI asks for direction, since we have a system designed by the engineer 
that negatively impact the manufacture's warranty, and the engineer has 
rejected the manufacturer's recommendations. The engineer's response is to 
downsize the HGBP valve and the statement that Carrier will be able to issue 
their standard warranty. Attached to RFI 2E (A9) 11/10/03 is a letter from 
Carrier stating that the compressor will carry Carrier's standard warranty "and 
should there be a failure and it is determined to be the result of the HGBP 
system, CARRIER CORPERATION will most likely determine the failure to be 
caused by abuse. CARRIER CORPERATION does not warranty abuse." 
This essentially limits the warranty to only the equipment and voids the system 
warranty, the engineer responds "This is acceptable to the owner." 
On 11/14/03, Philip Wilt wrote RFI 2F (A10) and RFI 2G (A11) - Requesting 
missing information about the HGBP system. Information was provided by 
the engineer. 
On 11/14/03, we received a letter written by Robert Howard (A12). This letter 
rejects our request for compensation for changes to the contract per ASI 2. 
Mr. Howard states that since we did not inform the AlE of the errors in their 
documents at bid time, their error becomes our responsibility. 
On 11/19/03, Barry Hayes of SEiZ responded to Document A 12 (A 13). Barry 
makes the following points: 
• The timeline requirements for notification could not have been met in 
the duration of time between when Addenda 1 was issued and when 
the contract was awarded. 
2 
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• SEiZ feels that this is a change in condition and a cost change. 
• Under Section 3 of this SEll's comments there is discussion about 
Carrier "going to pay Hobson direct to change the system." I believe 
that it was Washington Air Group (WAG), the Spokane Carrier 
Representative, not Carrier Corp. that made this offer. I believe that 
WAG did most of the refrigeration design work for the engineer, 
including specifying the MAUs, the condensing unit, and the HGBP. 
Barry states: " ... any errors on behalf of the NE Team's manufacturers 
prior to bid is not the cost of the contractor or to be paid directly to the 
subcontractor ... " 
• Work proceeded on the HGBP system as directed by the NE "under 
the understanding that a Change Order would follow." 
Hobson wrote a clarification letter (A14) that provides a clear paper trail 
regarding WAG's offer. He also makes additional clarifications as to Hobson's 
position on A12. 
On 11/26103 Philip Wilt wrote RFI2F (A15) - The question relates to the 
sizing of components for the HGBP. There are two questions here: first, why 
are we going from a 5/8" fitting to 1 1/8" fitting to 5/8" fitting in the stretch of a 
few inches? Second, why are we using 1 1/8" tubing at all? The engineer 
responds with an answer to the 2nd question: keep the piping at 1 1/8" and 
says a compressor manufacturer recommends it. RFI2J (A16) continues this 
discussion. Hobson clarifies that the compressor mfg. that the engineer refers 
to (Copeland) is not the compressor manufacturer and that Carrier, the 
compressor manufacturer, recommends 5/8" lines. The question is repeated. 
The engineer's response is incorrect on several points. 
• Carrier's model for HGBP is the correct model for the application. 
• The Carrier reps in Boise did not agree that 1 1/8" is acceptable and 
5/8" is not. 
On 12122103, Philip Wilt wrote RFI 2k (A17) - This letter attempts to close out 
the HGBP issues. The engineer reduced the HGBP solenoid valve to 5/8". 
Hobson agrees to install 1 1/8" line sets. The engineer provided revised and 
stamped HGBP schematics and control sequences. 
The final HGBP system closely resembles Hobson's original submittal. The 
Engineer's inability to address this issue in a concise and logical manner 
delayed implementation of this system for over 4 months. 
3 
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Coffman 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 
Matt; 
Hanegan. Traci 
Tuesday. March 15. 2005 11 :39 AM 
Matt Huffield (E-mail) 
Ruff, Dave 
DPW BSL-3 MAU Platform Relocation 
For Your Information 
Red 
Please see altached letters. The originals will be placed in the mail to you today. 
'nlanks. 
Traci 
~ 
MAU Platform cost 
leIter. pdf ( ... 
MAU Pfatlorm 
relocation letter... 
rla("1 I "megan. I' E 
Susl.llnable l)cslgn. LEEDiI!> AI' 
I\krnbcr ,\SIIRAE 
Coffman Engineers 
10 N. 1'()SI St.. SInk 500 
Sr(.kane WA 9<)20) 
('debrallUg 25 Years of l'ngllleering Excellence 
v.ww coffman. com 
lJancgan@coffman.com 
509-328-2994 Phone 
509· 328-2999 r AX 
DATE.2-tl=p " 
BIJJtNHAM. fiABIlL .. 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 
COF09·003053 
00612 
~COFFMAN ~N (j I NEE R S 
March 15, 2005 
Mr. Man Hufficld, AIA 
Rudeen & Associates 
199 North Capitol Blvd., Suite 602 
B<iise, ID 83702 
Project: Idaho DPW Biosafcty Level 3 Laboratory 
Boise, Idaho 
Subject: MAU Platform Relocation Cost 
Dear Mall: 
It is our tmderstanding that the Contractor has submitted a change order for the relocation of the air 
handling unit platform on the order of $54,000. The design team and DPW agree that this is excessive 
and overstates the laoor costs and delay caused. An independent contractor evaluated the change order 
and estimated $19,000 for relocating the platform. Coffman Engineers was no( involved in that 
{'valuation but agrees thai $19,000 is a more reasonable estimate. Coffman also agrees that the 
Contractor i~ enlltled to a change order as this issue was no fault of their own. 
Thank you. Please call if you have any questions. 
Sincerely, 
COFFMAN ENGINEERS, INC. 
~'Wy-
Traci Hanegan. P.E., LEED\t 
Seniur Mechanical Engineer 
10_. "",11m!, I .. ,. Iff 
1poU .. _"""",mtl 
101 flI ltYN .. lC9 1112", 
..... lI~Im.UI_ 
~~~ 
David T. Ruff.P.E 
Principal 
P,." .... ,,,. 
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.COFFMAN ~N GIN E E R S 
March 15,2005 
Iltan'" 
Mr. Mati Huflield, AlA 
Rudeen & Associates 
)99 NOl1h Capitol Blvd., Suite 602 
Boist!, ID 83702 
on! 
Project: Idaho DPW Biosafety Level 3 Laboratory 
Boise, Idaho 
(Mlff\ltioa 
Subject: MAU Platform Relocation 
Dear Malt: 
We have considered the Contractor's request for compensation related to the relocation of the 
mechanical platform and associated equipment that exceeded the design weight limitation. Coffman 
values our relationship with your firm and the Division of Public Works. The following is an attempt 
10 explain our position on the issue and why we feel that the contractor is entitled to changes for this 
revision and why the cost is not the responsibility of Coffman Engineers, Inc. 
It is our understanding that the need to relocate the platform arose from the fact that the make-up air 
units (MAUs) provided by the contractor exceeded the design weight limitation of (he structure. II is 
helpful to outline the sequence of events surrounding the approvaJ of this piece of equipmenl 
During the design phase, on March 13,2003, we were asked to provide an approximate MAU weight 
It was noted to your firm at thal time that the approximate weight was 7,500 pounds. This value was 
included in our equipment schedules at all subsequent submittal phases of the project, including 
bidding. 
On May 14,2003 we indicated in an e-mail to your office thal we were waiting for an updated weight 
on the MAUs that would be more accurate than the 7,500 pounds noted. We received a fax fTOm the 
MAU sales representative on May 19,2003 that listed the weight as approximately 6,700 pounds. We 
discussed this with your office during a phone conversation and decided to leave the weight on the 
equipment schedules as 7,500 pounds. The basis of design for tbe MAUs was Temtrol. Govemair 
was listed as one of severa] other approved manufacturers and aU units are subject to submittal review 
for compliance with the drawings and specifications. 
During the submittal process, tbe contractor submitted a Govemair MAU with a shipping weight of 
9,400 pounds. Our submittal response ask.ed the contl3(.:toI to clarify the operating weight, so that it 
could be compared to the unil weight listed on the drawings. The Governair nnit is of significantly 
higher quaJity than the Temlrol unit and typicaUy has a higher cost. The contractor was submitting 
this higher quality unit because it had a much shortcr lead-time than the TemtroJ unit. It was in the 
best interest of the OWllCr to receive this higher qualit), unit on the pJOject. 
10 UOII ItmI, IuItI \IG 
~W."''''"191 
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Mr. Mati Hufficld 
Hudeen & Associates 
DWW BSL-3 Lab 
March 15.2005 
Page 2 
Before the resubmiual was received, we inquired via e-mail to your finn, dated October 28, 2003, 
what the maximum weight of the unit could be, We were nol given a maximum weight back from the 
structural engineer. We were only told on October 31, 2003, that the original design mued out the 
existing coluJIUls. Traci followed up with a phone call to the structural engineer, Riley Mahaffey, on 
that same day and left a message. Her bound telephone records indicate that Riley relurned her calion 
the same day. Traci and Riley talked over the poone on November 3, 2003 and Riley told her that the 
units could weigh up to 9,000 pounds, but no more. Traci's telepbone records on thIS date have this 
weight listed and clouded, Traci followed up with a phone call to your office. advising you that Riley 
had told her that he approved the units at 9,000 pounds or less. Traci then talked to the MAU sales 
representative and told them thllt the unit would only be approved if it could be built at 9.000 Ibs or 
less. 
The re·subminal for the MAU listed a shipping weighl of 9,000 pounds. The contractor's submittal 
response 10 our comment indicated that, "the weight is listed as approll. 9,000 Ibs", We had been 
a.~kcd to lum this submittal around as quickly as possible. so n phone call was made to the sales 
representative and it was confinncd that lhe listed shipping weight was the same as the operating 
wl~ight. Based on Ihis infonnation. and the conversation with Riley on November 3. 2003, the 
submittal was approved. Ilad the structural engineer indicated that the unit weight was not acceptable, 
the unit would have been rejected. The sales representative was prepared to resubmit using the 
Temlrol unit. which was the basis of design. 
We were infonncd in January of 2004 that the existing building columns would not support the weight 
of the units as submmed and approvcd at 9,000 Ibs and that the uilits would need (0 be relocated. It is 
our belief that the contractor is entitled to compensation for the relocation of the units. since they 
received approval for them at 9,000 Ibs. Our correspondence surrounding the submiual review clearly 
noted thai the weight of thc unit submitted was an issue. The submitted unit was approved only after 
we received continuation from Ihe structural engineer that the 9,000 Ibs per unit was acceptable. 
It is our understanding that the Contractor has submitted a change order for the relocation of the air 
handling unit platform on the order of $54.000. An independent contractor evaluated the change order 
and estimated $19.000 for relocating the platform. Coffman Engineers was not involved in that 
evaluation but agrees that $19,000 is a more reasonable estimate. 
It is also our understanding that you wish Coffman Eogineers and the structural engineer to agree to 
share the cost of the change order if it is in fact bad-charged to thc design team. In preparing to come 
to a final decision on our culpability we needed to perform an independcnt structural analysis of the 
original MAU platform location. We were surprised to fmd out that the building columns as currenlly 
loaded (without MAU's) are at their maximum capacity. These columns could support neither the 
scheduled 7.500 pounds per MAU nor the represented 6,700 pounds on the structural drawings. They 
should not have been considered for support of the MAU's from the beginning. We can only conclude 
thaI any perceivetl confusion of the final MAU weights is moot in light of the fact that the MAU's 
could not be installed in that location at any weight. 
COF09-003056 
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Mr. Matt Huffield 
Rudeen & Associates 
DWW BSL-3 Lab 
March 15,2005 
Page 3 
II is our <:onclusion that Coffman EngineeJS docs not share any responsibility in this malter. We 
strongly desire to cooper.tte with the entire projecl learn to bring this project to closure. Be assured 
that we will look. at each situation fairly and reasonably. 
Thank you. Please call if you lJave any questions. 
Sincerely. 
COFrMAN ENGINEERS. INC. 
Trod Hanegan. P.E .• LEED® 
Senior Mechanical Engineer 
David T. Ruff, p.n 
Principal 
COF09-003057 
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SUMMARY LETTER FOR TIlE PLATFORM RELOCATlON: 
CIC92 
The relocation of the mechanical pJatfonn was brought about by the Design Teams failure to perform Due 
Diligence during the initial Project start period when the Mechanical Contractor was submitting pre-approved 
Equipment, in this case, the "Makeup Air Units", also known as MAU's, for final approval and order. 
The Mechanical Engincer reviewed the MAU submittal, noted a "weight concern", and then approved tbe 
MAU submittal on October 28,2003. The Mechanical Engineer then sent this approved submittal onto 
Rudeen and Associates for their review and comment. Rudeen and Associates took no further action 
regarding the "weight" concerns noted by their Mechanical Engineer, and sent the approved submittal for the 
MAU's onto SEIZ Construction. who then sent the approved submittal to Hobson Fabricating for their usc. 
Sometime in late December of 2003 , the weight issue now becomes a very large problem after the structural 
engineer is copied the details for the new platform. along with the submitted weights for each pjec~ of 
equipment to be placed upon it, and then determines the existing buildings structural make up is not strong_ 
enough to carry this weight. At this point, the Architect attempts to blame SE/Z Construction and Hobson 
Fabricating for this problem. 
After approximately one and a half months since the weight issue became known, the Architect issues ASI 
12, which directed SEIZ Construction to relocate the platfonn to an entirely different roof location, and to 
move all previously installed Plumbing, Electrical and Mechanical features to meet up with the new location 
as a "no cost, no time" supplemental instruction. SEIZ Construction reviews AS! # 12, and notifies the 
Architect that ASI II 12 should have been issued as a Change Order. 
Another fourteen days go by until the Owner issues unilateral CCDs 7 and 8, with attached redesign, for the 
relocation of the platfonn. SEIZ Construction notifies the Owner that SE/Z Construction will not sign this 
document, due to proposed adjustments 1 and 2. After notifying the Owner that CCDs 7 and 8 will not be 
signed by SElZ, SEIZ Construction notifies aJl it's subcontractors to begin work as noted in CCDs 7 and 8. 
111is work is to be carried out on a "Tune and Materials" basis. The work as noted by CCDs 7 and 8 is started 
around the first week of March, 2004, and completed by the end of March, 2004. 
All documentation to track additional costs for the relocation of the platform have been placed in SE/Z's 
Serial Letter # 41, dated March 19,2004, and sent to Rudeen and Associates. An additional Serial Letter 
noted as # 56, also produced on March ) 9, 2004, with costs associated with CCDs 7 and 8 was also sent to the 
Architect for review, comment and approval for payment. On September 3, 2004, Rudeen and Associates 
fmally responds to SElZ's proposed additional costs and time extensions as noted in the March Serial Letter 
and denies these costs and schedule impacts. 
On March 21, 2005, almost a year to the day after all work associated with the platform relocation was 
completed, SEIZ Construction receives a copy of proposed Change Order 18 for all work associated with 
CCDs 7 and 8. SEIZ Construction, along with Hobson Fabricating review this document, then refuse to sign 
it, due to amount offered as total payment for time extensions and additional materials and labor. The amount 
offered is less than half the submitted costs with back up. 
As of June 14, 2005, Change Order 18 remains unacceptable to SEIZ Construction. This issue, like many 
other problems caused by the ineptitude of the Projects Design Team, will llitimately be resolved through 
mediation with the Owner, or by Legal action as a "Jast" resort. 
SEZ-000486 
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HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; and 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
16 SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
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21 
22 
23 
Cross-claimant, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Cross-defendant. 
24 STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
25 of Public Works, 
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1 Counter-cross-claimant, 
2 
vs. 
3 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
4 Idaho limited liability company, 
5 Counter-cross-defendant. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A 
12 PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
13 
14 
Third Party Defendant. 
15 
16 
17 This matter comes before the Court on the Plaintiff Hobson Fabricating's (Hobson) Motions 
18 
in Limine, Plaintiff Hobson's Motion to Dismiss Third Party Defendant Rudeen & Associates 
19 
(Rudeen), Defendant State of Idaho's (the State) Motion to Strike Plaintiff Hobson's Motions in 
20 
Limine and Motion to Dismiss, and Third Party Defendant Rudeen's Fourth Motion in Limine. 
21 
22 
Defendant SE/Z Construction (SE/Z) and Third Party Defendant Rudeen have joined in Plaintiffs 
23 motion to dismiss. Defendant SE/Z has joined in Plaintiff s motions in limine. Third Party 
24 Defendant Rudeen has joined the State's opposition to Plaintiffs motions in limine. 
25 
26 
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BACKGROUND AND PROCEEDINGS 
On October 31, 2008, a mistrial was declared in this action and the Court instructed the 
parties that there was to be no new discovery and no substantive motions without leave of the Court. 
(See Trial Transcript, October 31,2008, p. 92, ll. 16-22.) On January 13, 2010, the Court convened 
a status conference, which was attended by representatives of all parties, and the Court suggested 
that it set deadlines to hear substantive motions before the retrial. The parties represented to the 
Court that they were in the midst of negotiations on a possible settlement and that in order to 
prepare substantive motions, such negotiations would have to be set aside. At the request of the 
parties, the Court did not impose deadlines to hear substantive pre-trial motions. 
On March 2, 2010, new counsel for Plaintiff Hobson filed four motions in limine and a 
motion to dismiss. On March 5, 2010 by a telephonic status conference, the State was provided an 
opportunity on an informal basis to voice its objections to the Court entertaining these substantive 
motions so close to the retrial. However, counsel for Plaintiff Hobson objected to the Court granting 
what is in essence a motion to strike in such an informal manner and Plaintiff requested a hearing. 
The Court granted the hearing and also granted the State additional time to respond to the substance 
of the motions. All parties supplied the Court with memoranda and affidavits in support of and in 
opposition to the motions. 
The Court heard oral arguments on all motions on March 24, 2010. Appearing before the 
Court were J. Todd Henry for Plaintiff Hobson, Frederick Hahn for Defendant SE/Z, Phillip 
Oberrecht for Defendant State ofIdaho, and Michael Stefanic for Third Party Defendant Rudeen. 
During the oral argument, the Court entertained the State's motion to strike the motions in 
limine and the motion to dismiss as being improperly filed substantive motions. The Court agrees 
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that, regardless of the caption, the motions in limine are substantive motions for reconsideration of 
prior rulings. At the hearing, the Court denied the State's motion to strike the Plaintiffs motions as 
untimely because the Court left open to the parties the invitation to seek permission to file 
substantive motions. Although the Plaintiffs motions were filed some five weeks before the 
scheduled retrial, it is within the Court's discretion whether or not to entertain them. 
During oral argument and after hearing from all parties on the motion to dismiss, the Court 
issued its order from the bench granting the motion to dismiss all third party claims against the 
architect with prejudice, holding that all third party claims were based upon professional negligence 
and are unsupported by the requisite expert testimony. After dismissing the Third Party Defendant, 
the Court denied Rudeen's Fourth Motion in Limine. 
At the conclusion of the hearing, the Court advised the parties that the Court would consider 
the Plaintiffs motions in limine under advisement and issue a written decision the following day. 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTIONS IN LIMINE 
Plaintiff Hobson seeks an order from this Court holding that a) the State is precluded from 
asserting any claim or right to recovery based on the post-termination enforcement of any clause, 
term, or provision of its contract with SE/Z; 2) the State is precluded from asserting as affirmative 
damages any item of work that is "related to or affected by" the subject of a pre-termination Change 
Order executed by the parties; 3) the State is precluded from presenting to the jury any evidence of 
damages for repair or replacement for any item of work for which it failed to provide Defendant 
SE/Z notice and an opportunity to cure; and 4) the State is precluded from raising as a defense that 
Hobson has failed to satisfy the elements of a "total cost claim" in submitting its termination for 
convenience claim. 
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On October 11, 2002, the State of Idaho through the Department of Public Works entered 
into a contract with architect Rudeen & Associates for plans to remodel a state bio-safety laboratory. 
On July 31, 2003, the State entered into the prime construction contract with SE/Z Construction for 
that project. On August 25, 2003, SE/Z and Hobson Fabricating entered into a subcontract for 
certain mechanical work on the bio-safety lab remodel project. The anticipated completion date of 
the project was May 26, 2004. The State terminated the prime contract for convenience on June 3, 
2005. 
Under the termination for convemence clause of the pnme contract, the owner may 
terminate for convenience and at that time the contractor is entitled to "recover from the Owner 
payment for Work executed and proven loss with respect to materials, equipment, tools, and 
construction equipment and machinery, including reasonable overhead and profit." Work is defined 
by the contract as 
the construction and services required by the Contract Documents, whether completed 
or partially completed, and includes all other labor, materials, equipment and services 
provided or to be provided by the Contractor to fulfill the Contractor's obligations. 
The Work may constitute the whole or a part of the Project. 
(Construction Contract, Article 1.1.3.) The burden of proof is upon the contractor to establish that 
the Work executed has yet to be paid for and was done according to the plans and specifications. It 
will be the State's obligation to dispute the contractors' claims and show how the discreet charges 
are not due under the contract. 
The Court previously held that Change Order No. 10 constituted a substitute contract and 
"under the language of the contract, the claims associated with the hot gas bypass have been 
waived." (Memorandum Decision and Order, April 24, 2007, p. 9.) Subsequently applying the same 
reasoning and contract provisions, the Court held that Change Orders No. 12 and 13 constituted 
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clear and unambiguous substitute contracts and that "all the issues" associated with the subject 
matter of Change Orders No. 12 and 13 have been settled by those change orders. (Memorandum 
Decision and Order on Third Party Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, October 31, 
2007, pp. 5-6.) Article 7.2.3 of the prime contract states: 
Any Change Order prepared, including but not limited to those arising by reason of 
the parties' mutual agreement or by mediation, shall constitute a final and full 
settlement of all matters relating to or affected by the change in the work, including, 
but not limited to, all direct, indirect, and consequential costs associated with such 
change and any and all adjustments to the Contract Sum and Contract Time. 
The Court has ruled, and it is the law of the case, that Change Orders No. 10, 12, and 13 constitute 
final settlement for the work the contractors performed under those change orders and therefore the 
contractors would not be allowed to claim payment for work covered by those change orders. The 
Court is now urged to apply the same ruling to all of the Change Orders. That motion is 
GRANTED. 
Having found that the fully executed Change Orders preclude the contractors from claiming 
additional money for work described in those Change Orders, after considering the arguments of 
counsel, and after reviewing the Court's prior holding that "the language of Change Order No. 10 
unambiguously proved that the parties had agreed to waive any additional claims or costs associated 
with the hot gas bypass,"} the Court now specifically holds that in as much as the contractors are 
precluded from claiming additional money for work covered by the Change Orders, so too is the 
State precluded from claiming any offsets for the work covered by the Change Orders. Plaintiff s 
motion for an order that the State is precluded from asserting as affirmative damages any item of 
1 Memorandum Decision and Order on Third Party Defendant's Motion for Partial Surmnary Judgment, October 31, 
2007, pp. 5. 
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work that is related to or affected by the subject of a pre-tennination Change Order executed by the 
parties is GRANTED. 
The Court's ruling on the Change Orders is made not only because the ruling is consistent 
with the Court's prior rulings on Change Orders No. 10, 12, and 13, but also because, after a delay 
of some sixteen months from the date of the mistrial and on the eve of an eight week long jury trial 
the Court has revisited all of the issues associated with this case and the Court finds the ruling is 
within the Court's discretion and consistent with the principles of judicial economy to narrow and 
clarify the issues to be tried and to correctly state the law even ifby doing so the Court is compelled 
to reconsider previous rulings. 
Under the tenns of the contract, the State was required to give the contractors a written 
notice of allegedly defective work and the opportunity to cure the alleged defect. (See Construction 
Contract, Article 2.4.1.) With respect to the alleged defects the State claims to have discovered after 
tenninating the contract for convenience, no such notice and opportunity to cure were given. 
(Deposition of Jan Frew, September 18,2008, p. 263, 11. 20-22; p. 264, 11. 1; 22-23.) The State has 
previously urged the Court that the law should allow the State the opportunity to show, in order to 
be relieved of the contractual obligation to provide notice and an opportunity to cure, that the 
contractors had actual knowledge of the alleged defects and that the contractors suffered no 
prejUdice by the State's failure to provide notice and an opportunity to cure. In its February 28, 2007 
Order, the Court held that the State could avoid strict compliance with the notice and opportunity to 
cure provision if it were able to establish actual notice and lack of prejudice. (See Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting Plaintiff Hobson's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and 
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Denying Counter-Defendant SE/Z's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, February 28, 2007, pp. 
8-9.) 
The Court finds it would be impossible to reconcile any possible finding of a lack of 
prejudice to the contractors with the prosecution of the cross-claim by the State to recover damages 
for work performed by another contractor under a cost-plus contract. This is because the State 
admittedly failed to discover the alleged defects until after it had terminated the contract for 
convenience. Thus, the contractors had no ability to address the alleged defects. Plaintiff's motion 
for an order that the State is precluded from presenting to the jury any evidence of cross-claim 
damages for repair or replacement for any item of work for which it failed to provide Defendant 
SE/Z notice and an opportunity to cure is GRANTED. 
On April 14, 2006, Defendant SE/Z filed a motion for summary judgment seeking a ruling 
that the State had no ability to maintain the cross-claims to recover for damages for the repair and 
replacement of allegedly defective work found after the contractor filed suit against the State. At 
that time, the Court was persuaded that Article 13.4.2 of the contract preserved the State's right to 
pursue the cross-claims, holding that the federal law relied upon by Plaintiff Hobson and Defendant 
SE/Z was not controlling and had been called into question by more recent federal contract cases. 
(See Memorandum Decision and Order, July 24,2006, pp. 6-7.) Article 13.4.2 states: 
No action or failure to act by the Owner, Architect or Contractor shall constitute a 
waiver of a right or duty afforded them under the Contract, nor shall such action or 
failure to act constitute approval of or acquiescence in a breach thereunder, except as 
may be specifically agreed in writing. 
(Construction Contract, Article 13.4.2.) While that provision on its face allows the State to pursue 
its own independent claims against the contractors, the Court finds that its ability to pursue those 
actions is otherwise foreclosed by its failure to provide notice and the opportunity to cure. The 
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Court now considers that the only remaining issue for trial is how much money, if any, the 
contractors are owed under the termination for convenience clause. The burden of proof is upon the 
contractor to establish that the Work executed has yet to be paid for and was done according to the 
plans and specifications. It will be the State's obligation to dispute the contractors' claims and show 
how the discreet charges are not due under the contract. Plaintiffs motion for an order that the State 
is precluded from asserting any claim or right to recovery for repair or replacement for any item of 
work discovered post-termination for which it failed to provide Defendant SE/Z notice and an 
opportunity to cure is GRANTED. 
Finally, the contractors urge the Court to allow them to employ the "total cost method" to 
prove their damages. The contractors contend that the contract itself provides for this, arguing that 
the contractual definition of Work is equivalent to the "total cost method." The State refutes this 
contention. The Court finds that the "total cost method" is not required by the contract. 
Alternatively, the contractors urge the Court to allow them to employ the "total cost 
method" arguing that it is impractical for them to prove actual losses directly, that the initial bids 
were reasonable, that their actual costs are reasonable, and that they are not responsible for the 
added costs. The State refutes these assertions and it is the State's position that any alleged added 
costs were caused by the contractors. The Court finds that the parties did not agree in the contract to 
employ the "total cost method" to calculate post-termination damages. This is in keeping with the 
Court's October 27, 2008 ruling that there was "sufficient evidence before the court to submit at 
least a portion of Hobson's claim for damages to the jury." (See Trial Transcript, October 27,2008, 
pp. 10-24.) Further, this holding reflects that the State of Idaho has not adopted the "total cost 
method" and that the method is disfavored by Federal Courts. In keeping with Idaho law that 
o 
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damages must be reasonably certain the contractors must simply prove that they performed Work 
1 
2 
under the contract for which they are legitimately entitled to payment under the contract. The State 
3 will then have the opportunity to present its evidence that the contractors are not entitled to those 
4 amounts. Plaintiff Hobson's Motion in Limine that the State is precluded from raising as a defense 
5 that Hobson has failed to satisfy the elements of a "total cost claim" in submitting its termination for 
6 
convenience claim is DENIED. 
7 
In construing a contract, the ultimate goal is to determine the intent of the contracting 
8 
parties. Here, the Court finds that the intention of the parties is expressed in the clear and 
9 
10 
unambiguous language of the contract. This is so even though, or perhaps because, this particular 
11 contract is extraordinarily complex and detailed. It appears that the parties contemplated and 
12 provided for numerous contingencies. After considering the entire contract as a whole, the Court 
13 finds that it was the parties' intention that a contractor terminated for convenience could bill the 
14 Owner for Work executed up to the time of the termination. The Owner was not then required to 
15 
blindly pay the bill presented, but rather the State retained its right to offer its defenses with respect 
16 
to each item. What the State may not do is recover for the cost of repairing or replacing allegedly 
17 
18 
defective work which was admittedly discovered post-termination for which it gave no notice or 
19 opportunity to cure. 
20 
21 IT IS SO ORDERED. 
22 Dated thisc J day of March, 2010. 
23 
24 
25 
26 ( 
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Attorneys for Defendants State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON F ABRICA TING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and STATE OF IDAHO, 
acting by and through its Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Counter-Defendant. 
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THE STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING - I 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited) 
liability company, ) 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Cross-Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited) 
liability company, ) 
Counter-Cross-Defendant. 
) 
) 
OF IDAHO, acting by and through its ) 
Department of Administration, Division of ) 
Public Works ) 
) 
Third-Party Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) 
) 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A ) 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third-Party Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW Defendant State of Idaho acting by and through the Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works ("the State") and submits this Motion to Vacate the 
trial setting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
On March 24, 2010, the Court granted Hobson Fabricating Corp.' s ("Hobson") Motion to 
Dismiss Rudeen from this action. On March 26, 2010, the Court issued its Memorandum 
Decision and Order on Plaintiffs Motions in Limine. As a result of the Court's decisions, the 
State's ability to defend against the Contractors' claims, and present its own claims is unfairly 
comprised and the State is subjected to unfair prejudice. 
The State relied upon the Court's explicit statements following the tirst trial, that the 
intentions of the Court were to treat the mistrial as any other mistrial, wherein the parties would 
simply come back the next week and try the same case. The State further relied upon the fact the 
Court gave explicit instructions that no substantive motions could be filed without leave of 
Court. 
At the time of the mistrial, the Court had specifically ruled that the State of Idaho had the 
ability to assert its counterclaim, offsets and defenses to the Contractor's Claims. Further, there 
had been no efforts to dismiss Rudeen. The Court had issued rulings that provided the State 
needed only to show actual notice and a lack of prejudice to allow its claims, and that genuine 
issues of material fact existed as to whether actual notice had been given or whether the 
contractor's had waived such right to notice by hiding defective work. 
By granting untimely motions for reconsideration of substantive issues, the Court has 
entirely altered the landscape of the instant trial. The effects of the Court's decisions are still 
being evaluated by the State. Requiring the State to go forward with its case less than two weeks 
after such drastic alterations to this case would result in unfair prejudice. 
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II. ARGUMENT 
A. The Court's Dismissal of Rudeen Greatly Increases the State's Necessan 
Preparation for Trial. 
The State and Rudeen had essentially defended this case together from the outset of this 
case back in 2005. In simple terms, there are numerous issues within this case that have been 
considered design issues, such as the MAU platform, solenoid valves, volume dampers, welding 
specifications and balancing issues. Because of the fact these issues implicated the design team, 
Rudeen had taken the lead on each of these issues. The dispute in these matters was between the 
Contractors and Rudeen. Following the Court's dismissal of Rudeen, the State is now forced to 
study and present defenses as to each of these issues, in addition to the remaining issues of this 
case. Requiring the State to undertake such substantial preparation with only a handful of days 
prior to trial provides good cause to vacate the trial setting. 
Further, as part of the State and Rudeen relationship, counsel for the State and Rudeen 
had agreed that the State would not need to question Rudeen's witnesses during depositions, 
because the State was assured access to the witnesses through Rudeen's counsel. As such, the 
State did not ask substantive questions in the depositions of Rudeen's witnesses, including Traci 
Hanegan and Matt Huffield. However, as a result of the Court's ruling on the Motion to 
Dismiss, the State is now at a distinct disadvantage with regard to these witnesses. Specifically, 
Ms. Hanegan lives in Spokane and is outside the subpoena power of the Court, and it is unclear 
as to whether the State will have the ability to present her as a witness. It is believed Mr. 
Huffield is in the Boise area, but this does not change the fact that the State is now required to 
attempt to prepare for an important witness on the eve of trial. Further, there is now a distinct 
possibility that Ms. Hanegan and Mr. Huffield will need to be treated as adverse witnesses. In 
addition to Ms. Hanegan and Mr. Huffield, the State now also needs to prepare for Mr. Rudeen 
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and Bob Howard who both played significant roles on the Project. 
In essence, the State is now required to quickly prepare for four additional witnesses it 
was not expecting to have to question (or at least not as the lead attorney), and to completely 
familiarize itself with design issues that were previously going to be primarily addressed by 
Rudeen. 
B. The Court's Decisions on the Motion in Limine Fundamentally Alters the 
Landscape of the Trial. 
Leading up to trial of this matter in October 2008, the State had put together a case to 
defend against the Contractors' claims, with substantial reliance upon Rudeen for defending the 
design/contractor issues and then had prepared to put on its case in chief with regard to the repair 
of the BSL 3 lab. The Court's rulings issued less than two weeks prior to trial appear to 
completely alter how this case may move forward. 
First, it appears the ruling from the Court may completely or substantially eliminate the 
State's counterclaim and offsets. The Court ruled that the motion to preclude the State "from 
presenting to the jury any evidence of cross-claim damages for repair or replacement for any 
item of \vork for which it failed to provide Defendant SE/Z notice and an opportunity to cure is 
GRANTED." Again, this alters the Court's previous rulings which indicated the State could 
move forward with such claims upon a showing of actual notice and a lack of prejudice as well 
or a showing that the Contractors had hid defective work. 
The State was prepared to present evidence at trial as to both actual notice to the 
Contracts as well as acts taken by the Contractors to hide defective work. However, as a result 
of the Court's rulings, it appears the State may be precluded from even attempting to put on any 
of this evidence, or if it is allowed to put on such evidence, for what purpose. 
The State is now required to reconsider the entirety of its case from evidence it needs to 
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introduce and witnesses it needs to call. Requiring the State to make such large and important 
strategic changes to its case with only a handful of days prior to the Start of Trial is unduly 
prejudicial. 
C. Further Work 
In further reliance on the instructions from the Court regarding the freezing of the case 
during the time period between the mistrial and new trial, the State and Rudeen provided the 
Court and parties with notice that they would be relying upon their witness lists, exhibit lists and 
jury instructions as provided in the original trial. However, now as a result of the rulings issued 
by the Court less than two weeks from the start of trial, the State is required to reformulate its 
jury instructions and determine what exhibits used by other parties it might need to renumber as 
its O\\TI. This is due to the fact Rudeen is no longer a party and because as of the morning of 
March 29, 2010, the State is not aware of what exhibits the Contractors will use, other than a 
statement from Hobson's counsels' office that they are not using the same exhibits and have 17 
volumes of exhibits that will be provided this week. 
III. CONCLUSION 
The State was the only party to comply with the Court's explicit instruction to not file 
substantive motions without leave of the Court. As a result of the Court's rulings, the State's 
ability to defend the Contractors' claims and its ability to assert an affirmative claim or offsets 
has been dramatically altered and the State is unduly prejudiced if it is forced to move forward 
with this case on April 7, 2010. The State should not be punished for following the Court's 
instruction. Instead of being allowed to prepare for trial of its defenses and affirmative claims, 
the State is now required to determine the effects of the recent rulings and prepare for the 
additional witnesses and issues. For all the reasons identified above, the State respectfully 
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requests the Court grant this Motion to Vacate the Trial Setting. 
DA TED this __ day of March, 2010. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
OFFICE OF T 
By_~~~~~~ ____________ ___ 
Phillip 
Special eputy Attorney General 
Of the Firm Hall, Farley, Oberrecht 
& Blanton, P.A. 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Idaho, 
DATED this ~ day of March, 2010. 
BY~~ 
Teresa Luna, Chief of Staff 
Department of Administration 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and STATE OF IDAHO, 
acting by and through its Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON F ABRICA TING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
C ounter-Defendant. 
) 
) Case No. CV OC 0508037 
) 
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) THE STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION 
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SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Warks, 
Cross-Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
C ounter-Cross-Defendant. 
) 
) 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its ) 
Department of Administration, Division of ) 
Public Works ) 
) 
Third-Party Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) 
) 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A ) 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third-Party Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW Defendant State of Idaho acting by and through the Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works (the "State") and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 11 (a)(2) submits this Motion for Clarification requesting the Court to clarify certain 
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aspects of its Memorandum Decision and Order on Plaintiffs Motions in Limine entered March 
26,2010 (the "Order"). 
This Motion is supported by the State ofIdaho's Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Clarification filed concurrently herewith. Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this .J!I!!day of March, 2010. 
By-----:~!..\..' 
Phil ip S 
Special eputy Attorney General 
Of the Firm Hall, Farley, Oberrecht 
& Blanton, P.A. 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Idaho, 
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Attorneys for Defendants State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and STATE OF IDAHO, 
acting by and through its Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Counter-Defendant. 
) 
) Case No. CV OC 0508037 
) 
) 
) THE STATE OF IDAHO'S 
) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
) MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Cross-Defendant. 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Counter-Cross-Defendant. 
) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its ) 
Department of Administration, Division of ) 
Public Works ) 
) 
Third-Party PlaintitT, ) 
v. ) 
) 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A ) 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third-Party Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW Defendant State of Idaho acting by and through the Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works (the "State") and submits this Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Clarification requesting the Court to clarify certain aspects of its 
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Memorandum Decision and Order on Plaintiff's Motions in Limine entered March 26, 2010 (the 
"Order"). 
Both SEll Construction, LLC ("SEll") and the State filed cross-claims against each 
other in this matter. As a defense to SEll's cross-claim, the State asserted that SEll's claims for 
costs and damages are offset by the costs incurred by the State to correct defective work 
performed by SEll and its subcontractors. In its cross-claim against SEll, the State asserted 
causes of action for breach of contract, breach of warranty, and breach of the implied warranty of 
workmanship, seeking recovery of damages associated with repairing and replacing SEll's 
defective work. 
Three years ago, the State filed a motion for summary judgment seeking dismissal of 
Hobson's termination for convenience claim against the State. Hobson contended that the law of 
the case held the State liable to Hobson for breaching the contract. In response to Hobson's 
contention, the Court explained and clarified the law of the case. 
The Law of the Case 
This Court previously ruled that the DPW breached the termination 
for convenience provision of the contract between the DPW and 
SEll. However, the Court did not previously consider the question 
of the lack of a contractual relationship between Hobson and the 
DPW when analyzing the DPW's alleged breach of contract. The 
Court in fact held that: 
Hobson and SEll's entitlement to the costs and 
losses described in Subparagraph 14.1.3 does not 
preclude the State from asserting its opposing 
affirmative defenses and counter/cross-claims as a 
matter of law. 
(April 24, 2007, Memorandum Decision and Order, quoting the Court's July 24, 2006, 
Memorandum Decision and Order)(bold in original, underline emphasis added). 
Even before the State's motion for summary judgment cited above, SEll tiled a motion 
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for partial summary judgment seeking to establish that notice and opportunity to cure was a 
condition precedent for the State to satisfy before filing any claim against SE/Z. The State raised 
several arguments in its defense, one of which was that SE/Z received actual notice of alleged 
defective work and was not prejudiced by any failure of strict compliance with the notice 
provision. The Court carefully analyzed controlling law, including what Hobson claims is the 
seminal treatise on construction law; Bruner & O'Connor on Construction Law. After 
considering the law and the affidavits submitted by the State, the Court found: 
The DPW has raised genuine issues of fact regarding whether or 
not SE/Z received actual notice of the allegations contained in the 
complaint and whether or not SE/Z was prejudiced by the lack of 
strict compliance. See DEFENDANT STATE OF IDAHO'S 
OPPOSITION TO SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND PLAINTIFF 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP. 'S JOINDER IN SE/Z'S 
MOTION, p. 17-22 (summarizing numerous affidavits that create 
genuine issue [sic] of material fact over whether or not SE/Z had 
actual notice of the alleged breaches of contract and whether or not 
SE/Z suffered any prejudice by not receiving notice in strict 
compliance with the contract). Therefore, the Court denies SE/Z's 
motion for summary judgment based on the failure to strictly 
comply with the notice provision. 
(February 28, 2007, Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Plaintiff Hobson's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and Denying Counter-Defendant SE/Z's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment p. 8-9)(emphasis added). 
The Court also denied SE/Z's partial summary judgment "due to the existence of a 
genuine issue of fact over the issue of whether SE/Z waived its contractual protection by hiding 
the evidence of its deficient work." (Jd at p. lO)(emphasis added). The Court noted that these 
allegations were supported by affidavits filed by the State. 
In the Order issued March 26, 2010, the Court discussed the effect the Change Orders 
have on the contractors' ability to seek additional money and ruled that the State is also 
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"precluded from claiming any offsets for work covered by the Change Orders" as well as seeking 
"affim1ative damages" for any work that is "related to or affected by" a Change Order. (Order, 
p. 6-7). The Court also discussed the State's obligation to give SE/Z \\Titten notice of defects 
and an opportunity to cure such defects as a prerequisite to bringing a claim under the terms of 
the contract. (Order, p. 7). The Court ruled that "the State is precluded from presenting to the 
jury any evidence of cross-claim damages." (Order, p. 8)(emphasis added). The Court also 
ruled that the State is precluded from asserting any "claim or right to recovery" for repairs of 
defective work discovered post-termination for which no notice and opportunity to cure was 
provided. (Order, p. 9). 
[n light of the long-standing law of this case, the State now needs clarification of certain 
aspects of the Court's recent Order. 
1. Can the State Assert Offsets as a Defense'! 
The State also asserted the right to an offset of SE/Z's damages as a defense to SE/Z's 
cross-claim. The Order provides that the State can not present evidence of "cross-claim 
damages" and is precluded from asserting any ""claim or right to recovery." These appear to 
reference affirmative damage claims. The Order did not mention whether the State is precluded 
from asserting its offsets. The Court explained that it is the State's obligation to show that the 
contractors' charges are not due under the contract. The State requests clarification from the 
Court that the Order does not preclude the State from asserting its right to an offset as a defense 
to the contractors' charges. 
2. Can the State seek Damages or Offsets as to Defective Work For Which SE/Z had 
Actual Notice and an Opportunity to Cure? 
The Court ruled that the State is precluded from asserting any claim or right to recovery 
for repairs of defective work discovered post-termination for which no notice and opportunity to 
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cure was provided. However, would the State be precluded from asserting a claim for defects 
discovered post-termination but for which notice and an opportunity to cure had been provided 
pre-termination but it was discovered after termination that the cure had not met the 
specitications? 
3. Can the State still Present Evidence that SE/Z Waived its Contractual Protection by 
Hiding Evidence of its Deficient Work? 
The Court provides in the Order that it would be impossible to reconcile any possible 
tinding of a lack of prejudice because the State admittedly failed to discover the alleged defects 
until after it had terminated the contract for convenience. On the other hand, the Court 
previously determined that whether SEll waived its contractual protection by hiding evidence of 
its deficient work was a question of fact. After all, SEll should not be entitled to notice and an 
opportunity to cure a defect of which it was already aware and then hid from the State. Based 
upon the numerous affidavits submitted in this case, the Court concluded that a genuine issue of 
material fact existed on this issue. Since questions of fact are to be determined by the trier of 
fact, can the State still present evidence that SEll waived its contractual protection of notice and 
an opportunity to cure by hiding evidence of its deficient work? 
.. -if 
DATED this £ day of March, 2010. 
By __ ~~~~~~~-=== __ ~~~ ___ 
Phillip S. berrecht 
Special eputy Attorney General 
Of the Firm Hall, Farley, Oberrecht 
& Blanton, P.A. 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Idaho, 
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Attorneys for Defendants State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) Case No. CV OC 0508037 
) 
) 
v. ) THE STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTIONS 
) IN LIMINE 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and STATE OF IDAHO, 
acting by and through its Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON FABRlCA TING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Counter-Defendant. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTIONS IN LIMINE - I 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited) 
liability company, ) 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Cross-Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Counter-Cross-Defendant. 
) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its ) 
Department of Administration, Division of ) 
Public Works ) 
) 
Third-Party Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) 
) 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A ) 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third-Party Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW Defendant State of Idaho acting by and through the Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works (the "State") and submits these motions in limine 
seeking to preclude plaintiff Hobson Fabricating Corp. ("Hobson") and defendant/cross-claimant 
00650 
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SEll Construction, LLC ("SEll") from presenting any evidence or argument to the jury 
regarding: 1) the State's cross-claim being dismissed; 2) the costs incurred by the State in 
repairing and replacing SEll and Hobson's defective work through WGI and YMC; 3) the 
State's alleged financial irresponsible in the way it handled repairing and replacing SEll and 
Hobson's defective work; 4) The alleged inadequacy of the plans and specifications or that 
Rudeen failed to properly perform any services under the contract; and 5) any damages allegedly 
sustained based on defective plans and specifications or any alleged wrongdoing by Rudeen. 
The State of Idaho's Motions in Limine are supported by the State of Idaho's 
Memorandum in Support of Motions in Limine, filed concurrently herewith. The State requests 
oral argument on these ~1~. 
DATED this ~ day of March, 2010. 
B y--F=4t--\o: 
Phillip S. 
Special puty Attorney General 
Of the Firm Hall, Farley, Oberrecht 
& Blanton, P.A. 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Idaho, 
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Attorneys for Defendants State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) 
) Case No. CY OC 0508037 
) 
) 
) THE STATE OF IDAHO'S 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and STATE OF IDAHO, 
acting by and through its Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works, 
) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
) MOTIONS IN LIMINE 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Counter-Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited) 
liability company, ) 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Cross-Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------~--~----~~~~--) 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its ) 
Department of Administration, Division of ) 
Public Works, ) 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Counter-Cross-Defendant. 
STA TE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its ) 
Department of Administration, Division of ) 
Public Works ) 
) 
Third-Party Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) 
) 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A ) 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third-Party Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW Defendant State of Idaho acting by and through the Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works (the "State") and submits this memorandum in support 
of the State of Idaho's Motions in Limine seeking to preclude plaintiff Hobson Fabricating Corp. 
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("Hobson") and defendant/cross-claimant SE/Z Construction, LLC ("SE/Z") from presenting any 
evidence or argument to the jury regarding: 1) the State's cross-claim being dismissed; 2) the 
costs incurred by the State in repairing and replacing SE/Z and Hobson's defective work through 
WGI and YMC; 3) the State's alleged financial irresponsible in the way it handled repairing and 
replacing SE/Z and Hobson's defective work; 4) The alleged inadequacy of the plans and 
specifications or that Rudeen failed to properly perform any services under the contract; and 5) 
any damages allegedly sustained based on defective plans and specifications or any alleged 
\\Tongdoing by Rudeen. 
1. Hobson and SE/Z should be precluded from offering any evidence at trial that the 
State's cross-claim has been dismissed 
Hobson and SE/Z should be precluded from offering any evidence at trial or arguing to 
the jury that the State's cross-claim has been dismissed pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 40 I, 
402, and 403, since it is irrelevant and any probative value is substantially outweighed by the 
danger of unfair prejUdice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury. 
2. Hobson and SE/Z should be precluded from offering any evidence at trial as to the 
costs incurred by the State in repairing and replacing defective work 
It is anticipated that Hobson and/or SE/Z may attempt to elicit testimony or introduce 
evidence of the costs incurred by the State in repairing and replacing Hobson's and SE/Z's 
defective work through post-termination contractors WGI and YMC. However, if the State's 
cross-claims have been dismissed and it is precluded from asserting its defense of an offset, any 
costs or expenses incurred by the State for repairing and replacing defective work is now 
irrelevant pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 401, 402, and 403, and any probative value of 
such evidence is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the 
issues, or misleading the jury. 
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3. Hobson and SE/Z should be precluded from offering any evidence at trial that the 
State was financially irresponsible in the way it handled repairing and replacing 
defective work 
It is anticipated that Hobson andlor SEll may attempt to elicit testimony or introduce 
evidence that the State was somehow financially irresponsible in hiring WGI and/or YMC and 
the way it handled repairing and replacing Hobson's and SEll's defective work. However, if the 
State's cross-claims have been dismissed and it is precluded from asserting its defense of an 
offset, any costs or expenses incurred by the State for repairing and replacing defective work is 
nmv irrelevant pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 401, 402, and 403, and any probative value 
of such evidence is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the 
issues, or misleading the j ury. 
4. Without an expert witness, Hobson and SE/Z should be precluded from introducing 
evidence that the project plans and specifications were defective or that Rudeen 
failed to properly perform its services in any way 
It is anticipated that Hobson andlor SEll may attempt to elicit testimony or introduce 
evidence to show that the project plans and specifications were defective and that the project 
architect, Rudeen, failed to properly perform its services under the contract. However, as is now 
the law of the case, and was the basis of the Court's decision to dismiss the State's third-party 
complaint against Rudeen, only an expert can testify as to whether a professional architect was 
negligent in preparing plans and specifications or performing services properly. Since neither 
Hobson nor SEll has an expert witness that can testify as to the standard of care for architects, 
they must be precluded from offering any such testimony or evidence. 
On March 2, 2010, Hobson filed its motion to dismiss Rudeen as a third party defendant. 
In the first paragraph of Hobson's memorandum in support of its motion it argued that "Idaho 
authority provides that expert testimony is necessary to prove a professional's breach of an 
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established standard of care, and therefore to prevail in a cause of action based on a violation of 
such standard of care." (Plaintiff Hobson Fabricating Corp.'s Memorandum in Support of 
Motion to Dismiss Rudeen & Associates as a Third-Party Defendant, p. 2). On March 17, 2010, 
SEll filed its joinder in Hobson's motion to dismiss Rudeen and acknowledged in its 
memorandum that the only claims which remain in this case are the termination for convenience 
costs asserted by SEll and Hobson. (Joinder and memorandum in Support of Hobson 
Fabricating Corp.'s Motions to Dismiss Rudeen & Associates, p. 4). On March 26, 2010, the 
Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on Plaintiffs Motions in Limine granting the 
motion to dismiss the State's third party claims against Rudeen "holding that all third party 
claims were based upon professional negligence and are unsupported by the requisite expert 
testimony." (Memorandum Decision and Order on Plaintiffs Motions in Limine, p. 4). 
Since neither Hobson nor SEll have an expert that will testify as to the standard of care 
for architects under the facts of this case and that Rudeen breached that standard, they should be 
precluded from introducing any evidence of Rudeen's alleged defective design or improper 
administration of its contractual duties. 
5. Hobson and SE/Z should be precluded from introducing any evidence that defective 
plans or specifications or any alleged wrongdoing of the design team caused or 
contributed to any of its termination for convenience damages 
On February 11, 2010, the Court issued an Order Regarding Retrial based on its October 
27,2008, ruling, wherein the Court stated that: 
Hobson will be precluded from pursuing, under any cause of action 
in its Complaint, any direct claim regarding allegedly defective or 
deficient plans and specifications against either Rudeen or the 
State. Additionally, SEll will be precluded from presenting under 
any count in its Cross-Claim, any evidence of Hobson's pass 
through claim based upon alleged defects or deficiencies in the 
plans and specifications. 
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Based on the Order Regarding Retrial, Hobson should be precluded from introducing any 
evidence of damages sustained based on alleged defective plans or specifications or any alleged 
wrongdoing by Rudeen. 
Likewise, since SE/Z does not have an expert to testify as to the applicable standard of 
care for architects and whether or not Rudeen breached such standard as explained in the 
previous section of this motion, SE/Z should also be precluded from introducing any evidence of 
damages sustained based on alleged defective plans or specifications or any alleged \vTongdoing 
by Rudeen. 
DA TED this )1~y of March, 2010. 
YGENERAL 
By __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ___ 
Phillip 
Special eputy Attorney General 
Of the Firm Hall, Farley, Oberrecht 
& Blanton, P.A. 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Idaho, 
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Attorneys for Defendants State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and STATE OF IDAHO, 
acting by and through its Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Counter-Defendant. 
) 
) Case No. CV OC 0508037 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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) 
) 
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) 
THE STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
THE STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER - 1 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
STA TE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Cross-Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Counter-Cross-Defendant. 
) 
) 
STA IE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its ) 
Department of Administration, Division of ) 
Public Works ) 
) 
Third-Party Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) 
) 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A ) 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third-Party Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW Defendant State of Idaho acting by and through the Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works ("the State") and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 1 1 (a)(2) submits this Motion to Reconsider the Court's ruling on Hobson's Motion to 
Dismiss Third Party Defendant Rudeen and the March 26, 2010 Memorandum Decision and 
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Order on Plaintiff's Motions in Limine. This motion is supported by the State's Memorandum 
and Affidavit in Support. Oral argument is requested. 
I-~« 
DATED this ~ day of March, 2010. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
OFFICE OF E 
By----''-'--I-''~ 
Phillip 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Of the Firm Hall, Farley, Oberrecht 
& Blanton, P .A. 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Idaho, 
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Attorneys for Defendants State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SEll CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and STATE OF IDAHO, 
acting by and through its Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Counter-Defendant. 
) 
) Case No. CV OC 0508037 
) 
) 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN 
) SUPPORT OF THE STATE OF 
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SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Cross-Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
--------------------------------) STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Counter-Cross-Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its ) 
Department of Administration, Division of ) 
Public Works ) 
) 
Third-Party Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) 
) 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A ) 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third-Party Defendant. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Phillip S. Oberrecht, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says as 
follows: 
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I). That your Affiant is an attorney duly licensed to practice law within the state of 
Idaho and is a member of the law firm of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., attorneys for 
Defendant State of Idaho in the above-entitled action. The information contained herein is of 
your Affiant's own personal knowledge. 
2). That attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of e-mails from 
Dianne Cromwell. 
3). That attached hereto as Exhibit B are true and correct copies of portions of the 
draft trial transcript. 
4). That attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of trial exhibit 333. 
5). That attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of trial exhibits 4635, 
4627, and 4943. 
6). That attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of trial exhibits 4941 
and 4942. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 
rY<-
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ;(9 day of March, 2010. 
Notary Pu 
Residing a ----'l~:.....c:::'-'--____ , Idaho 
My Commission Expires II/d-I/II ) I 
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EXHIBIT A 
......." ... I~....,- .. VUIII~"U"1\ 
From: Dianne Cromwell leone. net] 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2010 5:22 PM 
To: Chris D. Comstock 
SUbject: RE: Transcript Request from Tucker's 
Attachments: 102908 Hobson v. SEZ dc DONE KDS.txt; 103008 Hobson v. SEZ dc.txt; 102408 Hobson v. Sez dc.txt; 102308 
Hobson v. SEZ dc.txt; 102208 Hobson v. SEZ DC.txt 
Hope this helps. It's unproofed. The one you don't have is 10-27-08. It will be done, not 
proofed, 
tomorrow. You also don't have 10-17 and 10-20. Robin was the reporter and I know it will be 
done 
fast too. 
I think this is pretty good considering it's 12 days. I used six scopists for this job. 
Dianne E. Cromwell, CSR, RPR 
Tucker & Associates 
Realtime Court Reporters 
EXHIBITB 
006170 
TRIAL TRANSCRIPT FOR 10/29108 
PAGE 18-20, 11. 7-4. 
7 Q. BY MR. HAHN: In your 30 years of 
8 construction experience, have you encountered 
9 defective plans and specifications? 
10 MR. ANDERSON: Objection, Your Honor. Lack 
11 of foundation with respect to this witness' 
12 qualifications in that particular regard. 
13 THE COURT: Overruled. 
14 MR. HAHN: Thank you, Your Honor. 
15 THE WITNESS: Yes, we have. 
16 Q. BY MR. HAHN: And as used in the 
17 construction industry, can you describe what 
18 defective plans and specifications are. 
19 MR. ANDERSON: Same objection. 
20 THE COURT: Overruled. 
21 MR. ANDERSON: Could I have a continuing 
22 objection, Your Honor? 
23 THE COURT: You may. 
24 THE WITNESS: From a contractor's 
25 perspective -- I'm not speaking from a legal 
19 
1 defInition because I don't know what legal terms 
2 or what the definitions are. But from my 
3 perspective as a contractor, defective plans and 
4 specs, errors, are when, if you took the plans and 
5 specs, you can't build a project using those plans 
6 and specs. 
7 What I like to do is -- it's probably 
8 like the third time in my career where I've had 
9 the situation where piece A didn't match up with 
10 piece C because it's either too big or too little. 
11 In this case we had problems with the mechanical 
12 units in the platforms. It's a lack of 
13 coordination during the design phase by the 
14 architect between, say, the mechanical equipment 
15 and the structural engineer to make the equipment 
16 fit on a platform or a roof or penthouse or things 
17 like that; typically, just a lack of coordination 
18 between the 1\ TKPEUPBZ because of mechanical 
19 structure, those kind of things. 
20 Q. Did you encounter that on the BSL-3 
21 project? 
006'72 
22 A. Yes, we did. 
23 Q. Did it increase the costs of performing 
24 the work? 
25 A. Yes, it did. 
00673 
20 
Q. Did it increase the time in performing 
2 the work? 
3 A. Yes, it did. 
006;74 
TRIAL TRANSCRIPT FOR 10/29/08, pages 66-67 
66 
(Recess, 10:25 to 10:42 a.m. taken.) 
2 THE COURT: Counsel waive the roll call? 
3 (Chorus of "yes, Your Honor.) 
4 THE COURT: You may continue with your 
5 direct examination, Mr. Hahn. 
6 Q. BY MR. HAHN: Before we leave 
7 Exhibit 2005, Mr. Zambarano, did SE/Z take the 
8 position that the damper issue addressed in 
9 CIC-182 was a design error? 
10 MR. ANDERSON: Object to the form. 
11 THE COURT: I'll overrule the objection. 
12 MR. HAHN: Thank you, Your Honor. 
13 THE WITNESS: I would have to read the punch 
14 list item to see what it actually has to say. 
15 MR. ANDERSON: Lack of foundation, 
16 Your Honor. 
17 THE COURT: The objection is overruled. But 
18 I wonder if you might ask another question or 
19 direct--
20 MR. HAHN: I'll turn to another page. 
21 Q. BY MR. HAHN: If you would look seven 
22 pages in, Attachment 2 --
23 MR. ANDERSON: What exhibit are we on? 
24 MR. HAHN: 2005, low damper. 
25 THE WITNESS: Seven pages in is ASI number 
67 
11. 
2 Q. BY MR. HAHN: Five pages in, excuse me, 
3 item 88. 
4 A. Okay, I'm there. 
5 Q. Does this CIC deal with a design issue? 
6 MR. ANDERSON: Same objection, Your Honor. 
7 Lack of foundation for this witness. 
8 THE COURT: Overruled. 
9 THE WITNESS: It appears this device was 
10 left off the contract drawings and specs. 
11 Q. BY MR. HAHN: Thank you. 
12 Now, turning your attention to 
13 Exhibit 2006, can you identify that document for 
14 the record. 
15 A. Exhibit 2006 is SE/Z serial letter 78, 
16 with the word "cost" after it, dated March 22nd, 
17 2005, from SE/Z to Rudeen and Associates. 
18 Q. Does it relate SE/Z CIC number 186? 
19 A. Yes, sir. 
20 Q. And documents include correspondence 
21 from SE/Z to DPW regarding this same issue, dated 
006'77 
22 March 22nd, 2005? 
23 A. Yes, sir, serial letter 78. 
24 Q. And correspondence from DPW to SE/Z 
25 dated March 11, 2005? 
006 f/.G 
TRIAL TESTIMONY FOR 10/24/08, pp. 123-124 
14 My question to you is, do you know what 
15 is meant by solenoid valves being normally open or 
16 closed? 
17 A. Yes, I do. A solenoid valve is an 
18 valve that has only two functions: It's either 
19 open or it's closed. It doesn't modulate, it 
20 doesn't be partway open. It's either open or 
21 closed. And if it is a normally closed valve, 
22 that means it's normally closed when there's no 
23 power to it. When it receives power, it drives 
24 open. When it loses power, it goes closed. 
25 That's what a normally closed solenoid valve is. 
124 
A normally open solenoid valve is just 
2 the opposite: It's normally open, and the power 
3 drives it closed. 
006HO 
TRIAL TRANSCRIPT FOR 10/30108, pp. 136-137 
THE COURT: All right. Counsel, listen. 
23 I'm ready to mle on this. 
24 The motion for directed verdict on this 
25 particular issue, on SE/Z's claim against the 
00681 
137 
State through to Rudeen for defective plans and 
2 specifications is denied. I think that there's 
3 sufficient evidence, there is substantial evidence 
4 in the record within the meaning of Rule 50 to 
5 submit that matter to the jury and so that motion 
6 is denied. 
00682 
TRIAL TRANSCRIPT FOR 10/30/08, p. 146 
THE COURT: But the whole question of 
3 notice, the reason I didn't grant summary judgment 
4 on that point months ago was the question of 
5 waiver and prejudice. And I think that there 
6 is -- I mean, to be just slightly more specific, I 
7 had ruled that there was a genuine issue of 
8 material fact regarding SE/Z getting "actual" 
9 notice and whether or not there was no prejudice 
10 suffered by lack of strict compliance with the 
11 notice requirements. 
12 So that's an open question, and it 
13 seems to me to be sort of disingenuous of me to 
14 reverse myself on that just in the interest of 
15 time and just say, sorry, they didn't send notice 
16 and they can't pursue their claim. 
00683 
TRIAL TRANSCRIPT FOR 10/30108 p. 147 
THE COURT: And if there's a genuine issue 
13 of material fact, with respect to that issue, 
14 which it seems to me that there's a pretty high 
15 likelihood that there will be a genuine issue of 
16 material fact that would remain about actual 
17 notice and nonprejudice. I mean, it may not be 
18 just crystal clear that there was no prejudice or 
19 that there was prejudice, but it seems to me it's 
20 still going to be a factual determination by a 
21 JUry. 
00684: 
EXHIBIT C 
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Ii State of Idaho Department of Administration Division of Public Works j 
~ 
DIRK KEMPTBORNE i S02 NDrth 4th Street (83702) 
~ ~ P.O. Box 83720 PAMELAI.~ I Boise, ID 83720-0072 
LARRY OSGOOD Ocsica IIId Com1rac:1ion (203) 332-1900 
~ Fleiliticc MIUSemeal (20(> 332-1933 
Fax (208) 33 ...... 03 I 
btlp'J/www2.mte.i4.11SI1dm 
27 August 2004 
Matt Huffield, Architect 
Rudeen & Associates 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 602 
Boise, 10 83702 
Re: DPW Project No. 02353; BSL 3 State Laboratory, Boise, 10' 
Dear Matt: 
The special inspection and testing that the Owner requested and arranged for has been 
completed on the lab portion of the project. The results from those efforts have been reviewed 
by the Division of Public Worns (DPW) and by the design group. OPW is willing to accept 
certification from welding inspector John Cooley of JC & Associates that the repair work 
authorized by Change Order #9 meets AWS 09.1, on condition that this is acceptable to the 
Architect!Engineer. It is the responsibility of the Architect!Engineer to determine if the 
installation of the lab ductwork and other above-ceiling work meets the design intent of the 
documents. Assuming you believe that has been met, please inform the contractor when the 
work is satisfactory. 
Please proceed to obtain pricing from the Contractor for repairs to the remaining welds as 
identified in Marl<: Bell's report dated August 3-5, 2004. We would like to follow the same logic 
and process used previously. OPW would expect that welds marked ·critical" would be fixed at 
no cost to the Owner. Repair of welds beyond those indicated as critical will be done as 
recommended by the ArchitectlEngineer and authorized by Change Order. It is our 
understanding that all repairs and inspections of weldments shall comply with AWS OS.1 wfth 
the additional requirement of no excessive oxidation. The Change OreIer should also address 
the certification from the welding inspector. It is critical that this work move forward without 
delay. 
Sincerely, 
G~f.1f~ 
lin P. Frew, Architect 
Design and Construction Manager 
c: Larry Osgood, OPW Administrator 
Joanna L. Guilfoy, Deputy Attorney General 
Elaine Hill, OPW Project Manager 
Joe Rutledge, OPW Field Representative 
Steve Zambarano, SEIZ Construction 
·Serving Idaho citizens through effec:tive services to their govemmental agencies· 
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'. .-,,:·,lC'jRY<.S Report on August 3 to 5 InspectIon ,,' 
Stainless Steel Ducting 
DearMs Hill; 
This is the report on the visual inspection of both the remainder of the BSL's stainless 
steel ducting and a reinspection of the marked welds from the May 2004 inspection. 
REINSPECTlON OF MAY INDICATIONS 
The results ofthe reinspection of the May inspected welds are presented in Table I, 
conducted on August 3, 2004. It is my opinion that the effort to actually repair the called, 
especially critical welds, is marginal. There was not a serious effort to address the 
problem of through wall thickness porosity. Also the welds on the segmented 45-degree 
section, which was installed recently, were inspected, presented in Table A. The most 
serious defect was a deep cut in the base metal from the removal ofthe original 45-debIfee 
elbow, no photo available. Hobson engineer was present and verified that the cut was 
present and that it is likely less than 'l2 wall thickness. My expert opinion is based on my 
experience in welding and inspecting stainless steel sheet. I have continued to inspect the 
welds in a consistent manner with the intent to minimize through wall defects. 
INSPECTJOl'l OF ROOF ANI) REMAING WELD.S, 
Table 2 presents the results of my inspection on August 4 and 5, 2004. There are 
significant runs of ducting which are not accessible for inspection. 
TIIROUGH WALL LEAKS 
My inspection focused on the welding defects that would affect the integrity of the 
ventilation system due to through wall leaks. Therefore indications of lack of fusion, 
cracks and crater cracks were given the most attention as these could be through wall. 
When an indication could be masked due to overlap or excessive crown then the 
indication of overlap or excessive crown was called. I called pits and porosity as needing 
repairs only when there was a possibi1ity of a through wall defect. If there could have 
been a high level of confidence that these would not be through wall leaks then they 
would not have been called. 1n the same manner crater cracks were only called when I 
thought there was a possibility of a through wall defect. There were many areas where 
the crater crack and shrinkage was hand ground to a size less than 1!32inch in length. 
This clearly cannot be counted as.an acceptable indication since it originally was a crater 
crack or was greater than 1132 inch in length. It is certainly not acceptable industry 
practice to grind an unacceptable crack or pit to a smaller dimension and expect it to be 
acceptable. If after grinding a crater crack there is still an indication, (even though less 
than 1I32inch in length) it is possible that it is through wall and therefore unacceptable. 
In my experience in welding stainless steel sheet it is possible, even likely, to have 
through wall defects due to lack of fusion and crater cracks; that is the reason I have been 
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cautious about these indications. If T did not think an indication was through wall it was 
not called. It was for that reason that there were many small crater cracks and shrinkage 
that I did not call. The general workmanship of the mismatch and uneven welds were not 
addressed in my inspection, even though they would not be considered to be to good 
industry practice. They are not likely to directly leak. 
LEAK TESTING BOX 
I have found a source for a vacuum leak tester which may be used on this project to clear 
up the question if an indication is through wall or not. A small diameter (4 to 6 inches) 
device can be made to fit the contour of the ducting and also accommodate the roughness 
from welding and mismatch. A non-foaming soap is used to indicate the presence of a 
through wall leak when a vacuum is drawn on the box. These are used in industry to 
detect leaks in the weld seams of linings of exhaust stacks in power plants. This is not 
excessively stringent as in detecting parts per million of helium in nuclear plants. Instead 
it is reasonable in its sensitivity, which can be adjusted, to give a golno go decision-
making process in addressing the relevant indications. It is fast. If there is no indication 
of a leak then I would not want to grind or conduct any other repairs. It passed the leak 
test, accept the results and move on with confidence that the indications will not leak. 
REPAIR PROCEDURE 
Presently there is not a good method tor repair. There are too many areas that need repair 
to allow a localized weld without proper protection of the root with an inert gas as 
described in the contract There is extensive grinding on called areas, some of which still 
indicates a through wall defect, which may require weJding to build up the wall to an 
acceptable thickness. I can only recommend that the root be properly shielded by argon, 
do not allow localized welding without root protection. 
THE PROBLEM OF.TIDN WALL REQUIREMENTS 
Grinding) fabrication problems and thin butt welds are possible problems as the thin 
material may not be able to support the loading of the dueting. It is agreed that the 
magnitude of mechanical loading of the ducting is very small due to the pressure 
differential of the operating system. The problem is that there is more to the loading than 
just the operation of the exhaust. The residual stress due to the welding is significant (a 
high percentage of the yield strength of the material), the cyclic loading due to 
temperature fluctuations, the weight of the ducting itself adds to the loading on the welds, 
and also from unknown, unforeseen loadings. These are additive and may result in 
fatigue cracking in the future. I do not recommend that the possibility of fatigue loading 
on the ducting be discounted. Some areas of thin material will need to be built back up. 
A good example of this is in the reinstallation of the segmented elbow in place of the 90-
degree elbow. The base metal was severely cut into when the repair was made. This 
cannot be allowed to remain. Hobson was shown the area and is aware that it is 
significantly thin. 
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If A WS 9.1 Sheet Metal Welding Code is used for the fabrication and inspection of these 
welds then I need to add some comments. First of aU you cannot pick and choose which 
section of this code you want to use. One example is that the contractor has never 
inspected the welds as required in Section 6. Hobson never inspected the welds in their 
shop or in the BSt. They did not inspect the repairs I called in May of this year. 
It is clear that Section 6.5 allows some porosity or inclusions. If these are not through 
wall I have no problem with allowing porosity or inclusions. But, if it cannot be 
determined what is through wall then these have to be called and repaired. Through wall 
defects are not to the level of workmanship needed for the BSt. AWS D9.1 allows 
porosity no larger than 0.5t. It would be reasonable to allow the repair of porosity whose 
size is less than 0.5t to be covered by a change order. The great majority of what is now 
called porosity has been ground on, which results in the removal of the original crater 
crack. There are many indications whose present size is less than 1132 inch but which 
were once larger or were the bottoms of crater cracks. A ground crater crack to a 
porosity indication less than 0.5t should not necessarily be covered by a change order. 
Some pertinent sections of the welding requirements of AWS D9.1 are attached to this 
report 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. The use of the vacuum leak detection boxes can clarifY the issues of this 
project. It is a fast, sure method of inspection The geometry of most of the 
indications can be inspected with this method. The inside ofY's and similar 
areas may require some modification of the boxes. The boxes are 
approximately $400.00 each. A vacuum pump and hoses are needed, also the 
2. 
special non-foaming soap. 
Having me onsite to accept the repaired areas can speed up this repair process. 
I can keep 2 or 3 teams of repair busy. Hobson does not have the credibility 
to be allowed to do the inspection. 
The welding of the defects and the thin areas will have to be done with a 
proper protective inert gas on the roots. 
Sincerely, 
~V.~ 
Mark D. Bell, P.E. 
Metallurgical Engineer 
MDB 
3 
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TABLE A 
._-----_._---- -~---------------.------, 
repair 
reference 
August 3 inspection of 45 degree repair of elbow. 
number LOCATION/diameter DEFECT 
COMMENTS 
Photo reference 
I Aug3-1 
I Aug3-2 
elbow repair CC 
Crater crackJ021. Insure that it is not through wall. AWS 9.1 
would reject 
Crater crack/022. Insure that it is not through wall. AWS 9.1 
elbow repair CC would reject 
! Aug 3 -3 Damage to base metal The cut for removal of the old elbow was incorrectly made. There IS I a deep gouge in Ihe base metal Not related to welding. This is a workmanship defect. AWS 9.1 would not 
L.hl~_ -~. __ . _____ ~=-=~~~~~=_ __ ... _. _____ . ___ , 
TABLEt 
AU£1lst 3 of remspection of BSL welds called m Mav 2004. 
I Repairl I Duct I 
I· Rererellc"l !lLOCATION 0'- t I Defect Numb&r I .. me er 
,----,_. 8 inch I 
! "" r'Rm 1 C'( II from22 I ux 
inch 
IP 
_
t1 ! Sinch 
a6 RmlO7 I from 22 
inch 
,-----
22 inch iP 
Comments 
OX removed. Pit size of order of li32 inch is present. TillS 
needs to be repaireo. 
Originally a 1/4 length of iack of incomplete penetration. 
IThe grinding revealed clear lack of fusion. There Is no weld 
here. This is through wall. Repair not comoleted 
inside first seam, repair not complete. 
8 Rm 107 22 inch cc Originally a deep craier crack. Grinding has revealed pi\, 
Presently less than 1/32 inch In size. This could be 
AWS 9.1 
allowable Critical 
no 
Repair I 
!~Ompl"~j 
yes , 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
no yes yes 
no 
yes I"~ 4 Rm 107 hrough wall. Needs to be chased. Repair not comoleted yes i--------. t---·~~-I-------··--+----IF=.:.:..:;=...!.!::;::::~::..::::::...:::!.=:::::::..~=~::.:..::::::..:.:.t=.::::;;:-+-...,..,.--_.J..:::.:'=--+----1 
14 inch Location 6 feet from west wall. CC on seam. The CC has No 
9 Rrn113 from 22 cc been ground and the resulting indication is that the 
'inch remaining in this section is not a pinhole. The repair is not yes 
completed. yes I-----il---.--.+----+----F==~------------+__.,..,...--..J.:::..~+_--__l ~_ 12 IRrT' 1 12 f~~:~~ I c:~ No yes Location sse drop west. CC is internal. The CC has been ____ +-_______ ~--in_C_h--_+----~~~iro~u~nd~.-T~h~e~r~eD~a~ir~jS~no~t~c~om~1D~'le~t~ed~. _____________ +_-------.J..:::.ye~s~+_------~ 10incn yes 13 Rm 113 from 18 Porosity Irhis has not been completed. There is a pit on each side. yes 
inch ThiS likelY to be throuoh wall ves t--.--~+----~~----_+----~~~~~~~~~------------_+-----~~_4-----~ 
21 Rm 117 18 inch OL 
IThis was inspected twice on Aug 3. The removed overlap 
reveals a defect. Neither results were acceptable. ThiS 
requires rework. 
4 
yes 
yes 
yes 
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23 Rm 117 18 inch I OL Located opposite of Ref/rework 21 . Th is repair has not Yes 
been completed. yes yes 
10 inch yes 
34 Rm 117 from 22 OL Location sse internal. On Aug 3 this was rejected and complete 
inch 
repaired 10 satisfaction. This has been ground to sound 
metal. 
10 inch no 
38 Rm 118 from 22 cc Internal ee, this has been marked from inspection prior to yes inch May inspection. The repair is not complete yes 
44 Rm 118 18 inch OL Severe OL. This is was present. The repair was redone yes complete 
and is acceptable. And complete. 
59 Rm 112 12 Inch CC Located over shower. The cottom of the crater crack stili no 
remains. yes yes 
64 Rm 111 8 inch IP 3/8 length of IP. The repair is not comJllete. no yes yes 
68 Rm 110 8 inch IP length of IP on seam. The repa ir is not complete no yes yes 
71 Rm 109 8 inch ce located after elbow @ 30'clock. Repair is required no yes yes 
r Rm 109 8 inch cc located interior seam @ drop. Bot1oms of crater cracy. stili no .-.> 
Ipresent. Repair is needed. 
75 Rm 109 8 inch CC located @ drop after T.O. no complete 
TABLE 2 
August 4 and 5, remainder of inspection of BSL. 
3 
Roof, elbow south I Lack of I' 
riser @ sound attn 22" Fusion Photograph 1, 4 Critical Grind to inspect 
No 
.. 
5 
6 
iRoof south riser @ i i Lack of I I 
13 o'cioCk LJ.? ' +~US iO~....l. ___ ' i' -No '" . I'Grind to Inspect 
Roof, south flser: I C t I. I ~:r~!~i~~ T --?~~:--LI f;:~~ -- Photog~_h.~ __ . . _ . . ----....... ----f---.NO-.--·-...... -· .. -·-t' ------- -1 
I l 
Roof, south riser I 22" Crack Pho\ogr(lph I) , 7 
RoOf, south riser5thl I ~rater ............ _.__ I _.N ... _O_. _ ___ __ .. _._ . I oint down L~~_LQ!ack I Pholograe~ __ ?,.L___ _-..-1... __ _ __ . ___ ~ ________ ..J 
5 
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iROOi,@YtakeOff.craterliTh!ShaSbee'1grO\lnd,itisaCCltis' 
8 !First ioint. i 22" Crack Inot porosity. Photograpns 10, 11, 2'1"' ___ "~ 
---- IRoOf, bO~~~~-' . Crater I I 
~ !tiES! Joint. :> places. I 22" Crack 2 places of ee. Photograph 1~L.14 I Grind to ins ect I 
1.00f, Horizontal@ICraterThIShaSbeengrOUnd,itisaCe,ltiS " I_~ __ I~EPA bank I 22'_' +-...:C:.:r.=a-=c::.k-fn:.:.;o~t.2'Lo;:,;r-=o::::sit",,-y, --------t---:-c:-----=:..;,,;,,;c.=.:::.:...-+------------i' 
I[ !Roof, elbow & 2nd, ! Crater This has been ground, rt is a ee. It is 9 areas to be 
~ ___ 11 ~A, rear _ ._~ 22" Crack Inotporosity. 9 areas, --t-------- round 
I 'IROOf. horizontal@iLaCkOfll I No I 1 
I HEPA bank 2nd I I I 
2 bottom, i 22" I FUSion [ ____ -+G..:;,;",ric;"n...:dC-'t:.:.o",;:i"C.n,;:.,spl:..e,;".c",,;t'----,~ 
Roof, horizontal@"i II I' ----.• -------II'--N-O- I I 
HEPA bank 2nd: Crater , I ~om ;.'?l=2" I cra~kt-- ._-- ! ---+1-------1 1~~Of, elbow@2ndl'Lkfl' No ~ I 
'HEPA, front :> ac 0 i 
'--"';"--'--1"~ . I 22" I Fusion 2 laces ofLF -I· .. No _.Critical I -.----1 
Roof, hOrizontal, 2 I I Crater I I 
~ 15 ~_ O'cIOC!:: ___ ~. ~rac:.:.k:.......!---, . ___ .__ -1---- ~ 
_:. __ f-R:,:::o.:,:of""'._____ 22" Porosi______ ______ I Yes~-=== 1G-r-in-d-to-i-n-sp-e-c-t--::1 
Roof, horilontaf run I Crater I I No II 
[®.1.0 elba';\! i 22" CracLL-. --- ---"'1'---1 
iRoof, elbow to I i I ! yes I 
Ivertical run@61I ,
.. ~ lo'clock ! i._~ I Poro~ily L..---___ ___ L 
r- lRoof, before ~ ~ I No 'I' 
,to vertical ru'n"'@vw I I Crater 
i gi60'CIOCk '. __ ~. I 22" I Crack~ ___ .". ___ ", _ . ___ . I ____ j ____ ~ 
I~OOf, vicimty of #171 Crater IThis has been ground, II is a ce. it is i No ' I I 
20_~:3Q ,22" Crack Inot por~ . ."J~--", __ Criti~§ll __ ~
I Crater I, /\ No II ! Roof, inboard u @'I,1
2:30 elbOW. 22" Crack I -+-
Roof, inboard run@CcrraatCekr. r ,-. No------ II' ·-··----1, 
.~ ___ _+:> ..... o-'"'clOCk.-- .",2_2_"-+___ _ . ~OOf' inboard run @ Crater No I I ]}_. 3 ~~Iock 22" Crack ----- - --. ---No---_ "'~I, Roof, inboard run @ Crater ~.'L __ ?. o'clock _. 22" Crack No i I I 
tRoof, Inooaro run @' I Excessive I 
?.s __ ~ o'£~_ck_, __ . 22" excavation. Requires fill NO-------i!---------1 
/Roof, inboard run@Lackof II I 
16 o'clock. --t-_2_2_H-t-_F ..... u..".s.ccio..c..n-+_ ._ .. ___ , __ -'_ ..... --j--____ C,;".".c.rit.ica_1-t-G....;,r_in.,c:d;"""t:.:.o_i;.:..nSC.,Ip:...e;"""cc;;,t_-i1 
iRool, inboard run@LaCkOflNO I ,11 
i6 O'Clock I 22" Fusion I ±. Critical Grind to inspect 
Roof, inboa~~ run@/I::::"-+"';:LC-'a::';C:':'k='O:':'f-t"---"--'---NOI-
6 o'ciock, .l.. . ....:2::,:2:..,"-'-C-'F"",:u::":s:.:,,io::,;n-'-J.'--________ , ___ -=C.:.;ri:.::ti.::.ca=':"",..J.iG...::.:;,ri:,:,:n.=d....:t.::.o.,:cin:..;,.S::.Ip::.;e::.;c:..:,t_J 
No 
Critical 
No 
Critical 
No 
Critical 
No 
3 
17 
27 
00693 
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IRoof, elbow of I II I 
I Ivertlcal run @ 3 I Crater I 
:---~~. ~-----f-1.£-t-Crack_ i-
I I I I Roof, upper leveL I I 
I Base metal weld 
I
i repair. 1" away from I Weld 
weld. Inboard 
30 section @ elbow I 22/1 repair 
Roof, upper level. II! I 
VPW Project 02-353 
No 
,., 
No 
Critical 
No 
I 
no 
I 
31 
Elbow up vertical I Crater 
run, outboard. _12_?"_+'~~'!~~-+ __________ -+-____ . ____ +-______ -l 
Roof, upper level. I I 
West unit. I 
Extending off Crater 
.-. t No 
I 
I 
I No 
I 
I 
I No 
32 ::::.::_1 22' t! ~:::: 
.~~_ west. Next to hatc~I .. 2.2n _:::.C;.:,.ra::;c::.:k.:..-t-__________ -l-__ _ 
I 
Mechanical room, 
., A west. Elbow close Crater 
..)<t to roof .).....c:2::.=2:.... .  -i'--=C:..:.r=-ac::.:k-'-lI __________ +~:_:_--~---+_-----___l 
I -. r Mechanical room, I " Crater I' 
-~ ----"---_.-_._<. ~.-. -~ .... 
.. ---.. ~ ..... " ~ _. 
~-~""-- r'LEIb!'" ~, 22" I Crack , 
I Mechanical roolT! I I i 
I ",est. OpPosite of # I j Cratel , 
I .... ~ '34, . ?2" • C k , ,)0 F-'- _ _ I ~ I rac I 
I I , 
Mechan,cal loom, ~C 
est Vicinity of! rater t--~:"""""'--F:::..34::.:.... _ .. ___ ' 22" Crack 
Mechanical room,,' ' 
est. Vicinity of Crater 
__ ~_;.. ____ F#11·_t __ 2:::.:2::..."-+-'C:::;r:.=a:.:::c:..:.k~~=~'---
40 
41 
42 
4~ 
Mechanical room, 
west. 
Mechanical room, 
south wall. Prior to 
elbow . 
. ~-------
Mechflnic:,ai room, 
,south wall 90 
Crater 
22" Crack 
Crater 
22" Crack 
Crater 
22" Crack 
--~------.- ... ,~.-. 
I 
Lack of 
22" Fusion 
, 
. 
No I 
, 
i 
I", 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
;- degrees from #42 rae 
I I Crater 
I 22"-1- C k 
._--",---- -------t· .. I I ~ 
I 
Mechanical room, I 22" I Crat~r I I 
No I I south wall. vicinity 
44 of# 42. I I • I Crack No i I 
I 
Mechanical room, . . I 
south wall, I 
I I 
I horizontal run east Crater 1 
45 of #44. 22" Crack I 
00694 
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I . [Mechanical room, 
'east side, vertical 
run. 
Mechanical room, 
east side, vertical 
221 g~~~: t .~__ _. ___ +-_N_O _____ t--____ ._. ___ -t 
I No 
Lack of 
r-__ 4_7 __ -+r~un_. ___ . _____ ~2=2~"-T~F~u=s~io~n~-----__ -----------------+_~~----~C~r~it~ic~a~l-r ______ ___ 
1 No I ~echanical room, 
I eas.t side, vertical Crater 
i 48 run 22" Crack 
,.- --------+---'--'--+--=c..;:c.:..:.:.--+-----.---.----.-.-----.--t------------_------------i 
! IMechanical room I No i least side, @ elbo'w, I Crater I 
r
---- -19 ,above # 47. o-m 11J2" -Crack T---------- ----- -... .- ---j--------------
.Outside of fO I 
1118, south. New Crater 
50 _ !construction area. i 22" L_CraCk_f.E,aCeS of ee. + __ 
No 
No 
IIOutside of fOom ll~~L __ l~~~~t~~~:~n~~~. I~?" -g~~; 1--- .. __ . __________ . ____ -+I ___________ +--I _______ ---i ~. 52 ~::~:£':: L~:oJg~:~~-1 I No Criti9aLL _________ ---t 
I louts ide of room I No I 
Ii 118, south. New Crater I 
r { ?2" C I. IG . d t' . o~ iconstruction area - rac:,::.+____ _ ___ .-Fnn _:~D.?peCt 
IOutside of room Crater I,' No I 118, south. New ' 54 ~OIl;,lfUl.ti~~~.. 22" Crack; lr.:r!nrl t" in~OArt j 
Crater r I No r""'~="'--1 
55 
Outside of room 
118, south. New 
construction area. 22" r--=-c.~~.=.c;.;;;c....-+-_ Crack I . -- ----------+------------r - -'---i 
Outside of room I I No i I 
118, south. New Crater I I I I 
56 construction are" 22" Crack [Grind to in~flect I 
. __ .....;:... ___ .._-.f'I~..::.f::.:..:t::.:;:;.::.~~::.:::..::i~:..:.~O_=~;..::~;:.::a"'_. -+--'-2.;::2'-"-+-I_g.:;;;..:...~:::..~::..:ek:...r -+-_'" .-----.----------41,,--:-:---- T···· ... .•.. .l 
Outside of room I 1 
: 118, south. Outsidel I I I I i I of new construction Crater ,Crater crack id deep, maybe through I I 
r
l J'& . a.f"!l~_. 1 22" I Crack Iwall ,Criticalt--j 
Outside of room I I' I No-·------ I i _ 118, south. New H Crater I I l._~ Iconsl,r:tJctjol1_'!r:.~<!..:.. I,' ~~_ I GracI<. I' I I 
--I---- -l-- -+ I -~ __ --_-j 
I , 
l 
'Outside of room II I 
118, south New i Crater i 
construction area. Crack ~.----------___l-----------+-=::.:..:.:..:::..=-:.:.:.:::.t:..:::.=-_1 
Outside of room I No 
118,south. New Crater I 
constr~ction .are.<I_.. Crack 12 j/1?_c,esoL9 ....:;:C'--______ -t-__ -:-:-___ _ 
IOutside of room I I No II 
1118, south. New " I construction area. Lack of 
IClose to flange 22" Fusion. Critical 
60 
61 
62 
00695 
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1118, south New , con~~I\l~ip.!1 are",-a''--t--C..c---+'-,-P-,o,-r-,-osity. Maybe through wall 
I 
I 63 
r .:-
i 65 
I 
I 66 L-. ,_ 
Outside of room ++= 
118, south, New 
construction area. 22" Pit_ ... 
OJtside of room 
118, south. New I " Lac~ of 
construction area, 22 Fusion t , ... 
Outside of room I 
11 8, south, New Crater 
Iconstruction area. I 22'_' .J.1--=:C:.:.,ra:::..c::.;.k.:.....JL.. 
9 
90f20 
I Yes I 
1. ________ c_rit=-ic=-a_l-+-tIG=-r_in_d-.:,::to_i-'.ns-",p-=e:...;c.ct 
i Yes 
Yes 
Critical 
Yes 
006~)6 
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m;)UC~;U(J'H numbers: 1 through 4. Defec1 is lack 0± 
Photograph 2. Roof. Reference inspection number: ] Defect is lack of fusion. The black 
arrow locates the lack of fusion. 
10 
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Photograph 3. Roof. Reference inspection number: 2. Dcfeci J", lad. , .j JU:,h'n 
The blue arrows locate the areas oflack of fusion. 
is Jack 
of fusion. The blue arrow locates the area of lack of fusion. 
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Ms Elaine Hill 
Department ofPubJic Works 
State of Idaho 
page 1201'20 
DPW Project 02-353 
Photograph) . Roof. Reference Inspection number: 5. Defect is crat.;r crael-. ,d' lad: 
i.l f fusion. because this has been grollnd upon \\ithoul removal (If the dcfec l it i,) dilfi'-'ldt 
('.' cJ.lI it:, ,: x d..: 1 nature. Th,~' bltK idi(n, 1, )(;)16 tb.: dcfe:: t. 
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DPW-00627 
Ms Elaine Hill 
Department or Public Works 
State of Idaho DPW Project O~-3S3 
lSPIectllonnumber: 6. 
macroview of the defect seen in photograph 6. 
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DPW-00628 
Ms Elaine Hill 
Department ()f Public Worb 
State of Idaho DPW Project 02-353 
... "1',,,.., .. ,> .. , ... 8 Roof Reference inspectIOn number 7. 
,' ircumfercntial \\e1,1 "I' i \ ;; rli..::.:d 5cdion 
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DPW-00629 
Ms Elaine Hil l 
Department of Puhlic Works 
State of Idaho 
page 1501'20 
DPW Project 02-353 
Photograph 9. Roof. Reference inspectiun number 7. This is crater crack. Thi s .; ould l,c: 
a through wail ddect. It \\0uld ni)t be clinsidacd a.::cc-ptabk regardless of its size. if it i" 
.Jctcnnincd h ) be th,~ u~h ~':alJ. 
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DPW-00630 
r\/15 FJainc: Hill 
Department of Public Works 
State of Idahu DP\\i Project 02-353 
Reference inspection number 8. 
page 16 of 20 
grOlllld llpon Jt i<; considered to be cri tical. This is in the T intersection of a seam \\c'JJ 
:ind <l (; ir(' umf~r:::n l i~ l l\ dd, \'.hi ;:h j " (ulll ill ( 'l : ,:1' th <: ndding indi Ci,: tj,,"Il.' ,: alkd ,:'r, Ih -
rr(ljel'l 
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DPW-0063 I 
i'vls Elaine Hill 
{)cpal1ment oj' l'ubhc Worb 
State of Idaho 
page 17 oj 20 
J)PW Project 02-353 
Photograph II . Roof. Reference inspection number R. This is a crater crack that ha' 
heen ground upon. It i<:> considered to be critical. The weld crown has had metal 
rCmo\t:J from grinding. The defect j.;, apparent n:~ (~ l:: i" !](. irdli.:t l i ,·r: th 3t thi ;: ;, 1: 1 . 
thro wall defect. 
Photograph 12. Roof Reference inspedi(ln number l{ rdaCfC\\lC\\ [11 th e ):: Tl 'lind ~rah:r 
(;rack. It is considered to be critical because (lfthe extensive grInding without lht: Jei'ecl 
being removed. There is no indication that this is not a through wall defect. 
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00'704 
DPW-00632 
ivls Elaine I Jill 
Department ot !'lIhhc \\orb 
Slate of Idaho 
page J X lit ~O 
DPW Project 02-353 
Photograph 14 Roor Refercnc(' 9. (r:-1('1 ':nc'~ )1:l, F j(,cj". It rncr. be thrnugh wall 
IhlS should be considered a critical defc.::!. 
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DPW-00633 
Ms FJaine Hill 
Department 01 Puhlic Works 
State of ldalw 
Photograph 15 Roof Reference 10 Crater crack has been grounJ .inJ ;;. ', ', j 
Ihis nnginally was a CC and it should be removed to sounJ metal c, : i fi 
walL Thi~ should be considered a critical defect. 
Phoiograph 16, Roof. Rel~rencc 10, Close-up of ground defect. Crater cfad 1 
ground and now porosity remains, This should be considered a critical defect. 
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DPW-00634 
l'vls Elaine lIill 
Department \11 Public \\",'rb 
'St:=!te of Idah,' 
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DPW-00635 
Ie Be Associates, Inc. 
P.O. Box 170065 
BoiJJe, Idaho 83117-0065 
Dear Mr Wilt: 
Welding 6pecialtin 
Phone: 208--338-1723 
fax: a08-345-3311 
On 8/19/041 ins~ted 66 welds at the Idaho Bureau of Labs that were outside of the lab 
area per your request. These 66 welds were the indications that were identified in Mr. 
Bell's undated repon provided to me on 8/18/04. I inspected all 66 welds as identified in 
Mr. Bell's report to A WS D9. 1. The following is a list of indications that will require 
rework to bring the welds into compliance with A WS D9.1 or will require rework to 
allow for further inspection: 
Marked # 
5 Blend to re-inspect 
9 Grind to meet D9.1 
10 Blend to meet D9. 1 
11 Blend to moot 09. I 
12 Blend to re-inspect 
15 Blend to re-inspect 
19 Blend to re-inspect 
23 Blend to re-inspect 
25 Weld to repair procedure 
26 Blend t() meet 09.1 
30 Blend arc strike ifit does not come out with a little blending weld to repair 
procedure 
31 Blend 
34 Blend to meet 09.1 
35 Blend to 09.1 
42 Blend 
44 Blend 
50 Blend to re-inspect 
61 Blend to meet 09. 1 
64 Blend to re-inspect 
65 Blend to re-inspect 
Please let me; know when the rework is complete and 1 will be glad to re-inspect.. 
0070~08013622 
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00710 
Curt Blough 
F rom; "Robert HowardW <rhoward@rudeell8lchitects.com> 
To: "Bany Hayes" <bany_hayes@sezcollStruction.com>; "Steve Zambarano· 
<steve_zambarano@sezconstruction.com> 
Cc:: ·Curt Blough" <curUliough@sezconstrudion.com>; "Elaine Hir <ehiII@adm.state.Id.us>; "Jan Frew" 
<jfrQW@adm.state.id.us>; "Joe Rutledge" <jrutledg@adm.state.id.us> 
Sent Tuesday, August 31, 2004 11:41 AM 
Subject: DPW BSL 3 -Items 
Bany I Steve, 
In Ihe meeting at the lab last week we were notified we would be getting a response from the sUbs on the 
Mechanical Engineen; Field obseIvation Report, Credit for oondt.its associated with the doors security, and lnal 
pricing lor CCO 2. I am concerned about the comments regarding !he rield observation report and when the Work 
above the ceiing will be complete so I can coordinate a site visit for the Mechanical Engineer and/or myseH to 
view the COfTections before the oeiing goes In. 
AIso,I did receive a copy, yesterday 8I30I04, of the certification from JC & Associatsa that aU welding repair has 
been completed and inspected in the Lab and is acceptable in aCCOfdanc:e with the AWS 09.1 Sheet Metal 
Welding Code, as transrritted /0 the Owner on 8125104. We accept this as certitca1ion the welds meet the c:rfterla 
set forth by AWS 09.1, and I am assuming this includes celtification !he additional requirement set torth for no 
excessive oxidization has also been met If not, the Contractor should notify us 80 this can be addre&&ed. 
If there are any questions, piease Jet me know. 
Thanks, 
Robert How.ard 
Rudeen & Associates 
8/3)12004 
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en 
.. , 
September 1 20004 
Mr. Barry Hayes 
Mr. Steve Zambarmo 
SfJZ Construction. LLC 
P.O. Box 1<469 
Idaho FaUs. 10 83403 
RuorrN 
.'.,; : .. 1; !: ( . C t 1\ T ~. ~ 
Re: Response to Prlcin& we rec:etved September 2, 2004, reprdin& AS! 11. 
Barry, Steve: 
ASI17, issued August 13, 2004, was associated with correcting the welds in Table 1 of Mark 
Bell's "Report on August 3 to 5 inspection Stainless Steel Oucting." ASI171s to correct welds 
which were to be repaired per ASI16R and PR 211 CO 9, but were noted In Table 1 of the report 
as being incomplete repairs. Since ASI 17, a final report was issued wom Mark Bell delineating 
welds and weld repairs not complying with the agreed upon criteria and other criteria, a 
ClarIfication latter was issued by Hobson Fabricating after John Cooley inspected the welds 
noting what did not comply with AWS 09.1, the cOntractor has issued certification that the welds 
auociated with ASI16R and PR 21/CO 9 meet the AWS 09.1 criteria, and the Owner and 
Architect have both accepted this ceffification that the weld repairs meet AWS 09.1. Therefore, 
repair of welds associated with ASI 16R and PR 211 CO 9 should be a done issue and no further 
Work is required. 
Also, the attached pricing from Hobson Fabricating is listed as being associated with correcting 
the (048) non-critlcal we/dalisted on Table 2 of the report from Mark Bell. ASI 17 does not refer to 
Table 2 of the report. As noted above, the ASlls to complete the weld repairs associated with 
ASI16R and PR 211 CO 9, which are already in the Contract. 
Therefore, the additional pricing submitted as being associated with ASI17 is not accepted and 
will not be issued into a Change Order. -
If there are any questions, please let me know. 
Thanks. 
Robert Howard 
Rudeen & Associates 
Cc Joe Rudedge - OPW FP 
Elaine Hill - OPW FR 
DPW-OI050 
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ATTORNEY GENERAL 
Steven L. Olsen, ISB No. 3586 
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Attorneys for Defendants State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and STATE OF IDAHO, 
acting by and through its Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Counter-Defendant. 
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SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Cross-Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Counter-Cross-Defendant. 
) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by through its ) 
Department of Administration, Division of ) 
Public Works ) 
) 
Third-Party Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) 
) 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A ) 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third-Party Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW Defendant State of Idaho acting by and through the Department of 
Administration, Division of Public Works ("the State") and submits this memorandum in support 
of the State's Motion to Reconsider the Court's Ruling on Hobson's Motion to Dismiss Third 
Party Defendant Rudeen and its Memorandum Decision and Order on Plaintiffs Motions in 
THE STATE OF IDAHO'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER - 2 
Limine with regard to the State's ability to bring its affirmative claim and offsets. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
On March 24,2010, the Court granted Hobson Fabricating Corp.'s ("Hobson") Motion to 
Dismiss Rudeen from this action, finding that all third party claims by the State against Rudeen 
were based upon professional negligence and were not supported by the requisite expert 
testimony. 
The State requests the Court reconsider its decision to dismiss Rudeen, as genuine issues 
of material fact exist with regard to whether expert testimony is necessary to establish its claims 
against Rudeen. In addition to the evidence submitted in opposition to Hobson's Motion to 
Dismiss, the State now provides the Court additional information and evidence that clearly 
establishes the existence of a genuine issue of material fact and requires reconsideration of the 
Court's dismissal of Rudeen. Specifically, the trial testimony from Steve Zambarano and Ted 
Frisbee provides sufficient grounds for the State to establish its claims against Rudeen. In 
addition, the trial testimony of Ted Frisbee further supports reconsideration. 
In addition, the State seeks reconsideration of the Court's decision that appears to 
terminate the State's atTirmative claims and offsets, for the reason the Court has continually 
ruled that genuine issues of material fact exist to preclude such a ruling and, without submission 
of new or additional evidence, the Court changed its decision on these matters less than two 
weeks before trial. 
II. STANDARD 
The decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration generally rests in the sound 
discretion of the trial court. Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 175 P. 3d 754 (2007); Jordan v. 
Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 21 P.3d 908 (2001); Watson v. Navistar lnt'l Transp. Corp., 121 Idaho 
THE STATE OF IDAHO'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER - 3 { 
643, 827 P.2d 656 (1992). When ruling on a motion for reconsideration, "the trial court should 
take into account any new facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the 
... order." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat. Bank of North Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 800 
P.2d 1026 (1990). "A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually involves new or 
additional facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of both law and fact. Indeed, the chief 
virtue of a reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete presentation of all available facts, so 
that the truth may be ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as may be." Id. The burden is on 
the moving party to bring to the trial court's attention the new facts. Id. 
It is unclear what standard was applied by the Court during the March 24, 2010 hearing 
on the Motion to Dismiss. Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6), a defendant may seek 
to dismiss a claim against it on grounds that the Complaint fails to state a claim upon which 
relief may be granted. However, the "objective of the law is to obtain a determination of the 
merits of a claim, not to have a case dismissed on technicalities." Ernst v. Hemenway and Moser 
Co., Inc. 120 Idaho 941, 946, 821 P.2d 996,1001 (Ct. App. 1991). Therefore, "every reasonable 
intendment will be made to sustain a complaint against a 12(b)( 6) motion." Id. (citing Idaho 
Comm. on Civil Rights v. Campbell, 95 Idaho 215, 217, 506 P.2d 112, 114 (1973)). 
F or a complaint to be dismissed under Rule 12(b)( 6), it must appear beyond any doubt 
that the non-moving party cannot prove any facts in support of his claim that would entitle him 
to relief. Taylor v. Maile, 142 Idaho 253, 257, 127 P.3d 156, 160 (2005). The Court must draw 
all reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party. Id. It need not appear that the non-
moving party can obtain the particular relief prayed for as long as there is some relief that may 
be granted. Harper v. Harper, 122 Idaho 535, 536, 835 P.2d 1346,1347 (Ct. App. 1992). As a 
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practical matter, a Rule l2(b)(6) motion is likely to be granted only in unusual cases where the 
allegations on the face of the Complaint show some insurmountable bar to relief. Id. 
In the event information outside of the pleadings is considered, a motion to dismiss is 
considered as a motion for summary judgment. Storm v. Spaulding, 137 Idaho 145, 44 P.3d 
1200 (Ct. App. 2002). Hobson and the State both submitted additional information and evidence 
in relation to the Motion to Dismiss, as such, the motion should have been considered a motion 
for summary judgment. 
Rule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that summary judgment "shall 
be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions and admissions on file, together with the 
affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving 
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Smith v. Meridian Joint School District No. 
2:, 128 Idaho 714, 718, 918 P.2d 583, 587 (l996)(quoting I.R.C.P. 56(c)); see also Idaho 
Building Contractors Association v. City of Coeur d' Alene, 126 Idaho 740, 890 P.2d 326 (1995); 
Avila v. Wahlquist, 126 Idaho 745, 890 P.2d 331 (1995). In evaluating the motion, the Court 
should consider facts and reasonable inferences in the light most favorable to the non-moving 
party. Willie v. Board of Trustees, 138 Idaho 131,133,59 P.3d 302, 304 (2002). 
Because Hobson and the State submitted additional information beyond the tace of the 
pleadings for purposes of the Motion to Dismiss, the standard that should have applied to the 
underlying hearing was whether looking at the facts in the light most favorable to the State, a 
genuine issue of material fact existed with regard to the State's claims against Rudeen. 
III. ARGUMENT 
A. MOTION TO DISMISS 
The Court granted the motion to dismiss Rudeen based upon the fact there is no identified 
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expert testimony to establish the professional negligence claim against Rudeen. The State 
argued that there were various issues within its claims against Rudeen that fall within the 
exception to the requirement of expert testimony, because the issues were within the general 
scope of knowledge and understanding of a lay person. Specifically, the State raised a handful of 
such issues it believed fell within this general exception related to solenoid valves, the MAU 
platforms and contract administration issues. 
1. Expert Testimony is Not Always Required to Establish a Claim of Professional 
Negligence. 
Normally, cases alleging professional negligence require expert testimony. However, 
Idaho courts have recognized a general exception to these requirements when the factors 
involved are within the knowledge or experience of laymen. Samuel v. Hepworth, Nugester & 
Lezamiz, Inc., 134, Idaho 84, 996 P.2d 303 (2000). Although Idaho has not had an opportunity 
to apply this exception to an architect, other jurisdictions have. In Seiler v. Levits Furniture Co., 
of Eastern Region, Inc., 367 A.2d 999 (Del. 1976), the Supreme Court of Delaware cited the 
general rule that expert testimony is required to establish professional negligence against an 
architect or an engineer, but then affirmed the trial court's determination that the architect's 
"mistake was so apparent that plaintiff was not obliged to produce expert testimony at trial to 
establish the bench mark by which his standard of care is measured." Id. 367 A.2d at 1008. 
The State's action against Rudeen involves certain issues that are obvious and clear and 
within the knowledge of the average lay person, and therefore, do not require expert testimony to 
establish a breach of the standard of care. 
2. Mr. Zambarano's Trial Testimony Establishes a Genuine Issue of Material Fact 
that Precludes Dismissal of Rudeen. 
Since the date of its March 17,2010 Memorandum in Opposition, the State has obtained 
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a rough draft of the transcript for the trial in October 2008, including the testimony of Ted 
Zarnbarano. (See Affidavit of Counsel, Ex. A (email from Dianne Cromwell attaching trial 
transcripts). Mr. Zambarano was not identified as an expert with regard to plans and 
specifications or with regard to engineering. Rather, Mr. Zambarano is the owner of SE/Z. Mr. 
Zarnbarano was asked specific questions regarding the sufficiency of the plans and 
specifications, over objections, and how such deficiencies impacted SE/Z in regards to its work 
on the Project: 
Q: In your 30 years of construction experience, have you encountered 
defective plans and specifications? 
Mr. Anderson: Objection, Your Honor. Lack of foundation with respect to this 
witness's qualifications in that particular regard. 
The Court: Overruled. 
Mr. Hahn: Thank you, Your Honor. 
Q: And as used in the construction industry, can you describe what defective 
plans and specifications are? 
Mr. Anderson: Same objection. 
The Court: Overruled. 
Mr. Anderson: Could I have a continuing objection, Your Honor? 
The Court: You may. 
The Witness: From a contractor's perspective-I'm not speaking from a legal 
definition because I don't know what the legal terms or what the definitions are. 
But from my perspective as a contractor, defective plans and specs, errors, are 
when, if you took the plans and specs, you can't build a project using those plans 
and specs. 
What I like to do is-its probably like the third time in my career where I've had 
the situation where piece A didn't match up with piece C because it's either too 
big or too little. In this case we had problems with the mechanical units in the 
platforms. It's a lack of coordination during the design phase by the architect 
between, say, the mechanical equipment and the structural engineer to make the 
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equipment tit on a platform or a roof or penthouse or things like that; typically, 
just a lack of coordination between the TKPEUPBZ [sic] because of mechanical 
structure, those kinds of things. 
Q: Did you encounter that on the BSL-3 project? 
A: Yes, we did. 
Q: Did it increase the costs of performing the work? 
A: Yes, it did. 
Q: Did it increase the time in performing the work? 
A: Yes, it did. 
(See Counsel AfT., Ex. B (portions of Trial Transcript), 10129/08 pp. 18-20,11.7-4). 
One of the issues addressed by Mr. Zambarano above is the MAU platform. Mr. 
Zanlbarano's testimony from the first trial speaks to the simplicity of the issue and explains 
exactly why it is not necessary to present expert testimony to establish a claim against Rudeen 
(or at least establish the existence of a genuine issue of material fact). 
The need to move the MAU platform is not the complex issue Hobson argued at the 
hearing, rather, as testified to by Mr. Zanlbarano, it is as simple as the specified equipment did 
not fit where the plans and specs said it should. As indicated in the letter submitted in 
opposition to the Motion to Dismiss by the State, the issue was even simpler than described by 
Mr. Zambarano. Specifically, not only would the platform not support the weight of the 
originally specified MAU or the subsequently specified heavier MAU, but it would not have 
supported any additional weight whatsoever. I 
At trial, the Court overruled objections with regard to whether Mr. Zambarano was 
I See Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Rudeen, Ex. F (March 15, 2005 letter from Traci 
Hanegan to Matt Huffield). Ms. Hanegan's letter states "We were surprised to find out that the building columns as 
currently loaded (without MAU's) are at their maximum capacity. These columns could support neither the 
scheduled 7,500 pound per MA U nor the represented 6,700 pounds on the structural drawings." 
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qualified to testify as to whether the plans and specifications were deficient with regard to the 
MAU platform issue. 
In addition to testifying regarding the platform issue, Mr. Zambarano was also permitted 
to testify regarding other alleged defective aspects of the plans and specifications. There was a 
dispute between the parties as to whether the plans and specifications called for a low pressure 
damper in the exhaust duct systems. There was no dispute that the dampers were not originally 
installed. Mr. Zambarano testified as follows: 
Q: Before we leave Exhibit 2005, Mr. Zambarano, did SE/Z take the position 
that the damper issued addressed in CIC-182 was a design error? 
Mr. Anderson: Object to form. 
The Court: I'll overrule the objection. 
*** 
Q: Does this CIC deal with a design issue? 
Mr. Anderson: Same objection, Your Honor. Lack of foundation for this witness. 
The Court: Overruled. 
A: It appears this device was left off the contract drawings and specs. 
lei. p. 66-67. 
The straightforward testimony of Mr. Zambarano establishes the requisite showing for 
professional negligence against Rudeen. According to Mr. Zambarano' s testimony, the plans 
and specifications failed to identify the need for low pressure dampers. Despite such failures, 
Rudeen required the Contractor's to install the dampers which allegedly resulted in additional 
costs. See also generally SE/Z Exhibit 2005. 
Again, this is not a complicated design issue that requires expert testimony to explain to a 
JUry. Rather, reviewing the evidence in a light most favorable to the State, it is as simple as an 
item being left off of the plans and specifications, that was later required of the Contractors, 
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causing increased costs. 
2. Mr. Frisbee's Trial Testimony Similarly Explains that Certain Design 
Defects Do Not Require Expert Testimony. 
One of the issues raised by the State in its opposition to the Motion to Dismiss dealt with 
the solenoid valves. The State argued that there were two types of solenoid valves (normally 
open or normally closed), that Rudeen's specifications were unclear as to which should be used 
and failed to clearly respond to questions from the contractors as to which valve should be used, 
and that such confusion resulted in alleged increased costs of the contractors. The State strongly 
believes this establishes negligence on the part of Rudeen, and that it is a simple issue that would 
not require expert testimony. 
At the hearing, counsel for Hobson went to great lengths to try and confuse the issue by 
getting into the specifics of the system in which the solenoid valves function and how complex it 
is and that it was nothing the average layperson could understand. The State concedes that the 
design itself of the entire heating and water system is clearly something that would require expert 
testimony to determine whether it was done appropriately, however, no such complexity exists 
when breaking down the at issue solenoid valves. 
Mr. Frisbee testified that a solenoid valve "is an [sic] valve that has only two functions: 
It's either open or it's closed. It doesn't modulate, it doesn't be partway open. It's either open or 
closed. And if it is a normally closed valve, that means it's normally closed when there's no 
power to it. When it receives power, it drives open. When it loses power, it goes closed. That's 
what a normally closed solenoid valve is. A normally open solenoid valve is just the opposite." 
(Jd. Day 10/24/08, p. 123-124). Far from requiring expert testimony, these valves are either 
normally open/tail open or normally closed fail closed. 
The issue that first arose with regard to the solenoid valves was what type of valve was to 
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be installed, nonnally open or closed. Hobson wrote RFI 60 asking what type of valve to install 
"normally open or closed." See Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss, Ex. C. 
The response from Rudeen's subconsultant was "the solenoid valves should be normally closed. 
They should fail open." Id. Rudeen's subconsultant's response to Hobson's request for 
infornlation was obviously wrong. As explained by Mr. Frisbee, there are only two types of 
solenoid valves. There is no such valve that is nonnally closed but fails open. 
Based upon the misinformation from Rudeen's subcontractor, Hobson installed nonnally 
closed valves that fail closed, which resulted in glycol spills and alleged increase time and costs 
for the contractors, which subsequently required additional work to wire the valves to stay open. 
Viewing the above matter in a light most favorable to the State, Mr. Frisbee's testimony 
establishes a genuine issue of material fact with regard to the negligence of Rudeen in incorrectly 
identifying which type of solenoid valve to install on the Project. 
3. The State Relied Upon Rudeen's Judgment and Certification that the 
Welding Issues Had Been Resolved and that Other Above Ceiling Work had 
Been Done in Compliance with the Plans and Specifications Prior to Closing 
the Hard Ceiling. 
As the Court is fully aware from previous arguments, a Stop Work Order was issued on 
the Project to stop the Contractors from installing the hard ceiling, based on concerns over 
whether the welding and other work done above the ceilings complied with the plans and 
specifications. 
The State relied upon a certification from Rudeen as to the sufficiency of the welding and 
as to whether the other above-ceiling work was per the plans and specifications prior to allowing 
the ceiling to be closed. See Counsel Aff., Ex. C (Admitted Trial Exhibit 333, letter from Jan 
Frew to Matt Huffield dated August 27, 2004); see also Ex. D (Trial Exhibits 4635, 4627, and 
4943) Rudeen certified the work was done and the ceilings were installed. Id. Ex. E (Trial 
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Exhibits 4941 and 4942). 
The State will offer evidence at trial that the above-ceiling work, including the welding 
was not done pursuant to the plans and specifications, and that Rudeen's certification that such 
work complied with the plans and specifications was negligent. One such issue the State is 
prepared to offer testimony to is the fact that the welding was supposed to be done using an 
argon purge. However, an examination of the above ceiling welding done after the termination 
for convenience revealed that such purging had not taken place. See Affidavit of Albert F. 
Munio in Support of Defendant State of Idaho's Opposition to Hobson Fabricating Corp.'s and 
SEll Construction, LLC's Motions for Partial Summary Judgment, filed on May 22, 2006, ~ 6. 
In addition, Mr. Munio will testify regarding the Contractors' impermissible excessive use of 
t1ange joints in the duct work that created unsafe risks of leakage. Jd. at ~ 7. The State will 
further present evidence and testimony through YMC (the contractor who participated in the 
rebuild of the lab) as to additional above ceiling work non-conformities. 
As such, a genuine issue of material fact exists with regard to whether Rudeen was 
negligent in certifying the above-ceiling work prior to installation of the ceiling. 
4. At Trial, the Court Determined Mr. Zambarano's Testimony Constituted 
Substantial Evidence to allow SE/Z's Defective Plans and Specifications 
Claim to Go to the Jury. 
At the close of SEll's case, the State and Rudeen brought a motion for a directed verdict 
on SEll's claim for implied warranty of plans and specs. In denying a motion for directed 
verdict following SEll's case in chief on the implied warranty of plans and specifications, the 
Court stated, "the motion for directed verdict on this particular issue, on SEll's claim against the 
State through to Rudeen for defective plans and specifications is denied. I think that there's 
sufficient evidence, there is substantial evidence in the record within the meaning of Rule 50 to 
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submit the matter to the jury and so that motion is denied." (See Counsel Aff., Ex. B, 10/30108 
p. 136-137, ll. 24-6)( emphasis added). Again, this is significant as Mr. Zambarano was the only 
witness offered by SE/Z to testify regarding alleged defective plans and specifications. 
B. MOTIONS IN LIMINE 
The Court's March 26, 2010 Memorandum Decision and Order indicates that the State is 
precluded from asserting any counterclaim related to any issue discovered post termination 
because "the Court finds it would be impossible to reconcile any possible finding of a lack of 
prejudice to the contractors with the prosecution of the cross-claim by the State to recover 
damages performed by another contractor under a cost-plus contract." 
The State relied upon the Court's previous rulings and statements in this case dating back 
to the Court's first summary judgment ruling in 2006 indicating that the State was allowed to 
assert its counterclaims, offsets and defenses based upon the contract language including Article 
13.4.2 of the Prime Contract, genuine issues of material fact with regard to actual notice and a 
lack of prejudice, and genuine issues of material fact with regard to SE/Z waiving its right to 
notice based upon hidden defective work. 
Early in this case SE/Z filed a motion for partial summary judgment seeking to establish 
that notice and opportunity to cure was a condition precedent for the State to satisfy before filing 
any claim against SE/Z. The State raised several arguments in its defense, one of which was that 
SE/Z received actual notice of alleged defective work and was not prejudiced by any failure of 
strict compliance with the notice provision. The Court carefully analyzed controlling law, 
including what Hobson claims is the seminal treatise on construction law; Bruner & O'Connor 
on Construction Law. After considering the law and the affidavits submitted by the State, the 
Court found: 
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The DPW has raised genuine issues of fact regarding whether or 
not SEll received actual notice of the allegations contained in the 
complaint and whether or not SEll was prejudiced by the lack of 
strict compliance. See DEFENDANT STATE OF IDAHO'S 
OPPOSITION TO SEll CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND PLAINTIFF 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP.'S JOINDER IN SEll'S 
MOTION, p. 17-22 (summarizing numerous affidavits that create 
genuine issue [sic] of material fact over whether or not SEll had 
actual notice of the alleged breaches of contract and whether or not 
SEll suffered any prejudice by not receiving notice in strict 
compliance with the contract). Therefore, the Court denies SEll's 
motion for summary judgment based on the failure to strictly 
comply with the notice provision. 
(February 28, 2007, Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Plaintiff Hobson's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and Denying Counter-Defendant SEll's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment, p. 8-9)(emphasis added). 
The Court also denied SEll's partial summary judgment "due to the existence of a 
genuine issue of fact over the issue of whether SEll waived its contractual protection by hiding 
the evidence of its deticient work." (ld at p. 10)(emphasis added). The Court noted that these 
allegations were supported by affidavits filed by the State. 
On the day prior to the mistrial, the parties were discussing the trial moving forward and 
the time necessary to try the case. During these discussions the Court again addressed the issue 
of genuine issues of material fact that existed and precluded dismissal of the State's counterclaim 
or offsets: 
THE COURT: But the whole question of notice, the reason I didn't grant 
summary judgment on that point months ago was the question of waiver and 
prejudice. And I think that there is - I mean, to be just slightly more specific, I 
had ruled that there was a genuine issue of material fact regarding SEll getting 
"actual" notice and whether or not there was no prejudice suffered by lack of 
strict compliance with the notice requirements. 
So that's an open question, and it seems to me to be sort of disingenuous 
of me to reverse myself on that just in the interest of time and just say, sorry, they 
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didn't send notice and they can't pursue their claim. 
*** 
THE COURT: And if there's a genuine issue of material fact, with respect 
to that issue [notice and prejudice], which it seems to me that there's a pretty high 
likelihood that there will be a genuine issue of material fact that would remain 
about actual notice and nonprejudice. I mean, it may not be just crystal clear that 
there was no prejudice or that there was prejudice, but it seems to me it's still 
going to be a factual determination by ajury. 
(See Counsel Aff., Ex. B, Day 10/30/08, pp. 146 and 147). 
Since the Court's pronouncement referred to above, nothing has changed. IN particular, 
the Sdtate has not yet had the opportunity to put on its case. The State has relied upon the 
Court's rulings and statements in defending the instant action, in bringing its claims in this 
matter and in its general workup and management of this case. Hobson, in contravention of the 
Court's instructions and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, filed substantive/dispositive motions 
asking the Court to reconsider its previous rulings on notice and prejudice on the eve of trial, 
without citing to any new facts or case law. The Court granted Hobson's motions less than two 
weeks prior to trial in a case that has been ongoing for nearly five years. 
In addition, the Court's March 26, 2010 Decision does not appear to address the issue of 
SE/Z's waiver of notice by its affirmative acts of hiding defective work, which previously 
provided grounds for the Court to deny an identical motion by the contractors. 
For the foregoing reasons, the State respectfully asks the Court to reconsider its rulings 
regarding the State's counterclaims and offsets. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In the instant action, the State has provided the Court with additional evidence found in 
the recently obtained trial testimony that provides additional support for the State's claims 
against Rudeen. Further, as explained by Mr. Zambarano and Mr. Frisbee, there are several 
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design defect issues that are able to be fully and competently explained to a jury by Mr. Frisbee 
and Mr. Zambarano in such a way as to fall within the knowledge of a lay person. Reviewing 
these facts and inferences in a light most favorable to the State reveals that genuine issues of 
material fact exist in this case that require reconsideration of the Court's order to dismiss Rudeen 
and its Decision to terminate (at least a portion if not all of) the State's counterclaim. For the 
foregoing reasons, the St~ests the Court grant the instant motion for reconsideration. 
DATED this ~ day of March, 2010. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIC 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CO 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; and 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVOC-0508037 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER ON MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER, MOTIONS FOR 
CLARIFICATION, AND MOTIONS 
IN LIMINE 
16 SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Cross-claimant, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Cross-defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
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2 
3 
4 
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6 
7 
8 
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11 
Counter-cross-claimant, 
vs. 
SEll CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Counter-cross-defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A 
12 PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
13 
14 
Third Party Defendant. 
15 
16 This matter comes before the Court on the Defendant the State of Idaho Department of 
17 Administration, Division of Public Works' (the State) Motion to Vacate Trial Setting, Motions in 
8 
Limine, Motion to Reconsider, and Motion for Clarification. Plaintiff Hobson Fabricating (Hobson 
19 
or Contractor) and Defendant SEll Construction (SEll or Contractor) oppose all of the State's 
20 
motions. Third Party Defendant Rudeen & Associates (Rudeen) opposes the State's Motion to 
21 
22 
Reconsider dismissal of the Third Party Defendant. 
23 The Court heard oral argument on the motion to vacate on March 30, 2010. Appearing 
24 before the Court were J. Todd Henry for Plaintiff Hobson, Frederick Hahn for Defendant SEll, and 
25 Phillip Oberrecht for Defendant State of Idaho. Michael Stefanic was present for Third Party 
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Defendant Rudeen. The Court issued its order from the bench granting the motion to vacate the trial 
2 for no more than thirty days. The Court reiterated that discovery was not being reopened, but all 
3 parties acknowledged that the State may conduct additional depositions to preserve trial testimony 
4 of certain of Third Party Defendant Rudeen's witnesses. Noting that the Court had only recently 
5 received briefing on the remaining motions, the Court took the remaining motions under advisement 
6 
without oral argument. 
7 
As all parties are familiar with the facts of this case and an order briefly reciting the relevant 
8 
factual and procedural background was issued on March 26, 2010, it will not be repeated here. 
9 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
lO 
II Defendant the State of Idaho seeks an order from the Court vacating its ruling dismissing 
12 Third Party Defendant Rudeen and vacating its ruling with regard to the State's affirmative claims 
13 and offsets. The State contends that there is a genuine issue of material fact whether expert 
14 
testimony is required to brings its professional negligence claims against the architect and that the 
15 
trial testimony of Steve Zambarano and of Ted Frisbee provides sufficient grounds for the State to 
16 
establish that the architect breached an obvious standard of care. The State also argues that because 
17 
18 
the Court had previously denied motions for summary judgment dismissing the State's affirmative 
19 claims, the Court should reverse its recent decision holding that it would be impossible to reconcile 
20 any possible finding of a lack of prejudice to the Contractors with the prosecution of the cross-claim 
21 by the State to recover damages for work performed by another contractor under a cost-plus 
22 contract. 
23 
A motion for reconsideration is brought under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11(a)(2)(B). 
24 
On a motion for reconsideration, the trial court may consider new or additional facts presented with 
25 
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the motion. Noreen v. Price Dev. Co., L.P., 135 Idaho 816, 820,25 P.3d 129, 133 (Ct. App. 2001). 
1 
The trial court should reconsider the new facts presented with the motion along with any facts 
3 deemed established pursuant to IRCP 56( d) to determine the correctness of the order at issue. Coeur 
4 d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'/ Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990). The 
5 moving party has the burden of bringing new facts to the Court's attention and the Court is not 
6 
required to search the record in anticipation of new information that might change the specification 
7 
of facts deemed to be established. Id. The decision whether to grant a motion for reconsideration 
8 
rests within the discretion of the trial court. Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 592,21 P.3d 908, 914 
9 
10 
(2001). 
11 Before issuing the March 26, 2010 Memorandum Decision and Order, the Court carefully 
12 reviewed the briefings on the motions, the oral arguments, the Court's prior rulings on these issues 
13 and the reasoning behind those rulings, the evidence currently before the Court, the specifics of this 
14 
case, and the case as a whole. The Court did not lightly reconsider its previous rulings and has 
15 
continued to make rulings consistent with prior rulings where appropriate. The State's Motion to 
16 
Reconsider is DENIED. 
17 
MOTIONS FOR CLARIFICATION AND MOTIONS IN LIMINE 
18 
19 In its motions for clarification, Defendant the State of Idaho seeks an order from the Court 
20 clarifying its March 26, 2010 Memorandum Decision and Order on Plaintiff s Motions in Limine as 
21 to 1) whether the State may assert offsets as a defense; 2) whether the State may seek damages or 
22 offsets as to defective work for which Defendant SE/Z had actual notice and an opportunity to cure; 
23 
and 3) whether the State may present evidence that SE/Z waived its contractual protection by hiding 
24 
evidence of its deficient work. Plaintiff Hobson opposes the State's motions for clarification 
25 
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1 
arguing that the order "clearly precludes the State from offsetting its damages" and that the State has 
2 not provided any evidence that the Contractors were provided actual notice and an opportunity to 
3 cure any alleged defects. 
In its motions in limine, the State seeks an order from the Court precluding the Contractors 
5 from offering any evidence at trial regarding 1) the fact that the State's cross claim has been 
6 
dismissed; 2) the costs incurred by the State in repairing or replacing allegedly defective work 
7 
performed by the Contractors; 3) whether the State was financially irresponsible in the way it 
8 
handled repairing or replacing allegedly defective work; 4) whether the plans and specifications 
9 
10 were defective or whether Rudeen failed to properly perform its services in any way; and 5) whether 
11 any alleged design defect or alleged wrongdoing of the design team contributed to any of the 
12 termination for convenience damages. Plaintiff Hobson opposes the State's motions in limine to the 
13 extent that the motions seek to limit the measure of damages available to the Contractors or seek to 
4 
reduce the Contractors' damage claim by limiting the evidence of "Work" performed. 
15 
In approximately one month, this matter is going to trial on the Contractors' claims for 
16 
money due under the termination for convenience provision of the prime contract. In any contract 
17 
18 
claim, it is necessary for the Court to determine the intent of the parties based upon an analysis of 
19 the contract language. Luzar v. Western Surety Co., 107 Idaho 693, 692 P.2d 337 (1984). The entire 
20 contract must be construed as a whole. Id. Where a contract is clear and unambiguous, it is the duty 
21 of the Court to declare the legal rights of the parties under a contract. Bondy v. Levy, 121 Idaho 993, 
22 996, 829 P.2d 1342, 1345 (1992). This is the intention of the Court's order in response to the 
23 
motions for clarification and the motions in limine. 
24 
25 
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13 
14 
15 
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o 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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The Court has previously found that the termination for convenience clause of this contract 
is clear and unambiguous. (Memorandum Decision and Order, July 24, 2006, p. 5.) Further, the 
Court has found that this contract was entered into by sophisticated parties who contemplated 
multiple outcomes, including contract completion, termination for cause, and termination for 
convenience. (See Memorandum Decision and Order on Plaintiffs Motions in Limine, March 26, 
2010, p. 10.) The Court has determined that the most expedient method to address the motions for 
clarification and the motions in limine is to define the parameters of the relevant evidence in this 
case. 
Based upon the Court's July 24, 2006 Memorandum Decision and Order holding that that 
Subparagraph 14.1.3 1 of the prime contract is clear and unambiguous, the Contractors contend that 
the defined term "Work" should be interpreted to mean all costs incurred by the Contractors before 
the termination for convenience. (Plaintiff Hobson Fabricating Corp's Opposition in Part to 
Defendant's Motions in Limine, pA.) The Contractors urge the Court to find that the State 
unambiguously agreed that in the case of a termination for convenience the Contractors would be 
entitled to "Work" that was otherwise unrecoverable under the contract and that the parties 
contemplated that this would provide a disincentive for terminating a poorly performing contractor 
for convenience. Plaintiff requests that the Court rewrite the clear and unambiguous language of the 
fixed price contract entered into by the parties to include a cost-plus penalty for termination for 
convenience. The Idaho Supreme Court has held that the Court "will not rescue a contracting party 
from the consequences of what later appears to be a bad bargain, nor will we design for the parties 
; Having already provided the full text of Subparagraphs 14.1.3 and 1.1.3 in previous orders, the Court will not reprint 
them here. 
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to a contract terms which we deem more beneficial than those that the parties have agreed upon 
2 between themselves." Christensen Motor Sales, Inc. v. American Motor Sales, Inc., 108 Idaho 102, 
3 105,697 P.2d 442, 445 (1985) (citing JR. Simplot Co. v. Chambers, 82 Idaho 104, 350 P.2d 211 
(1960)). 
5 The Court specifically rejects the contention that the clause converts the fixed price contract 
6 
into a cost-plus contract. The Court finds that the Contractors are not entitled under a termination 
7 
for convenience to receive money they would not have received if the contract had been completed. 
8 
The Court further finds the term "Work" does not include all costs incurred by the Contractors, but 
9 
10 only includes "construction and services required by the Contract Documents" or, to be specific, the 
11 work done under the contract in accordance with the plans and specifications for which the 
12 Contractors have not been paid and for which they would have been paid had the contract gone to 
1 1 · 2 comp etlOn. 
14 The Court would further remind the parties that certain items have been determined as a 
15 
matter of law to not be recoverable under the contract. For example, the Court has held that claims 
16 
associated with the hot gas bypass have been waived (Memorandum Decision and Order, April 24, 
17 
18 
2007, p. 9.); that "all the issues" associated with the subject matter of Change Orders No. 12 and 13 
19 have been settled by those change orders (Memorandum Decision and Order on Third Party 
20 Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, October 31, 2007, pp. 5-6.); and similarly that 
21 all claims on the subject matter of all executed Change Orders have been settled by those Change 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2 As defined by the contract, work is not limited to labor performed, but includes materials, equipment and services. 
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Orders (Memorandum Decision and Order on Plaintiffs Motions in Limine, March 26, 2010, pp. 5-
7.). 
In their case in chief for money due under the termination for convenience clause, the 
Contractors will be permitted to present evidence of discreet items of work done on the project that 
was authorized by the contract, done in conformity with the plans and specifications, and for which 
the Contractors have not been paid3 • The Contractors will not be permitted to present evidence that 
they incurred additional costs that would not have been compensable had the contract been 
completed. 
Defendant the State of Idaho may then present evidence to challenge the discreet claims of 
the Contractors, by showing that the Contractors have been paid or that the discreet work claimed 
was not in performed conformity with the plans and specifications, regardless of when it was 
discovered that the work was not non-conforming. By way of example, assume that a contractor was 
making a claim for $10,000 for sheet rock work for which it had not been paid after being 
terminated for convenience. After the claims are brought, the owner can show that the sheet rock 
used was half inch sheet rock but that the plans had called for three quarter inch sheet rock. The 
owner may defend against the contractor's claim for payment of an additional $10,000 by showing 
that the sheet rock used was non-compliant even though it was not discovered that the sheet rock 
was non-complaint until after the contract was terminated. 
3 Also under the contract, the terminated Contractor may recover from the Owner for "proven loss with respect to 
materials, equipment, tools, and construction equipment and machinery, including reasonable overhead and profit." The 
parties are not arguing this portion of the contract. 
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The Court anticipates that there may some dispute as to whether an item of work was in 
compliance with the plans and specifications. Suppose in the example above, rather then calling for 
three quarter inch sheet rock, the plans and specifications called for "the industry standard" sheet 
rock. The parties would then present evidence as to the industry standard. To the extent that such a 
term of the plans and specifications is called into issue and may be asserted to have contributed to 
the claims for termination for convenience damages, those would be questions of fact. Therefore, 
with regard to the State's motions in limine seeking to preclude the Contractors from presenting any 
evidence that the plans and specifications were defective, that the Rudeen failed to properly perform 
its services, or that either of these caused or contributed to the claims for termination for 
convenience damages, the Court will consider these motions notice of potential evidentiary disputes 
that may arise at trial and will reserve ruling on them until that time. 
As the Court has ruled that the State's cross-claims and offsets are barred by the notice and 
opportunity to cure provision, the State will not be permitted to present evidence that other work 
performed by the Contractors, unrelated to the claims being brought by the Contractors, was non-
conforming or allegedly defective and the State will not be permitted to present evidence of its costs 
to repair or replace allegedly defective work. It is implicit in the notice and opportunity to cure 
provision of the contract that the State had the duty to inspect and discover defects in the work 
performed before making the periodic partial payments. Continuing the example above, the owner 
would not be permitted to present evidence that the owner expended $20,000 to replace the half 
inch sheet rock or seek repayment for that work because the owner failed to adequately inspect the 
work as it was done and provide notice of defective work and an opportunity to cure. Additionally, 
because it would not be relevant to the claims made by the contractor and because no notice and 
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opportunity to cure were given, the owner would not be permitted to present evidence that the 
1 
2 
roofing work performed by the contractor was deficient and cost the owner $50,000 to repair. The 
3 State's motion for clarification that the March 26, 2010 Order does not preclude it from asserting its 
4 right to an offset as a defense to the Contractors' charges is DENIED. 
5 The State has brought a motion in limine seeking to prevent the Contractors from presenting 
6 
evidence of costs incurred by the State in repairing or replacing allegedly defective work. Such 
7 
evidence presented by Plaintiff Hobson or Defendant SE/Z would not be relevant to proving their 
8 
claims for money for work performed in accordance with the contract for which they have not yet 
9 
10 
been paid. The State's motion in limine seeking to prevent the Contractors from presenting evidence 
11 of costs incurred by the State in repairing or replacing allegedly defective work is GRANTED. 
12 The State argues that it should be permitted to present evidence that the Contractors had 
13 actual notice of the alleged defects and deliberately hid those defects. The record establishes that the 
14 State delegated its duty to inspect the work as performed to the architect. Because no party provided 
15 
an expert to establish a claim of professional negligence against the architect, the Third Party 
16 
Defendant was dismissed from this action. In the absence of such evidence, the Court finds that to 
17 
18 
allow the State to pursue a claim of actual notice and no prejUdice (or essentially that the 
19 Contractors are estopped from claiming prejudice) based on alleged deliberate hiding of non-
20 compliant work would be highly speCUlative and would, in the Court's opinion, inevitably lead to 
21 confusion of the issues and waste of time. Further, the Court would note that the State did not plead 
22 
a claim of fraud. The State's motion for clarification that the March 26, 2010 Order does not 
23 
preclude it from asserting a claim for defects for which the Contractors had actual notice and an 
24 
opportunity to cure due to the Contractors' alleged deliberate hiding of defective work is DENIED. 
25 
26 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER, MOTIONS FOR CLARIFICATION, 
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preclude it from asserting a claim for defects for which the Contractors had actual notice and an 
opportunity to cure due to the Contractors' alleged deliberate hiding of defective work is DENIED. 
Regarding the State's motions in limine seeking to preclude the Contractors from offering 
any evidence at trial regarding the fact that the State's cross claim has been dismissed and seeking 
to preclude the Contractors from introducing any evidence at trial that the State was financially 
irresponsible in the way it handled repairing and replacing allegedly defective work, the Court finds 
that such evidence is not relevant to the claims at issue and would therefore be inadmissible. 
Further, Plaintiff Hobson and Defendant SE/Z do not object to these motions. These motions are 
GRANTED. 
Where a contract is clear and unambiguous, it is the duty of the Court to declare the legal 
rights of the parties under a contract. Bondy v. Levy, 121 Idaho 993, 996, 829 P.2d 1342, 1345 
(1992). No party will be permitted to present evidence to the jury of contract clauses and witnesses' 
interpretations of those contractual provisions. Interpretation of the provisions of this clear and 
unambiguous contract is a question of law and not in the province of the jury. 
CONCLUSION 
In summary, the Court's Order has the following effects: 
1) The scope of the damages Plaintiff Hobson and Defendant SE/Z may claim is very 
narrow, consisting only of claims for the work authorized by the contract which they had performed 
in compliance with the plans and specifications, for which they had not yet been paid as of the date 
of the termination of the contract and for which they would have been paid had the contract been 
completed. The Contractors will not be permitted to present evidence on any claims the Court has 
found do not exist under the contract. 
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2) Notwithstanding any previous order of this Court, the State may not present evidence that 
2 would support a counter or cross claim or any evidence that would support a claim for work 
3 perfonned and paid for as of the date of termination. 
4 3) The State will be permitted to present evidence that is designed to challenge the 
5 Contractors' claims for work they had performed prior to the date of termination. By way of 
6 
example, if one of the Contractors claims to have performed a certain item of work and that they 
7 
have not been paid for such work, the State will be permitted to present evidence that the Contractor 
8 
was already paid for that work or that the work was not done according to the plans and 
9 
10 
specifications. 
11 4) Finally, the State will not be permitted to present any evidence that work that is not 
12 directly related to the Contractors' claims for termination for convenience damages was not done 
13 according to the plans and specifications. This is consistent with the Court's recent ruling that the 
14 State's cross claims and offsets are barred by the failure to provide notice and an opportunity to 
15 
cure. 
16 
To the extent that any part of this Order is inconsistent with previous orders of the Court on 
17 
18 
any issue, the parties may consider that issue reconsidered. 
19 
20 IT IS SO ORDERED. 
t/ 
21 Dated this~ day of April, 2010. 
22 
23 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIC 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; and 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Cross-claimant, 
vs. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Cross-defendant. 
Case No. CVOC-0508037 
AMENDED SCHEDULING 
ORDER 
This matter came before the Court on an informal status conference held in chambers and 
007 3 
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1 off of the record. J. Todd Henry appeared telephonically for Plaintiff Hobson Fabricating (Hobson). 
2 Frederick Hahn appeared telephonically for Defendant SE/Z Construction (SE/Z). Phillip Oberrecht 
3 appeared in person for Defendant the State ofIdaho (the State). 
4 The parties discussed the case in light of the Court's most recent rulings. Given the current 
5 scope of the trial, the parties agreed that new pre-trial memoranda would be beneficial to all parties 
6 and the Court. Plaintiff Hobson and Defendant SE/Z will serve their pre-trial memoranda including 
7 a description of all damages they will be claiming to the State by email or by fax by the end of 
8 business Tuesday April 27, 2010. Hobson and SE/Z will also file a separate copy with the Clerk of 
9 the Court and will provide the Court with a courtesy copy by fax or by email on April 27, 2010. 
10 A pre-trial conference will be held in open court on at 3:00 pm Thursday April 29, 2010. 
11 The State will hand deliver its pre-trial memorandum setting forth its defenses and so forth to the 
12 opposing parties and provide a courtesy copy to the Court at that time. 
13 The Court ordered the parties to meet and confer prior to the April 29, 2010 pre-trial 
14 conference. Jury selection in this matter will begin at 9:00 am Monday May 3, 2010. Opening 
15 statements and testimony will begin on Wednesday May 5, 2010. 
16 
17 IT IS SO ORDERED. 
18 
--
19 Dated this f)v ~ay of April 2010. 
20 
21 
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Frederick 1. Hahn, III, Esq. (ISB No. 4258) 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY, CHID. 
P.O. Box 50698 
477 Shoup Ave. Suite 107 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208) 528-6101 
Facsimile: (208) 528-6109 
Attorneys for SE/Z Construction, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; and STATE OF 
IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Defendants, 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Counter-Defendant, 
Case No. CV-OC-05 8037 
STIPULATION 
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SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Cross-Defendant, 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Counter-Cross-Defendant, 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
v. 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Third-Party Defendant. 
Plaintiff Hobson Fabricating Corp. ("Hobson") by and through its counsel of record Oles 
Morrison Rinker & Baker, LLP, Defendant SE/Z Construction, LLC ("SE/Z") by and through its 
2 - STIPULATION 
007{17 
counsel of record Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chtd. and the State ofIdaho, Department 
of Administration, Division of Public Works ("DPW") by and through its counsel of record the 
Idaho Attorney General's Offi<;e and Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton, PA hereby Stipulate and 
agree as follows: 
1. SE/Z and DPW have settled the above titled action, but for the issue of 
taxation of costs and attorneys' fees, for payment from DPW to SE/Z in the 
amount of $225,000.00. 
2. Hobson, SE/Z and DPW agree that the trial of this matter should be vacated, 
based upon the resolution of the above titled case, but for the issue of taxation of 
costs and attorneys' fees. The parties, with the Court's concurrence will establish 
a schedule to submit memorandums of costs and fees and objections thereto. 
Dated this _ day of March, 2010. 
Dated this _ day of March, 2010. 
Dated this ~y of March, 2010. 
3 - STIPULATION 
J. Todd Henry 
Counsel for Hobson Fabricating, Corp. 
Phtllip S. berrecht 
Counselor the State of Idaho 
counsel of record Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chtd. and the State ofldaho, Department 
of Administration, Division of Public Works ("DPW") by and through its counsel of record the 
Idaho Attorney General's Offipe and Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton, PA hereby Stipulate and 
agree as follows: 
1. SE/Z and DPW have settled the above titled action, but for the issue of 
taxation of costs and attorneys' fees, for payment from DPW to SE/Z in the 
amount of $225,000.00. 
2. Hobson, SE/Z and DPW agree that the trial of this matter should be vacated, 
based upon the resolution of the above titled case, but for the issue of taxation of 
costs and attorneys' fees. The parties, with the Court's concurrence will establish 
a schedule to submit memorandums of costs and fees and objections thereto. 
Dated thi'?tUaay oIJJftd(2olO. 
e 
unsel for Hobson Fabricating, Corp. 
Dated this _ day of March, 2010. 
Dated this _ day of March, 2010. 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
3 - STIPULATION 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an 
Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; and STATE OF 
IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
vs. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Counterdefendant, 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Cross-Claimant, 
vs. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Cross-Defendant 
ORDER - PAGE 1 
Case No. CVOC 0508037 
ORDER 
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STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
vs. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Counter-Cross-Defendant, 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, a 
professional company, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Third-Party Defendant 
Based upon the Stipulation of the parties, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that the parties shall establish a 
schedule to submit memoranda of costs and fees and objections thereto. 
If the parties are unable to agree and stipulate on a schedule by May 20, 2010, a status 
conference will be scheduled. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated: May 10, 2010. 
ORDER - PAGE 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on May W. 2010 I mailed a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
Robert A. Anderson 
ANDERSON JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 S 5th St, Ste 700 
PO Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Frederick J. Hahn III 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & 
BAILEY CHARTERED 
477 Shoup Ave 
PO Box 50698 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, PA 
702 W Idaho, Ste 700 
PO Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
David M. Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd, Ste 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707 
Traeger Machetanz 
OLES MARRIS ON RINKER & BAKER, LLP 
701 Pike St, Ste 1700 
Seattle, W A 98101-6234 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIA: D 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; and 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVOC-0508037 
BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND ORDER 
16 SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
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Cross-claimant, 
vs. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Cross-defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through 
its Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
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Counter-cross-claimant, 
vs. 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Counter-cross-defendant. 
The Court and counsel for all parties participated in an informal telephonic status conference 
on May 27,2010. Appearing were 1. Todd Henry for Plaintiff Hobson Fabricating, Frederick Hahn 
for Defendant SE/Z Construction, Phillip Oberrecht for Defendant State of Idaho, and Robert 
Anderson for Third Party Defendant Rudeen & Associates. This matter was scheduled for re-trial on 
Monday May 3,2010. 
On Friday April 30, 2010, attorneys representing all parties notified the Court that the 
substantive issues had been resolved between and among the parties and that the only remaining 
issue would be a determination with respect to prevailing parties and costs and fees. The parties 
infonned the Court that they would attempt to agree on a briefing schedule. However in the absence 
of an agreement, the Court and counsel participated in this telephonic status conference for the 
purpose of establishing a briefing schedule on all remaining issues. 
It is hereby ordered: 
1) The parties shall confer before June 11, 2010 to determine whether they can agree on the 
language of a final stipUlation and proposed order on all issues except the issue of prevailing parties 
and costs and fees. 
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2) The parties shall inform the Court whether or not they were able to agree on the language 
of a final stipulation and proposed order on or before 5 :00 pm June 11, 2010. 
3) In the event that the parties agree the only remaining issue would be a determination with 
respect to prevailing parties and costs and fees, the parties shall submit simultaneous motions, 
memoranda, and supporting materials on the issues of prevailing parties and costs and fees no later 
than June 25, 2010. If any party files a response to any other party's motions or memoranda, such 
response must be received by the Court no later than 5:00 pm July 9,2010. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
27"'" Dated this __ day of May, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, HEREBY CERTIFY that on the II day of May, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of 
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J. Todd Henry 
701 Pike St., Ste. 1700 
Seattle, WA 98101-3930 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
702 W. Idaho, Ste 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, lD 83701 
Frederick J. Hahn, III 
477 Shop Ave., Ste. 107 
P.O. Box 50698 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Robert A. Anderson 
250 S. Fifth St., Ste. 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
David Penny 
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790 
Boise,ID 83712 
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Frederick 1. Hahn, Ill, Esq. (ISB No. 4258) 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE &. BAILEY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 50698 
J. 
477 Shoup Ave. Suite 107 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208) 528-6101 
Facsimile: (208) 528-6109 
Attorneys/or SEIZ Construction, UC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE FOURTH mOICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; and STATE OF 
IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Defendants, 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Counter-Defendant, 
Case No. CV -OC-OS 8037 
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S 
MOTION FORAN AWARD OF COSTS 
AND ATTORNEYS FEES 
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SElZ CONSTRUCTION) LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Wodes, 
Cross-Defendant, 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division of 
Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability C<lmpany, 
Counter-Cross-Defendant, 
STA1E OF IDAHO) acting by and through its 
Department of Administration. Division of 
Public Works, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
v. 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIA1ES, A 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Third-Party Defendant. 
COMES NOW, DefendantlCross-ClaimantlCounter-Cross-Defendant, SEIZ Construction, 
LLC, by and through. counsel of feC<lrd Frederick J. Hahn, III, of the firm Racine Olson Nye 
SFJZ CONsrR.UCTlON, LLC'S MOTJON FOR AN AWARD OF COSTS AND ATroRNEYS FEES • Page 2. 
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Budge & Bailey, Chartered. and moves the Court for an award of costs and attorney fees incurred 
in the prosecution and defense of the above captioned action. This motion is made pursuant to the 
Idaho Rules of Civtl Procedure, Idaho Code inc1 uding but not limited to Idaho Code sections 12-
120(3) and 12-117, on the grounds that the SEIZ Construction is the prevailing party on all counts 
of this action. This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of the Joint Motion for 
Attorney Fees and Costs and the Affidavit of Counsel filed herewith. 
DATED thlS~f June, 2010. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document 
on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct 
postage thereon, on this 25th day of June, 2010. 
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Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
PO Box 1271 
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Robert A. Anderson 
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Boise, IO 83707-7426 
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Telephone: (208) S28.6101 
Facsimile: (208) 528·6109 
Attorneys for SEIZ Construction, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HOBSONFABRlCATlNG CORP., an 
Idaho corporation. 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; and STATE OF 
IDAHO, acting by and through its 
Department of Administration, Division 
of Public Works, 
Defendants, 
STATE OF IDAHO, aoting by and 
through its Department of Administration, 
Division of Pub lie Works, 
Counter-Claimant, 
v. 
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Counter-Defendant, 
Case No. CV-OC-OS 8037 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
IN SUPPORT FOR SE/Z 
CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S MOTION 
FORAN AWARD OF COSTS AND 
ATTORNEYS FEES 
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SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited lia.bility company, 
Cross-Claimant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and 
through its Department of Administration, 
Division of Public Works, 
Cross--Defendant, 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and 
through its Department of Administl'ation, 
Division of Public Works, 
Counter-Cross-Claimant. 
v. 
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Counter-CrosS .. Defendant, 
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and 
through its Department of Administration, 
Division of Public Works, 
Third .. Party Plaintiff, 
V, 
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A 
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
'Third-Party Defendant. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT FOR SEIZ CONSTRUCfION. LLC-S 
MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF COSTS Al'iO ATTORNEYS FEES- Page 2 
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STATE OF UTAH ) 
; ss 
County of Salt Lake County ) 
FREDERICK J. HAHN, m, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and says: 
1. I am a member of the law finn of RAcine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey~ Chtd., 
C'RONBB") counsel for Defendant I Cross·Defendant I Cross-Claimant SEIZ Construction, 
LLC ("SElZ") in this matter. I was previously a member ofHolden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, 
PLLC, ("HKH&C"t which was counsel for SE/Z during much of the pendency of this 
action. 
2. Ex.cept to the extent of any statements made on infonnation and belief, this 
Affidavit is made on my own personal knowledge, as well as my review of the billing records 
relating to this matter. This affidavit is provided pursuant to Rule S4(d) and (e) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure and in support ofSE/Z' s Motion for Attorneys Fees and Costs and 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys Fees. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a spreadsheet breakdown of attorney fees and 
costs fees inculTed in this matter by SE/Z. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 are copies of the 
billing invoices itemizing the attorney fees and costs incuned herein by SEIZ. 
4. SEIZ Construction retained WOK & Associates. Inc.~ to assist in preparing the 
request for equitable adjustment, as well as to testify as a rebuttal expert at trial. WOK &. 
Associates was not called as an expert in SEIZ Construction's ease in chief, based upon the 
issues presented by 8m in its ease in chief. However, SE/Z Construction identified David 
L. Kopmeyer, P.E., as a rebuttal expert witness and intended to utilize Mr. Kopmeyer, 
depending upon the expert testimony elicited by the State of Idaho. WOK & Associates' fees 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT FOR SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S 
MOTION ,",OR AN AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS FEES ~ Page 3 
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were paid directly by SEIZ Construction. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 are true and correct 
copies of WOK & Associate's billing statements. 
S. I have reviewed the billing records ofRONBB and HKH&C maintained on this 
matter and represent that the following items of costs and expenses were reasonably and 
necessarily expended and incurred in the above-entitled action: 
Costs as !.Ma!t.er of Rieht: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Filing fee 
Deposition Transcripts 
Service of Proc~5 
Expert Witness Fee (WGK) 
Discretionary Costs: 
5. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Excess Expert Witness Fee (WGK) 
Computer Research 
Discovery Costs 
Transcripts 
Mediation 
Photocopies 
Postage IJt. Fed Ex! 
Long Distance Telephone 
Travel Costs 
Miscellaneous Costs 
Total: 
$60.00 
$8,115.81 
$55.00 
$2,000.00 
$68,674.42 
$21323.13 
$613.66 
$200.45 
$1,750.00 
$2,380.26 
$810.16 
$22,857.54 
$968.83 
6. The above-listed costs represent the entire costs incurred to date herein. The 
above items of costs and expenses arc submitted in compliance with the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure and were necessarily and reasonably expended and incurred ip the above-entitled 
action. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT FOR SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S 
MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS FEES. Page 4 
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7. Through December 31,2008, HKH&C expended 1,360.80 hours of time in 
prosecuting and defending the above-entitled action. On the HKH&C invoices attached 
hereto as part of Exhibit 2, PJH designates time incUITed by Frederick J. Hahn, ill. with 
1~261.8 hours, at an effective billing rate of$193.10; DC denotes time incurred by DeAnne 
Casperson, Esq., with 4.9 hours, at an effective billing rate of $160.00; ABU denotes time 
incUITed by Amanda Ulrich, an associate HK.H&C, with 78.1 hours, at an effective billing 
rate ofS62.00; JO denotes time incurred by Jesse Onnond, a summer law clerk, at the time, 
with 7.3 hours, with an effective billing rate ofSSO.OO. 
8. From January 1,2009. I represented SEIZ as a partner at Racine Olson Nye 
Budge & Bailey, Chtd.~ which has expended 131.3 hours of time in prosecuting and 
defending the above-entitled action. On the RONBB invoices attached hereto as part of 
Exhibit 2, FJH designat~ time incUIred by Frederick J. Hah.n, ill, with 126.70 hours, at an 
effective billing rate of 5206.00, BL W designates time incurred by Brent L. Whiting, an 
associate with RONBB. with 4.10 hours, at an effective billing rate of S150.00; JMV 
designates time incurred by JQnathan M. Yolyn, an associate with RONBB. with 0.50 hours1 
at an effective billing rate ofS1SO.00; BKH designates time incurred by Bonnie K. Hill, a 
paralegal with RONBB, with 6.8 houts, at an effective billing rate ofS7S.00. 
9. The swn of $278,059.40 represents a reasonable sum for fees for services 
provided by the law finns of HKH&C and RONBB, in representing SEIZ in the above-
entitled. The attorneys fees were reasonably and necessarily incurred in representing SE/Z 
in this matter and the rates charged by the attorneys denoted on the billings are reasonable 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT FOR SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S 
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and consistent with the prevailing rates for construction litigation matters. The sum of 
S 11 O,80g.3 2 represents the costs reasonably and necessarily incurred by sm in this matter. 
DATED this -z...~t;:r Junea 2010. 
® DEBBIE ASHTON .. • IIOTARY PUSUC.I'W1!OFutNf II MwConn._ 1111112013 , '. .. . ComrnIsslon #' 680810 (8.1: AJ..) .. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
BY:~~~t:=;;;~~=--_____ _ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I bereby certifY that I served a copy of the following described pleading or 
document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering. by mailing or by facsimile, 
with the correct postage thereon, on this 2.5tk. day ofIune, 2010. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: 
ATTORNEYS SERVED: 
Traeger Machetanz 
J. Tood Henry 
Oles Mottison Rinker &: Banker, LLC 
701 Pike Stre~ Suite 1700 
Seattle, WA 98101·3930 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
Chris Comstock 
Hall, Farley. Oberrecht & BlantonJ P.A. 
POBox 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Robert A. Anderson 
Anderson, Julian &. Hull, LLP 
PO Box 7426 
Boise, ill 83707 .. 7426 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT 
FOR SEIZ CONSTRVCfION, LLC'S 
MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF COSTS 
AND ATTORNEYS FEES 
( ) First Closs Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ../) Overnight Mail 
( ) First Class Mail 
( v) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) First Class Mail 
( ./ ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Overnight MaU 
Fre rick J. Hahn, ITlfEsq. V OLSON !riB BUDGE &: BAILEY, CHID. 
AFFIDAVI"t OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT FOR SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S 
MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF COSTS AND ATrORNEYS FEES. Pale 7 
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7 
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:' . In~oi~~Date } 
June 15 2004 
July 26 2004 
A~gust 31 2004 
Aoril 28 2005 
Julv 20 2005 
Seotember 21 2005 
November 28 2005 
Februarv 15 2006 
March 28 2006 
June 13 2006 
Auaust 17 2006 
November 22 2006 
Februarv 13 2007 
Aoril17 2007 
June 14 2007 
December 31 2007 
June 24 2008 
July 16 2008 
Atmust 25 2008 
December 30 2008 
Mav 31 2009 
January 31 2010 
June 24 2010 
Paid directly by SE/Z 
m 
>< ::r 
_. 
a" _ .
.. 
..a.. 
TOTALS 
" I'Iling <; SerVice of 
" :'Fees : "' Process 
$60.00 
$55,00 
$60,00 $55,00 
. :' .. .. .., ..... · ~poSltlO;, : :Computer ' ., Discovery 
'/:'Research '. :/·Costs ' , ·Costs .' . TranscriptS : 
$308,90 
$102.48 
$221 ,82 
$38,60 
$130,11 
$116.84 $335,35 
$19,57 $298.66 $2361, 11 
$525,60 $315,00 $2306,91 
$369,19 $2268,60 
$129,52 
$843,90 $200.45 
$360.50 
$2,323,13 $613.66 $8,115.87 $200.45 
.' 
i . :' .. 
'.:' Expert ., } .·.:' F~e.:':',.·,?· :' .. ':" . . , .. ~ . . P~otoc~p/ . LDPhon1i1 " , T~vel '. ";'Mlsc, :' .. " ":. '" . " ,Mediation :<Postage .. .- :. ' Fee • . ': ,o::.Costs , :: 'invoice Tot*i ' :Hours 
$0.40 $717,90 $718.30 4,10 
$630,00 $630,00 3,60 
$0.40 $105,00 $105.40 0.60 
$0.16 $752,50 $752,66 4.30 
$246,96 $5215,00 $5461.96 29,80 
$910,00 $910,00 5,20 
$4 602,50 $4 662,50 26,30 
$22,65 $9,12 $3235,50 $3576.17 17,90 
$19,50 $431.30 $2532,00 $3085,28 13.70 
$206,81 $39,63 $485.27 $7696,00 $8649.53 41 ,60 
$116,25 $33,93 $4 665,50 $4854.28 30,60 
$67,50 $61 ,87 $533,83 $8976,00 $9769,31 64,10 
$16.37 $16.37 
$607,20 $89.80 $3123,17 $38972.00 $43244,36 202,00 
$1 750,00 $414,00 $217.68 $3130.40 $225,00 $33033,00 $41449.42 173,90 
$409,98 $158.82 $4566,55 $55606,00 $63888,86 285.40 
$306,90 $80,87 $1519,75 $12287,00 $16832,31 68,50 
$410,50 $410.50 2,90 
$3577,00 $3761 ,52 18.20 
$186,10 $89,66 $7,262,67 $738,35 $65566,50 $74887,63 364,10 
$23,37 $5.48 $740,00 $768,85 4,00 
$2419,00 $2419,00 11 ,80 
$11.45 $1557,64 $25410,50 $27340,09 119,50 
$70674.42 
$1750,00 $2,380.26 $810,16 $22857,54 $70,674,42 $968.83 $278,059.40 $318194.30 1 492.10 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ID: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
JtUle 15,2004 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
DATE STAFF HOURS 
May-24-04 FJH 0.20 
May-26-04 FJH 0.80 
Jun-01-04 FJH 0.70 
Jun-02-04 FJH 0.10 
Jun-03-04 FJH 0.30 
Jun-08-04 FJH 1.00 
Jun-09-04 FJH 0.30 
Jun-10-04 FJH 0.10 
File #: 
Inv #: 
DESCRIPTION 
10103-006 
32618 
Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
duct welding issue on DPW project; 
Research expert witness issue; Telephone 
conference with CPR Group; Telephone 
conference with Steve; Correspondence to 
Nick Castorina; Telephone conference with 
Attorney John Stewart; 
Receive and read correspondence and CV 
from Nick Castorina; forward same to Steve 
Zambarano; regarding report from Mark Bell, 
PE; Receive and read correspondence 
between Steve and Ted Frisbee; 
Correspondence from Steve Zambarano; 
Telephone conference with Attorney David 
Penny; 
Review materials provided by SE/Z; 
Telephone conference with Steve; Office 
conference with Steve and Barry at SE/Z; 
Receive and read correspondence to DPW; 
Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
same; 
Receive and read correspondence from Barry 
at SE/Z; telephone call to Barry; 
Exhibit "2" 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check 
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks. 
File # 10103-006 
Jun-11-04 
Jun-14-04 
Fill 
Fill 
0.30 Telephone conferences with Steve regarding 
meeting with DPW and Default Termination; 
0.30 Receive and read correspondence from SE/Z; 
draft responses; 
Total Fees 4.10 $717.50 
DISBURSEMENTS 
May-26-04 
Jun-03-04 
Long-distance telephone charge 
Long-distance telephone charge 
Total Disbursements 
Total Fees & Disbursements 
Interest Due 
Balance Now Due 
Page 2 
0.24 
0.16 
$0.40 
$717.90 
$0.00 
$717.90 
Invoice 
o ',0 
HOLDEN, IUD WELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ID: 82-0127480 
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOI-IN ADAMS PARKWAY 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
July 26, 2004 
File #: 
Inv #: 
10103-006 
33054 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
DATE STAFF HOURS DESCRIPTION 
Jun-15-04 FJH 0.40 Receive and read con'espondence from Steve; 
draft responses; 
Jun-16-04 FJH 0.20 Receive and read correspondence fl.-om Steve 
and Hobson Fabricating; Telephone 
conference with Steve; 
Jun-21-Q4 FJH 1.10 Receive m1d read correspondence fl.-om SE/Z 
l'egm'ding outstanding issues with DPW m1d 
architect; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Penny; Receive and read 
correspondence from Ted Frisbee; Telephone 
conferences with Steve; 
Jun-22-04 FJH 1.30 Office conference at SE/Z with Steve; 
Telephone conference with Hobson 
Fabricating m1d counsel; 
Jul-12-04 FJH 0.60 Receive and read correspondence between 
SE/Z m1d Hobson; Telephone conference 
with Steve regarding status; 
Total Fees 3.60 $630.00 
Total Fees & Disbursements $630.00 
." ,~ - _7 __ .. ~~,J nl tlon "nto nf 7% neT' month (J2% vel' anum) 011 outstanding accounts' over 30 days. Please make check~ 
HOLDEN, IUDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ill: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS P ARKWA Y 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
August 31, 2004 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
DATE STAFF HOURS 
Aug-17-04 Fill 0.50 
Aug-20-04 Fill 0.10 
Total Fees 0.60 
DISBURSEMENTS 
File #: 
Inv #: 
DESCRIPTION 
10103-006 
60081 
Read and analyze documents from SE/Z; 
Telephone conference with Steve; 
Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
Status; 
$105.00 
Jun-21-04 Long-distance telephone charge 0.40 
Total Disbursements $0.40 
Total Fees & Disbursements $105.40 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1 % per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check 
.. ~.~I,'n 'n f:.Tr.lrltm Kinwrdl Hahn & CrCI7Jo and include file # on checks. 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ID: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
April 28. 2005 
RE: HOBSON F ABRlCATING 
DATE STAFF HOURS 
Feb-14-05 FJH 0.20 
Mar-14-05 FJH 0.30 
Mar-31-05 FJH 0.50 
Apr-04-05 FJH 0.30 
Apr-05-05 FJH 1.70 
~. 
Apr-27-05 FJH 1.30 
'. 
Total Fees 4.30 
File #: 
Inv #: 
10103-006 
62767 
DESCRIPTION 
Receive and read e-mail correspondence from 
Steve; Telephone conference with Steve 
regarding Hobson Fabricating; 
Receive and read e-mail correspondence from 
Steve; Correspondence to Steve; 
Read and analyze claims documents; 
Receive and read correspondence from SE/Z; 
telephone call to Stewart Sokol & Gray; 
Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Stewart and Hobson; review file; 
review recent e-mail; telephone call to 
Attorney Stewart; Telephone conference with 
Steve regarding potential meeting with subs 
and counsel; Correspondence to Attolll.ey 
Stewart; 
,. 
Review correspondence; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Stewart; Telephone 
conferences with Steve; conference call with 
Steve, John Stewart and Ted Frisbee; 
Correspondence to Attorney Stewart 
regarding joint prosecution issues; 
$752.50 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (l2% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check, 
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks. 
File # 10103-006 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Aug-05-04 Long-distance telephone charge 
Total Disbursements 
Total Fees & Disbursements 
Page 2 
Invoice #: 62767 
0.16 
$0.16 
$752.66 
00774 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, p.L.L.e 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ID: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
July 20, 2005 
File #: 
Inv #: 
10103-006 
63554 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
DATE 
May-16-05 
May-17-05 
May-18-0S 
May-31-05 
Jun-02-05 
Jun-03-05 
Jun-04-05 
Jun-06-05 
STAFF 
FJH 
HOURS DESCRIPTION 
0.10 Telephone conference with John Stewart 
regarding meeting with Hobson; 
FJH 1.30 Review project specifications regarding 
Disputes and Changes; review Supplementary 
Conditions in advance of meeting; 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
0.40 Telephone conferences with Steve and John 
Stewart; 
0.30 Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
Public Records Act; pull same; review 
correspondence to DPW; 
4.80 Telephone conference with Steve; Read, 
analyze and edit claims letter to DPW; 
Correspondence to Barry; Telephone 
conference with Barry; 
0.10 Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
Document Production; 
11.50 Travel to Boise for document production; 
review DPW documents; 
3.70 Retum travel fl.-om Boise; 
1.30 Receive and read e-mail from Barry; review 
subcontract; Telephone conference with 
Attomey Stewrui; Correspondence to 
Attomey Stewart; Telephone conference with 
BruT)' regarding letter to subcontractors 
Interest will be charged at the rate of J%per month (l2% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check: 
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks. 
" file # 10103-006 Invoice #: 
terminating subcontracts and advising of 
DPW's Notice ofTerrnination; 
Jun-07-05 FJH 0.20 Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
Termination for Convenience issues and 
contact with Jan Frew; 
Jun-09-05 FJH 0.40 Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Stewart; Correspondence from 
SE/Z; telephone call to Attorney Stewart; 
Telephone conference with Barry Hayes; 
Jun-13-05 FJH 1.90 Receive and read e-mail correspondence 
regarding DPW project; Legal research 
regarding Termination for Convenience 
recovery; Office conference at SE/Z with 
Steve, Neil and Barry; 
Jun-14-05 FJH 0.30 Telephone conference with Attorney JoAnna 
Guilfoy; Telephone conference with Steve; 
Telephone conference with Kaja at Stewart 
Sokol & Gray; 
Jun-15-05 FJH 0.20 Telephone conferences with Barry Hayes; 
Jun-16-05 FJH 1.30 Telephone conferences with Steve; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Guilfoy; 
Correspondence from Attorney Stewart; 
Jun-17-05 FJH 0.40 Telephone conference with Attorney Stewart; 
e-mail to Attorney Guilfoy; 
Jun-21-05 FJH 0.30 Receive and read e-mail regarding claims 
backup; Telephone conference with Attorney 
Stewart; 
Jun-28-05 FJH 0.30 Telephone conference with Attorney John 
Stewart; Telephone call to Attorney Joanne 
Guilfoy with John Stewart; 
Jun-29-05 FJH 0.70 Telephone conferences with Attorney 
Stewart; Correspondence to and from 
Attorney Guilfoy; Telephone conference with 
Steve; 
JuI-05-05 FJH 0.30 Receive and read e-mail between SE/Z, DPW 
and Hobson; 
Total Fees 29.80 $5,215.00 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Page 2 o 
File # 10103-006 
JUll-08-0S Travel Expens 
Boise 
-04/05 to 
Total Disbursements 
Total Fees & Disbursements 
Page 3 
Invoice #: 63554 
246.96 
$246.96 
$5,461.96 
HOLDEN, KID WELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L. C. 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ill: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS P ARKWA Y 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
September 21,2005 
File #: 
Inv #: 
10103-006 
64335 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
, DATE STAFF HOURS DESCRIPTION 
Aug-15-05 FJH 0.20 Telephone conference with Attorney Stewart; 
Aug-24-05 FJH 1.40 Outline and draft Joint Prosecution 
Agreement; 
Sep-07-05 FJH 2.70 Telephone conference with Attorney Stewart; 
Review and edit Claims Summary; 
Telephone conference with Steve; edit 
Claims Prosecution Agreement; Edit and 
final Agreement; Conespondence to Attorney 
Stewart; 
Sep-12-05 FJH 0.30 Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Stewart; Receive and read e-mail 
from Barry Hayes; Conespondence to Barry; 
Sep-13-05 FJH 0.60 Receive and read e-mail from Barry regarding 
Claim; Telephone conference with Steve; 
Receive and read correspondence from John 
Stewart; Telephone call to Attorney Stewart; 
Total Fees 5.20 $910.00 
Total Fees & Disbursements $910.00 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check, 
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks. 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ill: 82-0127480 
SEll CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS P ARKWA Y 
IDAHO FALLS, ill 83401 
November 28, 2005 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
DATE STAFF HOURS 
Sep-15-05 FJH 0.10 
Sep-16-05 FJH 0.20 
Sep-19-05 FJH 0.10 
FJH 0.40 
Sep-20-05 FJH 0.40 
Sep-21-05 FJH 0.40 
Sep-22-05 FJH 0.60 
Sep-28-05 FJH 1.90 
File #: 
Inv #: 
DESCRIPTION 
10103-006 
65244 
Receive and read correspondence from SEll 
regarding pay application No. 20; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Stewart; 
telephone call to Steve Zambarano; 
Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
cost sharing arrangement with Hobson on 
scheduling expert; 
Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Stewart; Telephone conferences 
with Steve Zambarano; telephone call to 
Attorney Attorney Stewart; 
Telephone call to Attorney Stewart; Draft 
correspondence to Attorney Stewart; 
Telephone conference with Steve lambarano; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Stewart; 
Telephone conference call with Steve and 
Attorney Stewart; Telephone conference with 
Steve; revise and finalize Claims Prosecution 
Agreement; 
Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Stewart; Telephone conference with 
Steve; e-mail correspondence to and 
Telephone conference with Steve; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Guilfoy; telephone 
call and message to Attorney Stewart; 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check. 
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and includejile # on checks. 
File # 10103-006 Invoice #: 
Receive and read e-mail correspondence by 
and between SE/Z and Hobson; Receive and 
read correspondence from Attorney Stewart; 
Oct-03-0S FJH 0.30 Receive and read correspondence from SE/Z; 
Telephone conferences with Steve; 
Oct-13-0S FJH 0.70 Receive and read e-mail from Attorney 
Stewart and correspondence; Telephone 
conference with Steve; Receive and read 
e-mail from Steve; Correspondence to 
Attorney Stewart; Receive and read response 
from Attorney Stewart; 
Oct-24-0S FJH 0.60 Receive and read e-mail correspondence; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Tom 
Larkin; Telephone conference with Steve; 
Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Stewart; 
Oct-27-0S FJH 0.60 Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
Hobson Complaint; Review e-mail from John 
Stewart; e-mail correspondence to John 
Stewart and Tom Larkin; e-mail to Steve 
Zambarano; 
Oct-3l-0S FJH 1.20 Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Stewart; Office conference with 
Steve, Neil and Barry; 
Nov-02-0S FJH S.20 Review and analyze BSL contract documents 
regarding interest and regarding recovery on 
Termination for Convenience; Telephone 
conference with Steve; Telephone conference 
with Attorney Larkin; Legal research 
regarding Convenience Termination; 
telephone call to Attorney Guilfoy; 
Correspondence to Attorney Stewart; Dictate 
correspondence to Attorney Guilfoy; 
Nov-03-0S FJH lAO Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Stewart; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Guilfoy; read case law; Dictate 
opinion letter to SE/Z; 
Nov-09-0S FJH O.SO Telephone conference with Attorney JoAnna 
Guilfoy; 
Nov-IO-OS FJH 0.30 Dictate correspondence to Attorney Guilfoy; 
Nov-14-0S FJH 0.30 Receive and read Motion to Disqualify by 
DPW; Telephone conference with Steve; 
Page 2 
l'lle ff iUiUj-UUO 
Nov-I 6-05 FJH 2.10 
Nov-I 7-05 FJH 4.40 
Nov-I 8-05 FJH 4.60 
Total Fees 26.30 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Nov-I8-05 Filing fee - Ada County 
Total Disbursements 
Office conference with Steve and any 
regarding Hobson Complaint, Third Party 
Complaint and Crossclaim; dictate Answer; 
Telephone conference with Attomey Jeremy 
Chou; Correspondence to Attorney Chou; 
Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Chou; outline and dictate 
Cross-Claim; research Motion to Disqualify; 
Telephone conferences with Attorneys_ 
Ei5:5~r~ev~i~se~and final Answer, 
Cross-Claim and Motion and Order; 
Correspondence to the Clerk; Telephone 
conference with Steve regarding 
disqualification; 
$4,602.50 
60.00 
$60.00 
Total Fees & Disbursements $4,662.50 
Page 3 
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HOLDEN, IUDWELL, HAHN & 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ID: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS P ARKWA Y 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
February 15,2006 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
DATE STAFF HOURS 
Nov-29-05 FJH 1.30 
Dec-OI-05 FJH 0.60 
Dec-08-05 FJH 0.10 
Dec-19-05 FJH 0040 
Dec-22-05 FJH 0.10 
Dec-29-05 FJH 0.30 
Jan-02-06 FJH 2.30 
File #: 
Inv #: 
DESCRIPTION 
10103-006 
65989 
Receive and read conespondence and 
discovery from Attorney Stewart; 
Conespondence to Steve Zambarano; 
Telephone conference with Steve; Telephone 
conference with the Clerk's office; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Oberrecht; 
Telephone conference with Attorney 
Oberrecht; Telephone conference with 
Stewart Sokol & Gray; Telephone conference 
with Steve Zambarano; 
Telephone call from Attorney Jeremy Chou; 
Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Obenecht; Receive and read 
Discovery responses from DPW; Dictate 
conespondence to Steve; 
Telephone conference with Barry Hayes 
regarding conversation with Jan Frew; 
Receive and read conespondence :B:om 
Attorney Stewart; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Stewart; 
Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Stewrut; review Hobson Reply; 
Review claims documentation and contract 
documents, in order to Answer the Cross 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check~ 
payable to Holden Kimvell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks. 
File # 10103-006 Invoice 
Claim; dictate Answer to DPW's Cross 
Claim; e-mail to Steve Zambarano; 
Jan-03-06 FJH 0.90 Telephone conference with Steve; Edit and 
final the Answer to the Counter Cross Claim; 
Jan-05-06 FJH 1.10 Receive and read e-mail; Telephone 
conference with Steve; 
Jan-06-06 FJH 0.50 Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Chou; telephone call to Attorney 
Chou; Dictate correspondence to Attorney 
Chou; Correspondence to Attorney Stewart; 
Jan-09-06 FJH 0.10 Telephone conference with Steve; 
Jan-l 0-06 FJH 1.00 Legal research regarding Third Party 
Complaint; 
Jan-ll-06 FJH 0.50 Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin; 
Review SE/Z Files; 
Jan-l 2-06 FJH 4.80 Read and analyze Idaho Negligent 
Misrepresentation case law; Read and analyze 
Architect Malpractice case law; Telephone 
conference with Steve Zambarano; telephone 
call to Attorney Anderson; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Larkin; 
Jan-13-06 FJH 1.20 Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Larkin; e-mail to Tom Larkin; 
Telephone conference with Larkin; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Rob 
Anderson; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Oberrecht; Receive and read 
correspondence from Attorney Anderson; 
Jan-14-06 FJH 0.80 Receive and read DPW's discovery requests; 
Correspondence to Steve Zambarano; dictate 
responses to DPW's discovery requests; 
Jan-27-06 FJH 0.60 Telephone conference with Steve; work on 
discovery request; Edit and final discovery 
responses; 
Feb-03-06 FJH 1.30 Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Stewart; Receive and read 
Discovery responses from Hobson; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Stewart; 
Receive and read Motion, Affidavit and 
Memorandum from DPW regarding 
Consolidation; Correspondence to Steve; 
Page 2 
i'iie # 10 1OJ-UUb 
Total Fees 17.90 $3,235.50 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Nov-02-05 Long-distance telephone charge 0.16 
Nov-03-05 Long-distance telephone charge 0.68 
Nov-29-05 Long-distance telephone charge 1.08 
Dec-13-05 Computer research charges for 302.03 
November 2005 
Jan-19-06 Westlaw computer research 6.87 
charges for December 2005 
Jan-27-06 Postage (Discovery Responses) 7.20 
Photocopies (Discovery 22.65 
Responses) 
Total Disbursements $340.67 
Total Fees & Disbursements $3,576.17 
Page 3 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, p.L.L.e 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ID: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS P ARKWA Y 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
March 28, 2006 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
DATE STAFF HOURS 
Feb-16-06 FJH 0.30 
Feb-21-06 FJH 8.00 
Feb-22-06 FJH 2.00 
Mar-02-06 FJH 0.50 
DC 0.10 
Mar-17-06 FJH 1.50 
Mar-20-06 FJH 0.10 
File #: 
Inv #: 
DESCRIPTION 
10103-006 
66551 
Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
retention issue; Receive and read e-mail from 
Attorney Larkin; Correspondence to Attorney 
Larkin; 
Travel from Idaho Falls to Boise; attend 
document production; attend Status 
Conference; 
Return travel from Boise to Idaho Falls; 
Telephone conference with DAC regarding 
call from DPW counsel; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Larkin regarding 
Stipulation and MSJ; Telephone conference 
with Steve regarding consolidation issues and 
the Stipulation to Consolidate; Telephone 
conference with DAC regarding executing the 
Stipulation; 
Telephone conference with Mr. Hahn; sign 
stipulation and forward to counsel. 
Telephone conference with Attorney Rob 
Coleman; review research file for 
Termination case law; Legal research 
regarding same; e-mail to Attorney Coleman; 
E-mail correspondence from Attorney 
Coleman; pull case law; e-mail to Attorney 
Coleman; 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check.!. 
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks. 
File # 10103-006 
Mar-23-06 Fm 1.20 Telephone conference with Attorney 
Coleman; pull Legal research regarding 
Termination issues; Correspondence to 
Attorney Coleman; Correspondence to 
Attorney Jones; 
Total Fees 13.70 $2,532.00 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Feb-21-06 
Feb-22-06 
Feb-27-06 
Mar-21-06 
Computer research for January 
2006 
Travel Expense 2/21-22/06 to 
Boise to attend hearing and 
document preparation 
Photocopies (Supplemental 
Discovery Responses) 
Computer research for February 
2006 
Total Disbursements 
Total Fees & Disbursements 
Page 2 
100.56 
431.30 
19.50 
1.92 
$553.28 
$3,085.28 
00'786 
I 
HO ,KIDWELL,HAHN& 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 0 
Tax ill: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY 
IDAHO FALLS, ill 83401 
June 13, 2006 
File #: 
Inv #: 
10103-006 
67342 
RE: HOBSON F ABRlCATING 
DATE 
Apr-03-06 
Apr-11-06 
Apr-12-06 
Apr-13-06 
Apr-14-06 
STAFF 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
HOURS DESCRIPTION 
1.20 Receive and read correspondence from 
counsel, supplemental discovery responses; 
Telephone conference with Attorney 
Coleman; 
1.40 Receive and read correspondence from 
Anderson Julian & Hull; Receive and read 
Notice of Association; Telephone conference 
with Attorneys Coleman and Larkin; Dictate 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; Work 
on Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment; 
1.60 Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
WGI report; Work on Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment; 
Read and analyze Idaho contract 
interpretation cases; 
4.20 Work on Memorandum in Support of Motion 
for Summary Judgment; 
5.70 Edit and fmalize Affidavit of Steve 
Zambarano; revise and edit Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment; 
draft Motion; Conference with Steve; 
Correspondence to the Clerk's office; 
Correspondence to all counsel; Telephone 
conference with Judge Wilper's clerk 
regarding hearing date; Correspondence from 
Attorney Coleman; Correspondence to 
Attorney Coleman; 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1 % per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts 'over 30 days. Please make check 
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks. 
May-02-06 
May-04-06 
May-08-06 
May-09-06 
May-19-06 
May-30-06 
May-31-06 
Jun-Ol-06 
Jun-02-06 
Jilll-05-06 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
Totals 
Telephone conference with 
Anderson and Jones regarding and 
indexing; 
2.70 Review documents; Correspondence to 
Attorneys Anderson and Jones regarding 
production of documents; catalog SE/Z 
project fues for production; 
0.40 Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Jones regarding document 
production; edit correspondence to Attorneys 
Anderson and Jones; 
0.70 Calculate interest on amounts owed by DPW; 
revise and edit correspondence; Telephone 
conference with Steve; Legal research 
regarding Idaho law relating to interest on 
retention; 
0.30 Telephone conference with Judge Wilper's 
clerk David Stanish; e-mail to Mr'. Stanish; 
0.90 Review responsive filings from DPW; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Stewart; 
Telephone conference with Steve Zambarano; 
3.70 Read and analyze DPW Memora.t?-dum; 
1.80 Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin 
regarding Motion to Strike; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Coleman; research 
contract interpretation I construction issues; 
6.30 Read and analyze Idaho contract cases and 
Farnsworth; dictate Reply Memorandum; 
Edit and fmal same; Receive and read 
Hobson Brief; Receive and read 
correspondence to Attorney Oberrecht; 
2.40 Review Summary Judgment pleadings and 
research; organize and prepare for hearing; 
outline issues for argument; 
8.00 Travel to Boise; attend and argue Motion for 
Summary Judgment; return travel; 
41.60 $7,696.00 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Apr-14-06 
Apr-18-06 
Postage (Sum Judg Docs) 
Photocopies (Summary Judgment 
Docs) 
Computer research for March 
2006 
24.30 
109.20 
145.47 
Travel Expense 4/14/06 in Boise 19.30 
to file summary judgment 
documents 
Page 2 
Apr-24-06 cell phone 15.33 
charges 2/21 
MaY-15-06 Computer charges for 76.35 
April 2006 
Jun-07-06 Exhibits - Kinko 97.61 
Travel Expense 6/5/06 to Boise to 465.97 
attend hearing (airfare, car rental, 
meals, and parking) 
Total Disbursements $953.53 
Total Fee & Disbursements $8,649.53 
- - I 
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HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ID: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC August 17, 2006 
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
File #: 10103-006 
Inv #: 68277 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
DATE STAFF HOURS DESCRIPTION 
Jul-06-06 FJH lAO Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Jones; voice message from Attorney 
Jones; review correspondence and contract 
files regarding interest and regarding 
document production; Telephone conference 
with Neil; dictate correspondence to Attorney 
Jones; Edit and final correspondence; 
Jul-31-06 FJH 0.50 Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin; 
Receive and read Memorandum Opinion 
from Judge Wilper; Telephone conference 
with Steve Zambarano; Telephone conference 
with Attorney Coleman; 
Aug-01-06 FJH 0.10 Receive and read e-amil from Neil Schafer; 
responses thereto; Telephone conference with 
Steve regarding Memorandum Decision; 
Aug-03-06 FJH 1.50 Receive and read Notice of Hearing on 
Motion to Compel; review correspondence 
files regarding discovery issues and document 
scanning; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Larkin; 
JO 1.80 Review files for privileged documents 
Aug-04-06 FJH 2.50 Read and analyze Motion to Compel, Affidvit 
and Memorandum by DPW; Correspondence 
to client regarding Motion to Compel, 
enclosing Motion, Affidavit and 
Memorandum; Review !RCP 26(c); dictate 
correspondence to Attorney Jones; Edit and 
fmal correspondence to Attorney Jones; 
JO 2.40 Review file for privileged documents 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check~ 
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks. 
o 
.All- YVt<L-C; ! j 
Aug-b7-06 FJH Telephone conference with 
Coleman regarding discovery 
with counsel for DPW; Telephone conference 
with Karin Jones regarding offer to ship 
documents; Receive and read correspondence 
by DPW and Hobson regarding discovery 
Issues; 
JO 3.10 Review files for privileged documents 
Aug-08-06 FJH 2.70 Telephone conference with Attorney 
Oberrecht; Receive and read correspondence 
from Attorney Oberreclit; draft 
correspondence to Attorney Oberrecht; Begin 
drafting discovery requests to DPW; Read 
and analyze the Contract Documents for 
discovery to DPW; 
Aug-09-06 FJH 4.70 Work on discovery requests to DPW; edit and 
final Discovery requests to DPW and Notice 
of Service; Telephone conference with Steve 
Zambarano regarding status of discovery 
issue; Receive and read e-mail from Neil 
Schafer; telephone call to Neil; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Stewart; Telephone 
conference with Neil; Edit and final 
discovery; Correspondence to Attorney 
Oberrecht; 
DC 0040 Review interrogatories and discovery 
requests. 
Aug-l 5-06 FJH 2.70 Review fIle inorder to respond to Motion to 
Compel; Dictate Motion, for Protective Order; 
Dictate Affidavit in support of Motion and in 
Opposition to Motion to Compel; 
Aug-l 6-06 FJH 5.80 Outline and dictate Memorandum in 
Opposition to the Motion to Compel and in 
Support of Motion for a Protective Order; 
Review SE/Z fIles for reference to 
organization; dictate Motion; Legal research 
regarding FRCP 34; Telephone conference 
with Steve; pull exhibits to Affidavit; edit 
Affidavit; prepare Notice of Hearing; Draft 
second discovery requests to the State of 
Idaho; draft discovery requests to Rudeen & 
Associates; 
Totals 30.60 $4,665.50 
DISBURSElVIENTS 
Jun-21-06 Computer research for May 2006 38.60 
Page 2 
o 
Aug-04-06 
Aug-09-06 
Aug-16-06 
Photocopies Compel 
Docs) 
Postage (Disc Req) 
Photocopies (Disc Req) 
Postage (Compel & Prot Ord 
Docs) 
Photocopies (Compel & Prot Ord 
Docs) 
Total Disbursements 
Total Fee & Disbursements 
Page 3 
12.15 
9.60 
22.65 
24.33 
81.45 
$188.78 
$4,854.28 
-i I 
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HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, p.L.L.e 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 C!;~· !" Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ID: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
November 22, 2006 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
DATE 
Aug-17-06 
Aug-18-06 
Aug-21-06 
. Aug-22-06 
Aug-24-06 
Aug-28-06 
STAFF. 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
FJH 
HOURS 
0040 
0.30 
9040 
0.20 
0.20 
1.70 
File #: 
Inv #: 
DESCRIPTION 
10103-006 
69389 
Edit discovery to Rudeen & Associates; 
Telephone conference with Judge Wilper's 
clerk regarding holding the hearing on 
Motion to Compel and Protective Order via 
telephone; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Jones; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Jones 
regarding status of hearing; Travel from 
Idaho Falls to Boise for hearing on Motions; 
attend Motion to Compel and for a 
Protective Order; return travel from Boise to 
Idaho Falls; 
Telephone conference with Steve regarding 
outcome of Motion to Compel; Dictate 
Order; Dictate correspondence to Attorney 
Jones; 
Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney ChoU; dictate correspondence to 
Steve; 
Telephone voice message from Attorney 
Jones regarding Order; Correspondence to 
Judge Wilper's clerk; Review pleadings for 
discovery; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Anderson's assistant regarding 
Answer; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Larkin; Edit and final discovery to 
the State; Edit and final discovery to 
Rudeen; Telephone conference with Steve; 
'. Y··'· 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12%per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make checks 
navable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks. 
Aug-29-06 FJH 0.20 Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin; 
Telephone conference with Steve; 
Aug-30-06 FJH 0.80 Telephone message from Attorney Chou; 
Telephone conference with Attorney 
Coleman; telephone call to Attorney Chou; 
Telephone conference with Steve; telephone 
call to Attorney Chou; Telephone 
conference with Steve; Receive and read 
documents regarding BSL Project; 
Aug-31-06 FJH 0.20 Receive and read e-mail from Attorney 
Larkin; Telephone conference with Attorney 
Jones to arrange document production; 
Correspondence to Steve Zambarano; 
Sep-06-06 FJH 0.10 Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Jones; 
Sep-13-06 FJH 0.30 Telephone conference with Mike Donnally 
regarding document production and 
extension of time for Rudeen; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Karin Jones; 
Sep-15~06 FJH 0.40 Telephone conference with Attorney Karin 
Jones regarding document production; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin 
regarding state "FOIA documents; Telephone 
conference with Steve; 
Sep-17-06 FJH 4.00 Travel to Boise for document production; 
Sep-18-06 FJH 12.00 Attend document production at Hall Farley 
with Steve; return travel; 
Sep-19-06 FJH 0.30 Telephone conference with Steve; 
Telephone conference with counsel; 
Sep-22-06 FJH 0.10 Receive and read e-mail correspondence 
from Steve; Telephone conference with 
Steve; 
Sep-25-06 FJH 4.30 Receive and read e-mail correspondence 
from Steve; Read and analyze discovery 
responses from DPW; Correspondence to 
Steve; Telephone conference with Attorney 
Chou; Telephone conference with Steve; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin; 
research AIA Citator regarding A-201 
notice; Telephone conference with Idaho 
State Law library regarding Stein on 
Construction; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Coleman; Telephone conference 
call with Attorneys Larkin and Chou; 
Sep-26-06 FJH 0.40 Receive and read correspondence from 
Steve with KBCI article; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Larkin; telephone 
conference call to Attorney Jeremy Chou; 
Sep-28-06 FJH 0.90 Telephone conference with Attorney 
Coleman; Telephone conference with Steve; 
( 
File # 10103-006 Invoice #: 
Receive and read correspondence from 
Anderson Julian & Hull; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Karin Jones; 
Telephone call and message to Mike 
Donnelly at Anderson Julian; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Stewart; 
Sep-29-06 FJH 0.60 Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin; 
Telephone conference with Mike Donnalley 
of Anderson Julian & Hull; Correspondence 
to Mr. Donnalley; 
Oct-04-06 FJH 2.00 Legal research Stein Construction Law 
regarding AIA citator, for second motion for 
summary judgment; Receive and read 
Supplemental Discovery responses from 
Hobson to DPW; Correspondence to Steve 
regarding Hobson discovery responses as to 
conversations with Jan Frew; Receive and 
read supplemental discovery responses from 
DPW to Hobson; Correspondence to Steve; 
Oct-05-06 FJH 4.20 Review SE/Z project records in order to pull 
privileged documents; Office conference 
with Mike Donnelly and At!0rney Karin 
Jones; Telephone conference with Steve; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin 
regarding Mediation condition precedent; 
Read and analyze case law relating to 
written notice of claims issue; conference 
with Attorney Jones; 
Oct-09-06 FJH 0.70 Legal research in AIA Citator for follow-on 
Motion for Summary Judgment; 
Oct-17-06 FJH 0.10 Telephone conference with Attorney 
Coleman; 
Oct-18-06 FJH 2.50 Legal research for summary judgment; 
Oct-19-06 FJH 0.60 Continued legal research regarding waiver 
of owner claims; 
Oct-20-06 FJH 5.40 Work on Summary Judgment Memorandum; 
Telephone conference with Steve; 
Telephone conference with David 
Kopmeyer; Receive and read documents 
from Mr. Kopmeyer; Telephone conferences 
with Attorney Coleman; prepare Expert 
Witness Disclosure; 
Oct-23-06 FJH 3.20 Revise and edit memorandum; 
Oct-24-06 FJH 1.90 Edit and final Memorandum; Telephone 
conference with Steve; dictate Steve's 
Affidavit; Dictate Motion; Edit Affidavit; 
DC 1.10 Edit and revise summary judgment 
documents. 
Page 3 
File # 10103-006 Invoice #: 693 
Oct-25-06 DC 0.20 Finalize summary judgment with supporting 
documentation. 
Nov-Ol-06 FJH 0.20 Telephone conference with Steve; 
Telephone conference with Attorney 
Coleman regarding Hobson Motion for 
Summary Judgment; 
No v-02-0 6 FJH 0.60 Telephone conference with Steve; Receive 
and read correspondence from Attomey 
Jones; Receive and read correspondence 
from Attorney Anderson's office regarding 
documents; 
Nov-03-06 FJH 0.30 Telephone conference with Attorney 
Anderson; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Andrews; Correspondence to 
Steve; 
Nov-06-06 FJH 1.00 Receive and read Hobson's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment, Memorandum 
in Support of Summary Judgment; read case 
law cited by Hobson; Correspondence to 
Steve; 
Nov-13-06 FJH 1.40 Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin; 
telephone conference call to Attorney 
Oberrecht; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Oberrecht's assistant; Telephone 
conference with all counsel regarding 
discovery; Telephone conferences with 
Attorney Larkin regarding discovery; 
Nov-14-06 FJH 1.60 Receive and read Supplemental Discovery 
Responses from DPW; Outline deponent list 
for conference call; Receive and read 
correspondence from Attorney Stewart and 
Attorney Oberrecht; Dictate Joinder in 
Hobson Motion for Summary Judgment; 
Telephone conference call with Attorney 
Larkin and Attorney Chris Comstock; 
Nov-15-06 FJH 0.30 Telephone conference. with Attorney Larkin 
regarding response to Oberrecht on 
discovery depositions; Receive and read e-
mail and memorandum from Attorney 
Larkin; Telephone conference with Steve; 
Totals 64.10 $11,826.00 
COURTESY DISCOUNT 2,850.00 
Total Fees After Discount $8,976.00 
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File # 10103-006 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Federal express 8/16106 to Ada 
County Courthouse 
Travel Expense 8121106 to Boise 
to attend hearing 
Computer research charges for 
August 2006 
Photocopies 
Long-distance telephone charges 
Postage 
Total Disbursements 
Total Fee & Disbursements 
7 
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24.16 
533.83 
130.11 
67.50 
7.68 
25.23 
$793.31 
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HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C 
P. O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: 208-523-0620 Fax: 208-523-9518 
Tax ID: 82-0127480 
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION LLC February 13,2007 
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 
83401 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Jan-23-07 Federal express 1/9/07 to Jane 
Nelson 
Totals 
Total Fee & Disbursements 
File #: 10103-006 
Inv #: 70267 
16.37 
$16.37 
$16.37 
5 i • 
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• 
Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please 
make checks vavable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks. 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P. O. Box 50130 ' ' 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone:. 208-523-0620 Fax:' 208-523-9518 
Tax ID: 82-0127480 
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC 
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
April 17 , 2007 
File #: 
Inv #: 
10103-006 
70957 
RE: HOBSON FABRICATING 
. DATE STAFF HOURS DESCRIPTION 
Nov-16-06 FJH Q.30 Receive and read e-mail from' Steve; respond 
via e-mail; Telephone conferences with Steve; 
Nov-17-06 FJH 0.10 Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin 
regarding response to Oberrecht and Anderson 
on discovery depositions; 
Nov-20-06 FJH 4.10 Receive and read correspondence from 
Anderson Julii:Jll & Hull; Telephone conference 
with Steve; Telephone conference with Mr. 
Donnelly; e-mail from Attorney Larkin; 
Review records for logs and review documents 
for witness disclosure; Telephone conference 
with Attorney Larkin; Telephone conference 
call with all counsel; Telephone conference 
with Attomey Larkin regarding Deposition 
tactics and plan; e-mail to Steve; Receive and 
read correspondence from Attorney Anderson; 
Receive and read correspondence from 
Attorney Oberrecht; 
Nov-21-06 FJH 4.20 Telephone conference with Attorney 
Oberre~ht; Correspondence to Attorney 
Oberrecht; Telephone conferences with 
Attorney Larkin; Receive and read filings via 
e-mail from Attorney Oberrecht; Telephone 
conferences with Attorney Larkin; Telephone 
conference with Steve; work on documents for 
production to DPW and Attorney Anderson; 
Nov-22-06 FJH lAO Work on document production to DPW and 
Rudeen;. Telephone conferences with Stev~; 
Interest will be charged at the rate oJ 1% per month (I2% per anum) on CJutstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check 
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on check. 
c...r 
. File # 10103-006 # 70957 
Office conference with Steve regarding new 
documents; Telephone conferences with 
Attorney Larkin; Telephone conference with 
Att0t:ney Oberrecht; 
Nov-27-06 FJH 1.60 . Telephone conference. with Judge Wilper's 
. Clerk; Telephone conference with Attorney 
Larkin; Telephone conferep.ce with Attorney 
Oberrechtts assistant regarding new hearing 
date; Telephone conference with Steve; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Chou; 
Telephone confer~nce with Steve; Telephone 
conference with Attorney Larkin; 
Nov-28-06 FJH 1.70 Telephone conference with Attorney Oberrecht; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Coleman; 
Telephone conference with Judge Wilperts 
Clerk; Prepare Amended Notice of Hearing; 
Correspondence to the Clerkts office; 
Telephone conference call with all counsel 
regarding discovery schedule and regarding 
stipulated protective order; Correspondence to . 
Attorney Oberrecht regarding document 
production; Correspondence to Attorney 
Anderson regarding document production; 
Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin; 
Nov-29-06 FJH 1.70 Receive and read correspondence from Attorney 
Oberrecht; Telephone conference with Steve 
regarding deposition schedule; Correspondence 
to Steve; Receive and read discovery requests 
from Rudeen; e-mail correspondence from 
Attorney Larkin; telephone call and voice 
message to Attorney Larkin regarding Hearing 
Notice on Motion for Summary Judgment; 
Dec-07-06 FJH 3.40 Receive and read correspondence from Attorney 
Larkin; Read and analyze Stipulated Protective 
Order; edit same; Telephone conference with 
Attorney Chou regarding changes to bind 
outside consultants, etc. e-mail correspondence 
from Attorney Anderson; Dictate 
correspondence to Attorneys Oberrecht and 
Anderson; Telephone conferences with 
Attorney Larkin; Legal research regarding 
default issue; review Rudeen Discovery 
requests; Correspondence to Steve; review 
discovery requests to Rudeen; 
Dec-08-06 FJH 0.60. Telephone conferences with Attorney Larkin 
regarding discovery depositions; review 
research regarding Default issue; Edit and 
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